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Abstract.

!

Type! 1! Diabetes! (T1D)! is! a! disease! where! pancreatic! islet! betaScells! are!

unable! to! regulate!blood!glucose! levels,! resulting! in!severe!health! issues! including!

death.1!1.25!million!people!in!the!United!States!alone!have!T1D!and!this!accounts!for!

$14.9! billion! in! healthcare! cost! annually! (CDC,! 2009).! The! prevalence! of! T1D! in!

people! under! age! 20! rose! by! 23!%! between! 2001! and! 2009! and! is! projected! to!

increase! 4S6%! annually! (CDC! &! NIH),! providing! a! strategic! opportunity! for!

therapeutic! development.! The! gold! standard! of! treatment! requires! manual!

correction! of! cellular! insulin! response! by! IM! injection! or! by! an! implanted! pump,!

however! both! treatments! require! burdensome! maintenance.! Although! glucose!

homeostasis! can! be! controlled,! there! is! no! therapy! providing! complete! insulin!

independence.! Here! I! describe! a! novel! therapeutic! technology! that! will! lay! the!

foreground!for!providing!insulin!independence.!!

Although! islet! transplantation! has! been! explored,! limited! success! has! been!

achieved! due! to! decreased! islet! function,! survival! and! required! associated!

immunosuppressant! therapy.! To! address! these! challenges! multiple! encapsulation!

approaches!have!been!explored.2–6!This!unique!technology!combines!the!advantages!

of! singleSislet! and! multiSislet! encapsulation! approaches,! providing! rapid! nutrient!

exchange! of! singleSislet! approaches! and! precise! membrane! control! of! multiSislet!

approaches.! On! top! of! providing! rapid! nutrient! exchange,! immuneSisolation! and!

minimal! foreign! body! response,! this! device! technology,! unlike! others,! has! been!
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designed!to!provide!flexible,!compliant!support!for!the!encapsulated!islets,!recently!

discovered!to!promote!cell!function!and!survival.!7!!

This!technology!can!replace!the!need!for!burdensome!therapies!by!restoring!

absent!insulin!secreting!cells,!reestablishing!glucose!homeostasis,!effectively!curing!

T1D.! It! can! greatly! improve! diabetic! treatment! by! having! immediate! glucose!

response,! and! significantly! reduce! associated! diabetic! complications.! Furthermore!

this!approach!can!significantly!decrease!reliance!on!patient!compliance!and!improve!

patient!quality!of!life.!

!

.

. .
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Chapter.1:.Introduction.

!

Type.1.and.2.Diabetes.!

Diabetes! is! a! chronic! disease! where! blood! glucose! goes! unregulated.1! The!

disease! is! typically! due! to! either! an! insufficient! production! of! insulin! by! the!

pancreas! to! control! blood! sugar! as! in! Type! 1! Diabetes! (T1D),! or! to! an! improper!

response!to!insulin!by!the!patient’s!cells!as!in!Type!2!Diabetes.!If!untreated,!diabetes!

can! induce! devastating! complications! such! as! heart! disease,! stroke,! loss! of! vision,!

retinopathy,! kidney! failure,! nervous! system! damage,! and! even! death.8! Type! 2!

diabetes! accounts! for! approximately! 90%! of! all! diabetes! and! is! often! linked! to!

obesity.! It! can! be! generally! combated! with! appropriate! diet,! exercise! and! oral!

medications!but!may!!still!require!exogenous!insulin!in!some!extreme!cases.!!

On! the!other!hand,!Type!1!Diabetes! accounts! for! approximately!10%!of! all!

diabetes.!The!prevalence!of!T1D!in!people!under!age!20!rose!by!23!%!between!2001!

and!2009! and! is! projected! to! increase! 4S6%!annually! (CDC!&!NIH).! In! 2009,! 1.25!

million! people! in! the! United! States! alone! had! T1D! and! this! accounted! for! $14.9!

billion!in!healthcare!cost!annually!(CDC,!2009).!!

Type! 1! Diabetes,! also! known! as! Juvenile! Diabetes! because! it! is! usually!

discovered!during!adolescence,!is!an!autoimmune!disease!where!the!pancreatic!islet!

betaScells!responsible!for!secreting!insulin!are!selectively!destroyed.9!This!results!in!

decreased!production!of!insulin!that!decreases!continuously!with!the!destruction!of!
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the! insulin! producing! betaScells.! Additionally,! diabetes! is! linked! to! many! health!

complications,!such!as!heart!disease,!stroke,!high!blood!pressure,!blindness,!kidney!

disease,!neuropathy!and!amputation.!These!complications!underscore! the!urgency!

of!better!understanding!how!treatment!strategies!may!help!reduce!the!effect!of!this!

disease.!

!

Physiology..

The! pancreas! contains! both! exocrine! and! endocrine! cells! and! is! chiefly!

responsible!for!the!digestion!and!metabolism!of!fats,!proteins!and!glucose.!The!bulk!

mass! of! the! pancreas! is! dedicated! to! the! exocrine! cells! which! secrete! hormones!

signaling!for!the!secretion!of!pancreatic! juices,!chemicals!that!neutralize!the!acidic!

chyme!produced!by!the!stomach,!and!enzymes!responsible!for!the!digestion!of!fats!

and!proteins.!Less!than!1%!of!the!pancreas!mass!is!dedicated!toward!the!endocrine!

cells,!termed!the!islets!of!Langerhans.!The!islets!of!Langerhans!consist!of!a!cluster!of!

αScells,!βScells,!δScells,! γScells! and! εScells.! These! cells! orchestrate! the! regulation! of!

blood! glucose! levels! via! the! secretion! of! hormones! that! signal! for! the! increase! of!

blood! glucose! in! hypoglycemic! states! and! decrease! of! blood! glucose! in!

hyperglycemic!states.!These!cells!aim!at!maintaining!blood!glucose! levels!between!

3.6!mM!(65!mg/dl)!and!5.8!mM!(105!mg/dl).!Among!all!cells!constituting!the!islets!

of! Langerhans,!βScells! ! (betaScells)! are! the!most! important! since! they! secrete! the!

hormone!insulin!that!signals!for!the!decrease!of!blood!glucose.! !Insulin!binds!to!its!

receptor,!which! in! turn! translocates! the! glucose! transporter! to! the! surface! of! the!
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plasma! membrane! allowing! for! an! influx! of! glucose! that! can! be! either! stored! or!

metabolized.10,11!Insulin!is!needed!for!glucose!recognition!and!transport.!In!order!to!

closely! regulate! the! glucose! levels! a! network! of! highly! fenestrated! capillaries!

surrounds!native!human!islets.!This!results!in!ample!blood!supply!and!accordingly!

abundant! nutrients! that! enable! the! cells! to! quickly! respond! to! changes! in! blood!

glucose! levels.! When! insulinSproducing! betaScells! are! destroyed! or! have! reduced!

functionality,! insulin! and! glucose! regulation! is! unbalanced.! These! defects! in!

regulation! of! insulin! secretion! lead! to! several! metabolic! problems,! including!

diabetes.! ! It! has! been! suggested! that! the! cause! of! Type! 1! Diabetes! is! linked! to!

specific!virus,!micro!biota!and!the!hygiene!hypothesis,!however!there!is!limited!data!

definitively!demonstrating!which!is!the!exact!cause.12–17!!

!

Current.Treatment.for.Type.1.Diabetes.

Exogenous.Insulin.Injections.

Accurate! administration! of! insulin! therapeutics! that! mimic! the! islet! of!

Langerhans! betaScell! insulin! secretion! is! one! of! the! largest! challenges! in! drug!

delivery! due! to! dynamic! fluctuations! in! required! insulin.. The! gold! standard! of!

treatment!requires!manual!correction!of!cellular!insulin!response!by!IM!injection!or!

by!an!implanted!pump,!however!both!treatments!require!burdensome!maintenance.!!

This!requires!strict!patient!compliance,!which!is!especially!difficult!considering!type!

1!diabetes!onset!typically!starts!in!childhood.!!!
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Currently,! the! most! common! and! effective! treatment! available! is! insulin!

therapy.!In!this!therapy,!subcutaneous!insulin!injections!are!administered!based!on!

the! recipient’s! need.! To!maintain! healthy! insulin! glucose! dynamics,!multiple! daily!

blood!glucose!tests!are!required!for!the!proper!administration!of!insulin.!These!tests!

are!very! important!because!variance! in!diet,!routine!and!activity!can!greatly!affect!

glucose! levels.! Although! subcutaneous! insulin! injection! is! the! most! effective!

treatment,! it! requires! high! patient! compliance,! expensive! materials! and! lifelong!

treatment.! To! address! these! challenges! there! are! a! series! of! implantable! insulin!

pumps! that! are! gaining! popularity.! These! devices! are! used! to! supply! a! sustained!

delivery!of!insulin!with!additional!boluses!when!necessary.!Although!these!devices!

aim!to!provide!a!less!invasive!treatment!regime!they!still!require!additional!testing!

and! maintenance.! These! challenges! highlight! the! need! for! a! better! longSterm!

diabetes!treatment!plan.!!

Pancreas.Transplantation.

One! option! available! to! a! limited! number! of! type! 1! diabetics! is! whole!

pancreas!transplantation,!which!is!usually!performed!in!conjunction!with!a!kidney!

transplant! in! patients! with! endSstage! renal! failure.! With! this! method,! longSterm!

normal! glycemia!has!been! reached!with! a! fiveSyear! graft! survival! rate! of! 50S70%,!

however!recipients!must!strictly!adhere!to!a!lifelong!immunosuppressive!therapy.18!

The! currently! used! antiSrejection! medications! have! side! effects! that! limit! the!

number!of!recipients!able!and!interested!in!this!treatment!option.!These!side!effects!

include! susceptibility! to! infections,! decreased! wound! healing,! increased! risk! of!

lymphoma,! renal! dysfunction,! hyperlipidemia,! anemia! and! mouth! ulcers.19! The!
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invasiveness! of! the! surgery! and! associated! lifelong! therapy! restrict! the! potential!

candidates! to! those! patients!with! severe! diabetes,!who! are! additionally! requiring!

another!organ!transplant.!!!

Islet.Transplantation.

An!alternative! therapy! is!human! islet! transplantation.!Since! the!majority!of!

the! pancreas! is! dedicated! to! exocrine! functions! and! less! than! 1%! is! dedicated! to!

endocrine!functions,! transplantation!of!only!the! islets!greatly!decreases!the!risk!of!

clinical! complications! and! increases! the! potential! range! of! candidates.! This! less!

invasive! procedure! attempts! to! replace! defective! islets!with! donor! islets! that! can!

detect! blood! glucose! levels! and! respond! appropriately! with! insulin,! providing! a!

controlled! glycemic! response! in! diabetic! recipients! without! exogenous! insulin.20!

However,!a!major!factor!preventing!islet!transplantation!as!a!mainstream!treatment!

is! the! recipient’s! requirement! of! lifelong! immunosuppressive! therapy! and! the!

subsequent! dangerous! side! effects! brought! on! from! that! treatment.! It! is! also!

interesting! to! point! out! that! betaScell! replacement! therapy! could! provide! a!

significant! benefit! for! some! type!2!diabetics!where!betaScell! insufficiency! is! a! key!

part!of!the!pathogenesis.21!

Historically,!transplantation!of!human!islets!to!maintain!glucose!and!insulin!

regulation!began!in!the!1970s,!but!it!was!not!until!1989!that!the!first!recipient!was!

able! to!cease!exogenous! insulin!administration.6,22! In!2000,! the!success!rate!of! the!

Edmonton! protocol! dramatically! improved! with! the! use! of! a! steroid! and!

glucocorticoidSfree! immunosuppressive!plan! including!daclizumab,!with! low!doses!

of!sirolimus!and!tacrolimus.23!This!updated!protocol!resulted!in!seven!out!of!seven!
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consecutive! transplants!which!were! still! fully! functional! at!one!year.!However! the!

success!rates!significantly!decreased!with!time.24!The!reason!for!longSterm!failure!is!

most! likely!due! to!betaScell! loss! through! the! innate! immune! response!and! limited!

nutrients.!!!

In! its! 2006! annual! report,! the! Collaborative! Islet! Transplant! Registry!

presented!data! from!225!patients!who!received! islet! transplants.!According! to! the!

report,!nearly!twoSthirds!of!recipients!achieved!“insulin!independence”—defined!as!

being!able!to!stop!insulin!injections!for!at!least!14!days—during!the!year!following!

transplantation.! However,! insulin! independence! is! difficult! to! maintain! over! time!

and! only! one! third! of! recipients! maintained! insulin! independence! at! two! years.!

Although! a!majority! of! patients! did! not! achieve! insulin! independence,! benefits! of!

islet! transplantation! included! reduced! need! for! insulin,! improved! blood! glucose!

control,!and!greatly!reduced!risk!of!episodes!of!severe!hypoglycemia.!!

Although! islet! transplantation! has! been! explored! with! limited! success,! the!

ability!to!temporarily!achieve!insulin!delivery!independence!with!either!solidSorgan!

pancreas!or!islet!transplantation!has!increased!the!number!of!patients!seeking!betaS

cell! replacement! as! an! alternative! to!practiced! insulin! injection! therapy.!Based!on!

the! potential! advantages! of! islet! transplantation! as! highlighted! above,! an!

encapsulated! cellSbased! therapeutic! could! provide! the! recipient! with! a! dynamic!

glucoseSresponsive!source!of!insulin.!

!
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Potential.Cell.Sources.for.Islet.Transplantation.

It!has!been!estimated!that!one!million!islets!are!needed!for!transplantation!in!

a! diabetic! human! subject,! requiring! at! least! two! pancreas! donors.25! Each! islet!

transplantation!requires!a!surplus!of!islets!due!to!the!staggering!loss!of!up!to!80%!of!

islets!potentially!destroyed!in!processing,!culturing!and!transplantation.!!

The! significant! mismatch! between! the! number! of! islets! needed! for!

transplantation!and!the!islet!availability!highlights!the!need!to!find!additional! islet!

sources.! ! Different! cell! sources! are! currently! being! evaluated! to! overcome! this!

obstacle,! e.g.! glucoseSresponsive! insulin! producing! cells! derived! from! human!

embryonic! stem!cells! (hESC).26!These!cells!do!not! respond!well! to!glucose! in!vitro!

but!mature!and!function!like!normal!betaScells!after!being!transplanted!into!mice.27!

Another!potential!cell!source!is!from!betaScells!expansion! in!vivo!or! in!vitro.!

During!normal! cell! growth!and!development! the!ability!of!differentiated!βScells! to!

replicate! is! important.! However,! human! betaScells! have! shown! less! potential! for!

replication! compared! with! rodent! betaScells.28! This! has! motivated! researchers! to!

find!small!molecules!to!encourage!expansion!of!existing!betaScells.!This!search!has!

also! invigorated! the! hunt! for! small! signaling!molecules! that! can! direct! stem! cells!

towards!a!betaScell!phenotype.29!

Transdifferentiation! of! hepatic,! bile! ductepithelial,! and! acinar! cells! to!betaS

cell!like!is!also!being!currently!pursued.31–33!The!hepatic!and!acinar!cells!have!been!

reprogrammed! with! a! recipe! of! transcription! factors.! These! intrahepatic! biliary!

epithelial! cells! grown! in! a! collagenSembedded! floating! culture! have! been! able! to!

transdifferentiate!into!pancreatic!betaScells.!!
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Additionally,!porcine! islets!have!been!viewed!as!a!potential! source!of!betaS

cells! for! transplantation!due! to!close!homology!and!previous!success!with!porcine!

xenografts!in!alternative!clinical!endeavors.30!!

!

Tissue.Engineering.

! Based! on! the! potential! advantages! of! islet! transplantation! as! highlighted!

above,! an! encapsulated! cellSbased! therapeutic!would! provide! the! recipient!with! a!

dynamic! glucoseSresponsive! source!of! insulin.! It! has!been! assumed! that! indefinite!

survival!would!be!achieved!with!microcapsules!containing!betaScells,!which!elicit!a!

minimal! foreign! body! reaction.4,34! However,! many! factors! still! limit! betaScell!

replacement! therapeutics! for! type!1!diabetes.!An!unnoticed! factor! that! very! likely!

affects!the!success!is!the!environment!surrounding!the!islets.!Cellular!contacts!prior!

to! transplantation! can! critically! affect! islet! cells!physiology,! and! consequently,! the!

chance!of!success.!The!islet!also!possesses! intricate!connections!that!communicate!

the! necessary! response! of! the! tissue.! In! addition,! the! extracellular! matrix! (ECM)!

serves! as! a! scaffold! that! relays! environmental! cues! necessary! for! coordinating!

tissueSspecific!responses,!both!chemical!and!physical.!

Historically,! a! tight! correlation! exists! in! nature! between! structure! and!

function! of! biological! tissue.10,35,36! In! vertebrates,! a! consistent! feature! of! this!

correlation! is! the! dependence! on! connexins,! cadherins! and! integrins.! Connexins,!

form!permeselective!cellStoScell!channels!that!cluster!at!gap!junction!domains!of!the!

membrane!of!most!cell! types.!Here,! they!mediate! the!diffusionSdriven!exchange!of!

cytosolic!molecules!between!adjacent!cells.!Another!biological!tool!used!by!cells!for!
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communcation! is! the! use! of! cellScell! binding! proteins! such! as! cadherins,! and! cellS

matrix!bindings!such!as!integrins.!Cadherins!are!one!category!of!protein!responsible!

for!cellScell!communication.!These!surface!bining!proteins!have!an!extracellular!and!

intracellular!domain.!The!extracellular!domain!binds! the!extracellular!domain!of!a!

neighboring!cells’!cadherin.!Once!bound!these!cells!can!translate!that!binding!signal!

to! their! intracelluar! binding! domain! which! intraslates! that! signal! to! a! variety! of!

signalling! cascades! and! nuclear! transcription! factors.! Insulin! regulation! is! a!

multicellular! process! in! that! the! amounts! of! hormone! necessary! under! most!

physiological! conditions! exceed! those! that! can!be! produced!by! individual! cells.! In!

islets,!cellScell!communication!is!essential!to!provide!lowSinsulin!release!in!periods!

of!starvation!and!sufficient!amounts!of!insulin!after!food!intake.!45–50!!

Integrins!are!another!category!of!proteins!responsible!for!cellScell!signaling,!

however! these! proteins! use! their! external! domain! to! bind! the! ECM.! Cells! form!

connections! not! only! to! other! cells! but! also! to! the! extracellular! matrix,! which!

provide!a!substratum!contributing!to!differentiation,!polarity,!growth!and!survival.43!

In! mature! intact! islets,! interactions! with! the! ECM! or! synthetic! matrix! materials!

regulate! survival,! insulin! secretion,! proliferation,! and! aid! in! the! preservation! and!

restoration!of!spherical! islet!morphology..40! In!vitro!engineering!of! tissues!that!are!

natively!exposed!to!mechanical!cues!in!vivo!has!been!frequently!reported!to!enable!

native! cellular! respones.44! Accordingly,! various! betaScellSmatrix! interactions! that!

closely!mimic!the!native!islet!microenvironment!can!improve!insulin!output!or!islet!

longevity.!This!will!allow!for!greater!sensitivity!when!evaluating!glucose!stimulated!

insulin!secretion!at!different!cluster!sizes..!
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Both! categories! of! proteins! are! known! to! play! a! critical! role! in! regulating!

cellular! response,! and! interestingly! are! both! known! to! play! in! integral! role! in!

glucose! responsive! insulin! signalling.37–42! Precise! manipulation! of! physical! and!

chemical!cues!though!cellScell!and!cellSmatrix!interactions!promise!new!insight!into!

cellular! behavior! and! tissue! function.! These! insights! could! improve! clinical!

outcomes!of!islet!transplantation.!!

!

Immunoisolation.and.Biological.Barriers.for.Encapsulated.Islets.

The! idea!behind!an!encapsulated! islet! is! that! the!membrane!surrounding! it!

should! be! permeable! to! small! molecules! such! as! oxygen,! nutrients,! glucose,! and!

insulin! but! impermeable! to! larger! molecules! responsible! for! immune! rejection.!

However,! despite! promising! encapsulation! studies! and! the! development! of! many!

different!encapsulation!devices,!the!latter!have!yet!to!make!an!impact!in!the!clinical!

setting.! Some! of! the! factors! limiting! the! widespread! application! of! encapsulated!

islets! include:! incomplete! isolation! of! the! islets! from! the! immune! response,! and!

inadequate!physiological! interaction! for! the! cells!within! the!device,! both!of!which!

are!addressed!in!this!dissertation!in!chapter!2!and!3.!!!!

Encapsulated!islets!that!undergo!transplantation!have!to!overcome!both!the!

innate! and! adaptive! immune! response.! To! address! these! challenges! multiple!

encapsulation! approaches! have! been! explored.2–6! Microencapsulation! strategies!

have!been!used!to!encapsulate!single!islets!or!betaScells!with!a!variety!of!materials!

and!technologies.!These!approaches!focus!on!having!a!high!surface!area!to!volume!

ratio!that!supports!the!rapid!nutrient!exchange!necessary!for!highly!secretory!cells!
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such! as! the! islets.!Where! this! approach! is! limited,!macro! encapsulation! strategies!

succeed.! In! a! macro! encapsulation! approach,! multiple! islets! or! betaScells! are!

enclosed!in!a! large!device!reservoir.!Although!the! large!reservoir! limits!the!rate!of!

nutrient! exchange,! the! device! size! improves! the! control! of! the! device! membrane!

giving!nanoSscale!precision!for!the!membrane.!

Innate.Immune.Response.

The!activation!of!the!innate!immune!response!system!is!triggered!when!a!

donor! tissue! contacts! the! recipient’s! blood! cells! in! a! reaction! termed! the! instant!

bloodSmediated!inflammatory!response.51!Further!loss!of!transplanted!islets!results!

from!failure!of!engraftment!due!to!ongoing!immune!mediated!attack!in!the!form!of!

allograft!rejection!and!ongoing!autoimmunity.52!

Immune!rejection!of!syngenic!and!allogenic!tissue!is!largely!dependent!on!

direct!contact!with!TScells.!Although!a!proper!encapsulation!system!should!protect!

against!cells!and!antibodies,!the!islets!are!still!vulnerable!to!smaller!molecules!such!

as! chemokines/cytokines! and! nitric! oxide.! These! small! molecules! can! initiate!

macrophageSmediated!chemotaxis!and!can!result!in!transplant!failure.!!

Placing!islets!within!a!semipermeable!membrane!made!of!an!inert!material!

which! has! pores! that! allow! the! passage! of! small! molecules! such! as! insulin!

(monomer:! 5.8! kDa,! 1.35! nm! Stokes! radius;! hexamer:! 34.2! kDa,! 2.75! nm)! and!

glucose!(180!Da,!0.4!nm)!but!prevent!the!entry!of!macrophages!and!other!immune!

cell! types! (~7! µm)! and! antibodies! (~150S900! kDa,! 6S50! nm)! should! prevent!

rejection! by!mediated! TScells! although! it! will!may! not! prevent! contact!with! toxic!

chemokines!which!have!a!molecular!weight!below!30!kDa.!!
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Adaptive.Immune.Response.

The! Immunoglobulin! G! (IgG)! molecule! (150! kDa,! 5.9! nm! Stokes! radius)!

together!with!the!IgM!(910!kDa)!are!the!most!abundant!immunomolecules!involved!

in! the! humoral! host! response.53! Once! they! are! bound! to! the! grafted! tissue,! their!

interaction!with!the!C1q!(410!kDa)!component!of!the!complement!cascade!activates!

a!pathway,!which!will! lead! to! the!destruction!of! the! implanted!cells.54!Binding! the!

first! component! C1q! to! an! IgM,! or! two!or!more! IgG!molecules,! initiates! a! cascade!

that!culminates!in!the!form!of!the!membrane!attack!complex,!which!can!lyse!a!single!

cell.!IgM!and!C1q!(smallest!dimension!of!about!30!nm)!are!both!larger!than!IgG!(5.9!

nm! Stokes! radius),! so! if! host! IgM! and! C1q! can! be! prevented! from! crossing! the!

barrier,!then!a!specific!antibodySmediated!attack!on!the!islets!should!be!averted.!If!

the!alternative!complement!pathway!is!activated!and!not!inhibited!by!the!implanted!

tissue,!then!passage!of!C3(200!kDa)!across!the!membrane!must!also!be!prevented.!

Small! complement! breakdown! products,! such! as! C5a! (10! kDa),! may! also! pose! a!

problem.55!

Since!IgM!and!C1q!have!the!smallest!dimension!of!about!30!nm,!they!could!

be!completely! retained!by!a!membrane!with!a!maximum!pore!diameter!of!30!nm.!

The!pores!of!a!hydrophobic!membrane!in!contact!with!extracellular!fluid!are!likely!

to!be!coated!with!a!monolayer!of!protein!~10!nm!thick.!Thus,!pores!with!diameters!

of!about!50!nm!would!be!needed!to!allow!C1q!and!IgM!to!pass!through.!(see!Table!

1)!It!has!also!been!estimated!that!pore!diameters!between!30!and!50!nm!should!be!

able!to!exclude!the!small!IgG!molecule!although!it!is!very!likely!that!a!smaller!pore!

size!is!required!to!completely!block!it.56,57!
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Table. 1.. Pores. need. to.

smaller.than!

Molecular.weight! Stokes.radius!

IgG! 150!kDa! ~5.9!nm!

Antibodies! ~100S950!kDa! ~6S50!nm!

Immune!Cells! ! ~4!µm!

Note:.A.hydrophobic.monolayer.of.proteins.is.approximately.10.nm.thick...

!

However,! a! tiny! leak! of! IgG! may! not! be! so! detrimental! to! encapsulated!

cells.!It!has!been!shown!that!components!are!rapidly!inactivated,!therefore!it!should!

be! good! enough! to! hinder! IgG! diffusion! in! the! first! two! days! after! implantation!

rather!than!totally!block!it.54,56,58!

Since!Type!1!Diabetes!is!the!autoimmune!destruction!of!betaScells,!even!if!

the! cells! were! identical! to! the! recipient’s! previous! islets! they!would! still! need! to!

surpass!both!the!innate!and!adaptive!immune!responses!for!the!transplant!as!well!

as!the!autoimmune!attack.!!

Biological.Barriers.

In! order! to! receive! nutrients,! oxygen,! and! to! perform!metabolic! processes!

appropriately,! cells! have! to! be! close! to! a! blood! source,! typically! at! a! maximum!

distance!of!150S200!µm.!If!the!distance!is!greater,!hypoxic!conditions!can!arise!and!

result!in!necrosis.59!Therefore,!revascularization!of!encapsulated!islets!is!critical!for!

their! longSterm! survival.! Vascularization! is! not! only! important! for! preventing!

hypoxia,!the!vasculature!acts!as!a!highway!allowing!the!cells!to!respond!with!insulin!
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to! changes! in! glucose! level! in! seconds.! It! is! imperative! that! the! encapsulation!

devices!do!not!hinder!the!diffusion!of!these!molecules,!accordingly!these!biological!

requirements!define!the!lower!limits!of!the!device!pores.!(Table!2)!

!

Table. 2.. Pores. need. to.

larger.than!

Molecular.weight! Stokes.radius!

Insulin!monomer! 5.8!kDa! ~1.35!nm!

Insulin!hexamer! 34.2!kDa! ~2.75!nm!

Glucose! 180!Da! ~0.4!nm!

Note:.A.hydrophobic.monolayer.of.proteins.is.approximately.10.nm.thick...

.

In!the!immediate!postStransplantation!period,!islets!are!forced!to!depend!on!

diffusion! of! oxygen! and! nutrients! through! peripheral! transfusion! from! the!

surrounding!tissue.!This!can!translate!in!extended!periods!of!hypoxia!and!nutrient!

deficiency,!which!can!result! in! islet!death.60! It!has!been!estimated!that!as!much!as!

50S80%!of!islets!are!destroyed!shortly!after!transplantation.61!To!decrease!the!risk!

of!hypoxia!and!nutrient!deficiency,!smaller! islets!have!been!used!to!provide!easier!

access!to!oxygen!and!nutrients,!giving!them!a!greater!chance!of!survival.!

!It! has! also! been! shown! that! transplanted! islet! aggregates! fare! better! than!

individual!islets!in!terms!of!histological!evidence!of!necrosis!after!retrieval!and!cure!

rates! in! diabetic! patients.! ! Several! groups! have! shown! that! clusters! of! betaScells!

secrete! insulin! more! effectively! compared! to! single! cells,! indicating! that!

communication!between!cells!should!be!preserved!in!transplantation!situations.7,62!!
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!

Device.biocompatibility..

As! previously!mentioned,! immune! rejection! alone! is! not! the! only! cause! of!

graft! failure.! A! fibrotic! capsule! can! form! around! the! encapsulated! islets! in! the!

immediate! postStransplantation! period.34,63! Pericapsular! fibrotic! growth! occurs! in!

response!to!an!implanted!material.! Immediately!after! implantation,! fibrinogen!and!

other!proteins!bind!to!the!implanted!device!surface!(biofouling).!Macrophages!then!

bind! to! receptors! on! the! proteins! and! release! transforming! growth! factor! β! and!

other!inflammatory!cytokines.!In!response!to!these!signals,!quiescent!fibroblasts!are!

transformed! into! myofibroblasts,! which! synthesize! procollagen.! The! procollagen!

becomes! crossSlinked! and! then! other! extracellular! matrix! proteins! gradually!

contribute! to! the! formation! of! a! dense! fibrous! capsule! that! greatly! affects! the!

diffusion!of!nutrients!and!other!signaling!molecules!in!and!out!of!the!device.!

Bioincompatibility!of!materials!can!result! in!this! fibrotic!overgrowth,!which!

in! turn! can! be! responsible! for! islet! cell! death! and! device! failure.! Lack! of!

biocompatibility! can! be! attributed! to! the! purity,! texture! and! shape! of! the!

encapsulating!material.! If! the! foreign! body! response! induces! the! formation! of! an!

avascular! layer! adjacent! to! the!membrane! it! can! create! a! significant! challenge! for!

oxygen! diffusion.! The! implantation! of! a!material! in! the! body! could! also! lead! to! a!

neutral! response,! which! would! result! in! little! to! no! fibrotic! tissue! and! no! blood!

vessel! growth,! or! in! the! best! cases! it! can! induce! neovascularization,!which! is! the!

growth! and! proliferation! of! new! blood! vessels! near! the! membrane! interface.!

Neovascularization! improves!mass! transport!by!bringing! the!microvascularture! in!
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close! proximity! to! the! implanted! cells.! Neovascularization! is! induced! by! the!

membrane! architecture! in! about! 2S3!weeks.! This!means! that! the! implanted! islets!

experience! the! most! severe! oxygen! limitations! in! the! first! few! days! after!

transplantation.! Some! solutions! that! have!been! explored! to! reduce! the! immediate!

hypoxia,! postStransplantation,! are! to! create! a! hydrolytically! activated,! oxygenS

generating!biomaterial.60,64!!

On! the! longer! time! scale,! it! has! been! found! that! certain! types! of! porous!

materials,!when! fabricated!with!specific!pore!sizes,!cause!a!prolific!growth!of!new!

vessels!into!the!region!adjacent!to!the!implant.65!There!have!been!competing!results!

on! whether! larger! or! smaller! pore! sizes! are! responsible! for! increased!

neovasularization.66!However,!regardless!of!the!pore!size,!it!is!safe!to!conclude!that!

in!regards!to!biocompatibility!many!cells!bind!better!to!porous!surfaces!rather!than!

smooth! surfaces.67! Additionally,! the! microgeometry! of! an! implant! has! also! been!

shown! to! influence! the! foreign!body! response.! It!has!been! shown! that! thin!device!

implants! result! in! thinner! foreign! body! capsules.68! Avoiding! the! foreign! body!

response! from! implanted! materials! is! very! difficult! and! leads! to! many! device!

failures.!!

A!strategy!to!avoid!the!foreign!body!response!is!to!transplant!the!devices!into!

an!immuneSprivileged!site.!Currently!naked!islets!are!transplanted!into!the!liver!by!

the!portal!vein.!It!is!hypothesized!that!transplantation!to!an!immuneSprivileged!site!

would! facilitate! longSterm! survival! of! islets.! Sites! such! as! the! anterior! chamber! of!

the!eye!in!syngeneic!and!allogeneic!mouse!models,!the!cheek!pouch!in!hamsters,!and!

the!testies!have!been!examined!for!their!immunoSprivileged!potential.!69–72!
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!

Conclusion.

! Chapter! 2! shows! how! addressing! the! physical! microenvironmental! cues!

cellular! insulin! response,! which! could! improve! success! rates! of! transplantation!

strategies.! It! has! been! assumed! that! indefinite! survival! would! be! achieved! with!

microcapsules!containing!betaScells,!which!elicit!a!minimal!foreign!body!reaction.3!

In! chapter! 3,! a! unique! compliant! thinSfilm! technology! combines! the!

advantages!of!singleSislet!and!multiSislet!encapsulation!approaches,!providing!rapid!

nutrient! exchange! of! singleSislet! approaches! and! precise! membrane! control! of!

multiSislet! approaches! is! described.! On! top! of! providing! rapid! nutrient! exchange,!

immuneSisolation!and!minimal!foreign!body!response,!this!device!technology,!unlike!

others,! has! been! designed! to! provide! flexible,! compliant! support! for! the!

encapsulated!islets,!recently!discovered!to!promote!cell!function!and!survival.!7!!

In! chapter! 4,!we! design! a! nanoSparticle! sensor! imbedded! in! a! scaffold! and!

show! how! it! improves! the! ability! for! oxygen! sensingS! an! important! metric! for!

monitoring! cell! viability.! To!monitor! the! success! of! the! therapy,! and! the! nutrient!

availability! a! nanoSparticle! diagnostic! tool! was! developed! to! monitor! oxygen!

availability.!Having!an!oxygen!sensing!nanoparticle!with!the!available!chemistry!for!

attachment!affords!a!tool!to!easily!add!oxygen!sensing!functionality!to!a!variety!of!

materials.!

All!together,!this!technology!can!replace!the!need!for!burdensome!therapies!

by! restoring! absent! insulin! secreting! cells,! reestablishing! glucose! homeostasis,!

effectively! curing! T1D.! It! can! greatly! improve! diabetic! treatment! by! having!
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immediate! glucose! response,! and! significantly! reduce! associated! diabetic!

complications.! Furthermore! this! approach! can! significantly! decrease! reliance! on!

patient!compliance!and!improve!patient!quality!of!life.!!

Disclosure..

This!chapter!is!a!variation!of!the!material!as!it!appears!in!Schweicher,!Nyitray!et.!Al.!

Fronteirs!in!Biosciences.!It!appears!here!with!the!permission!from!the!authors.!

!

!! !
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Chapter.2:.3D.Tissue.Engineering.–.3D.Microenvironment.

Stiffness.Affects.Islets.Insulin.Processing.and.Sensitivity..

!

Keywords:!betaScells,!islets,!microSfabrication,!insulin,!tissue!engineering,!poly!

acrylamide,!3D,!Wnt!signaling,!!!

Abstract. .

Type! 1! diabetes!is! chronic! disease! with! numerous! complications! and!

currently!no!cure.!Tissue!engineering!strategies!have!shown!promise!in!providing!a!

therapeutic! solution,! but! maintenance! of! islet! function! and! survival! within! these!

therapies!represents!a!formidable!challenge.!The!islet!microenvironment!may!hold!

the! key! for! proper! islet! maintenance.! To! elucidate! the! microenvironmental!

conditions! necessary! for! improved! islet! function! and! survival,! 3D! polyacrylamide!

cell!scaffolds!were!fabricated!with!stiffnesses!of!0.1!kPa!and!10!kPa!to!regulate!the!

spatial! and! mechanical! control! of! bioSsignals.! Specifically,! we! show! a! significant!

increase! in! insulin!mRNA! expression! of! 3D! betaScell! clusters! grown! on! complaint!

0.1kPa!scaffolds.!!Moreover,!these!compliant!0.1!kPa!scaffolds!also!increase!glucose!

sensitivity! as! demonstrates! by! the! increased! glucose! stimulation! index.! Our! data!

suggests!that!stiffnessSspecific!insulin!processing!is!regulated!though!the!MLCK!and!

ROCK!mechanosensing!pathways.!Additionally,!βScatenin!is!required!for!regulation!

of! stiffnessSdependent! insulin! expression.! Through! activation! or! inhibition! of! βS

catenin! signaling! reversible! control! of! insulin! expression! is! achieved! on! the!

compliant!0.1!kPa!and!overly!stiff!10!kPa!substrates.!Understanding!the!role!of!the!
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microenvironment! on! islet! function! can! enhance! the! therapeutic! approaches!

necessary!to!treat!diabetes!for!improving!insulin!sensitivity!and!response.!!

!

Introduction.

Type! 1! diabetes! is! a! disease! characterized! by! the! selective! destruction! of!

betaScells! in! the! islets! of! Langerhans,! responsible! for! maintaining! glucose! and!

insulin! homeostasis.! This! results! in! a! deregulation! of! insulin! and! glucose! that!

requires! constant!monitoring.! The!most! common! treatment! for! type!1! diabetes! is!

insulin!therapy,!by!insulin!injection!or!implantation!of!a!subcutaneous!insulin!pump.!

The! clinical! cellSbased! approaches! for! treating! diabetes,! whole! pancreas!

transplantation!and!islet!transplantation,!have!great!potential!for!a!future!diabetes!

treatments.! 24,73! However,! these! treatments! have! not! achieved! longSterm! success.!

Multiple!donors!are!necessary!for!each!transplant,!due!to!high!loss!of!islet!function!

and! necrosis! post! transplantation.! To! overcome! these! challenges! of! limited! cell!

source!there!have!been!a!series!of!studies!utilizing!alternative!cell!sources!such!as!

stem!cells!to!overcome!the!challenge!of!limited!cell!source.74!However,!much!of!this!

loss! of! function! is! due! to! disruption! of! the! native! cellular! architecture! and!

microenvironment!and!still!occur!with!a!surplus!of!cells.!Understanding!the!role!of!

the!microenvironment!might!help!overcome!the!challenges!of!limited!cell!survival.!!!

In!the!pancreas,!islets!experience!intricate!cellScell!interactions!that!facilitate!

insulin! response! and! viability.10,75–77! In! native! islets,! cellScell! communication! is!

essential! to! provide! lowSinsulin! release! in! periods! of! starvation! and! sufficient!

amounts!of!insulin!after!food!intake.! .To!produce!large!concentrations!of!insulin,!βS
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cells! rely! on!multicellular! processes! to! synergistically! increase! insulin! production!

beyond!what!can!be!produced!by!an!individual!cell.! !Even!paired!betaScells!secrete!

more! than! twice! the! amount! of! insulin! than! a! single! cell.78! ! Previous! work! has!

demonstrated!that! insulin!production!per!cell! increases!with!betaScell!architecture!

and!that!beta!Scell!survival!is!improved!in!large!clusters.62,79,80!!

Microenvironment! stiffness! is! known! to! play! a! critical! role! in! cellular!

response! and! differentiation,! in! a! variety! of! systems.81–84! ! Specifically,! changes! in!

microenvironment! stiffness! affects! intercellular! tension! and! accordingly! regulates!

cellular! and! nuclear! morphology! though! many! different! mechanotransduction!

mechanism.85! Matrix! interactions! that! closely! mimic! the! native! islet!

microenvironment!in!architecture!and!stiffness!could!improve!insulin!output!or!islet!

viability.!!

Although! the!architecture!and! size!of! islets!has!been! shown! to!be! critically!

important! little! is! known! about! the! effect! of! microenvironmental! cues,! such! as!

stiffness,!on!islet!function!and!survival.!In!mature!intact!islets,!interactions!with!the!

natural! ECM! or! synthetic!matrix! regulate! survival,! insulin! secretion,! proliferation,!

and!aid!in!the!preservation!and!restoration!of!spherical!islet!morphology.75,40!BetaS

cells! in! vivo! are! surrounded! by! a! rich! network! of! soft! tissue! (0.1! –! 1! kPa)! and!

vasculature!(8S17!kPa),!the!two!main!physical!interactions!the!islets!experience.86,87!

However,! little! is! known! about! the! biochemical! signaling!mechanisms! connecting!

these!biophysical!cues!to!viability!and!insulin!processing.!ERK!signaling!through!the!

RasSRafSMEKSERK! signaling! pathway! is! a! wellSestablished! mechanosensing!

pathway.! Stiff! ECM! microenvironments! increase! the! formation! of! complexes!
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between! FAK! and! Src! and! Shc! and! the!mitogen! activated! protein! kinase! (MAPK)!

pathway!member!Grb2.88–91!This!complex!then!enhances!FAKSdependent!activation!

of!ERK1/2.40,92,93! !The!cellSmatrix! interface,!which! is!established!by! the!contractile!

response!to!ECM!stiffness,!directly!regulates!classical!pathways!of!proliferation!for!

RasSRafSMEKSERK! pathway.! Another! mechanosensing! pathway! that! regulates! cell!

behavior!is!myosin!light!chain!kinase!(MLCK)!and!Rho/ROCK!kinase.41,94!Myosin!II!is!

believed!to!be!involved!in!the!generation!of!the!contractile!force!for!cell!migration.95!

The! activity! of! myosin! II! is! mainly! controlled! by! its! light! chain! (MLC)!

phosphorylation,!which! is!regulated!by! two!classes!of!enzymes,!MLCK!and!myosin!

phosphatase!(Rho/ROCK).41,96!MLCK!and!Rho/ROCK!kinase!appear!to!be!two!major!

kinases!that!phosphorylate!MLC.!!

The!main!cellScell!adhesion!protein,!eScadherin,!maintains!betaScells!clusters!

formation.!The!adapter!protein!connecting!to!eScadherin!to!the!cellular!cytoskeleton!

is! βScatenin,! a! transcription! factor! for! Wnt! signaling.! Recently! cellScell! adhesion!

molecules! have! been! recognized! as! mechanosensors.97! Interestingly,! βScatenin!

signaling! also! is! a! well! known! regulator! of! insulin! sensitivity,! possibly! linking!

mechanotransduction!to!insulin!processing.89,97!!

This!work!utilizes!standard!photolithographic!techniques!to!develop!a!series!

of!polyacrylamide!(PA)!microSwells!scaffolds!at!different!stiffnesses! to!explore! the!

role! of! stiffness! on! insulin! processing.! By! understanding! the! optimal!

microenvironmental!cues!necessary!for!survival!and!insulin!response,!we!strive!to!

improve! longSterm! islet! viability,!which! could! provide! a! recipient!with! a! dynamic!

glucoseSresponsive!source!of!insulin.!
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!

Results.and.Disscussion.

Tissue! engineering! strategies! have! the! power! to! explore! the! roles! of!

architecture!and!microenvironment!on!betaScell!biology.!Accordingly,!research!has!

been!focused!on!showing!importance!of!spherical!architecture!on!betaScell!clusters!

for! increased! insulin!production!and!viability.! 75!They!have!also!shown!that! larger!

betaScell!clusters!secrete!more!insulin!per!cell.62!Additionally!the!importance!of!3D!

cell! clusters! formation! for! optimal! betaScell! function! using! a! variety! of! different!

natural!and!synthetic!materials!has!been!demonstrated.60,98–105!These!studies!have!

focused!on! the!biochemical! cues! initiated!by!surface!molecule!binding!such!as! the!

role! collagen! and! laminin,! the! two!major! ECM! proteins! of! islets.80,106,44! Improved!

islet!function!has!been!demonstrated!when!the!ECM!interactions!are!reconstructed.!

Although!this!is!useful!to!understand!the!role!of!architecture!and!ECM!binding,!they!

focus! on! surface! chemistry! mediating! islet! survival! and! function! and! ignore! the!

physical! and! mechanical! properties! guiding! that! betaScell! response.! Precise!

manipulation!of!these!physical!cues!promise!new!insights!into!cellular!behavior!and!

tissue! function,!which! could! improve! clinical! outcomes! of! islet! transplantation.! In!

our! study!we!have!created!a! system! in!which! the!biomechanical!properties!of! the!

material! and! cell! can! be! controlled! to! explore! their! effect,! a! previously! under!

acknowledged!regulator!of!betaScell!function.!!

! PA! was! chosen! because! it! is! a! biocompatible! hydrogel,! with! a! tunable!

stiffness! range.! By! attenuating! the! polymer! formulation,! a! microSwell! scaffolds!

ranging! the! physiological! stiffness! can! be! fabricated! using! standard!
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photolithographic!techniques.!Additionally,!when!hydrated!and!incubated!at!37°C,!it!

does!not!rupture!due!to!swelling!additionally!if!interested!the!acrylate!handles!can!

be!exploited!to!covalently!functionalize!the!surface.!!

To!study!the!effect!of!microenvironment!stiffness!on!islet!function,!standard!

photolithography!was!used!to!create!PA!square!microSwells!of!100!µm!by!100!μm!

length!by!width!with!60!μm!depth!(Figure!1.!A).!The!length!and!width!of!the!microS

wells!was!controlled!by!the!mask,!while!the!depth!of!the!microSwells!was!controlled!

by!the!spin!rate!and!subsequent!thickness!of! the!photoresist.!MicroSwells!with!the!

above! mentioned! dimensions! allowed! for! betaScell! clusters! less! than! 100! μm! in!

diameter! to! be! created! (Figure! 1.! D,E).! betaScell! clusters! 100! μm! in! diameter! are!

small! enough! that! oxygen! permeability! and! nutrient! exchange! are! not! be!

significantly!affected!(34,35).!!!

!

Figure.1.Polyacrylamide.(PA).can.be.used.to.construct.primary. isletPderived.

and.Min6Pderived.3D.betaPcell.clusters...
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A).Schematic.describes.PA.fabrication.using.standard.photolithography.to.

create..B).Atomic.force.microscopy.was.used.to.measure.substrate.stiffness..C).

PA.microPwells.after.seeding.with.betaPcells.and.D,.E).culturing.for.24.hours.

3D.betaPcell.clusters.are.formed....

!

Further!more! this! cluster! size! maximizes! insulin! expression! and! secretion!

per!volume!(Figure!2).!The!mechanical!properties!of!PA!hydrogels!were!altered!by!

varying! the! PA! concentration.! The! elastic! modulus! of! the! PA! hydrogels! was!

measured!by!atomic!force!microscopy!(Figure!1.!B).!The!PA!stiffness!was!chose!for!

this! study! to! replicate! the! two! common! stiffnesses! found! in! the! pancreas!

extracellular!matrix!0.1!kPa!(compliant)!which!models! the!pancreatic!ECM!and!10!

kPa!(stiff)!which!models!the!surrounding!vasculature.!!

!

!

!

Figure.2.Insulin.expression.and.secretion.is.affected.by.cluster.size..
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A).Primary.isletPderived.betaPcell.clusters.grown.in.microwells.ranging.from.

40.to.300.µm.demonstrate.increased.insulin.secretion.with.increased.size..B).

betaPcells.cultured.in.100.µm.microwells.demonstrate.2Pfold.increase.in.

insulin.expression..

.

To! examine! the! effect! of! substrate! stiffness! on! betaScell! function,! insulin!

expression! and! secretion! was! measured! on! compliant! and! stiff,! flat! and! microS

welled!substrates!on!both!compliant,!stiff,!flat!and!microSwelled!substrates!(Figure!

3).!

!

Figure. 3. Figure. 2:. betaPcell. insulin. expression. is. regulated. by. microPwell.

stiffness..

A).Min6Pderived.and.B).primary.isletsPderived.clusters.have.increased.insulin.

expression.in.0.1.kPa.microPwells..(*.Indicates.P<0.05).

.

MicroSwelled! substrates! facilitated! spherical! cluster! formation! (Figure! 1.! C,! D,! E)!

known!to!improve!insulin!processing.!However,!only!cells!cultured!on!the!compliant!

microSwelled! substrates! increased! insulin! expression! significantly! above! control!
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levels! for! both! MIN6! and! primary! islets! (Figure! 3.! A,! B).! This! specific! response!

demonstrates!that!insulin!expression!is!increased!not!only!by!cluster!formation,!but!

in!response!to!stiffness!of!the!surrounding!microenvironment.!!!

For! longSterm! insulin! secretion! studies! a! GSIS! was! performed! which!

replicates!glucose! levels!during!starvation!and!after!eating!to!stimulate!the!phases!

of! insulin! secretion.! betaScells! were! cultured! on! both! compliant! and! stiff! microS

welled!substrates!and!a!GSIS!was!performed!after!24,!48!and!72!hours!(Figure!4).!!

!

Figure. 4. Min6Pderived. betaPcell. clusters. in. compliant. 0.1. kPa. microPwells.

have.increased.glucose.sensitivity..
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A).After.24.hour.incubation.there.is.no.significant.change.in.insulin.secretion.

rate..B).After.48.hours.there.is.a.slight.increase.in.insulin.secretion.on.

compliant.microPwells.at.15.mM.glucose..C).And.after.72.hours.there.is.an.

overall.decrease.in.the.insulin.rate.on.compliant.stiffness.microPwells..D).The.

Glucose.Stimulation.Index.shows.an.increase.in.the.insulin.sensitivity.on.the.

0.1.kPa.substrate..(**.Indicates.P<.0.005).

!

Surprisingly,! even! though! insulin! expression! is! increased! on! compliant!

microSwells,! after! 24! hours! there! is! no! significant! difference! in! the! glucose!

stimulation!profile!between!the!compliant!and!stiff!microSwell!substrates!(Figure!4.!

A).!Similar!results!are!seen!at!the!48!hour!and!72!hour!time!points!as!well!(Figure!4.!

B,C).! However,! analysis! of! the! glucose! stimulation! index! profile! shows! significant!

improvement! at! the! 48! hours! time! point! (Figure! 4.! D).! An! increased! glucose!

stimulation! index! demonstrates! that! the! clusters! are! more! efficient! at! secreting!

insulin!in!response!to!glucose,!a!hallmark!of!healthy!insulin!secreting!clusters.!!Both!

insulin!secretion!rate!and!glucose!stimulation! index!are! important! for!maintaining!

proper!insulin!response.!!

As! expected! from! previous! research,! microSwell! scaffold! alone! improve!

insulin! expression.! However,! compliant! microSwell! scaffolds,! which! combine! 3D!

clusters! with! physiologically! relevant! stiffness! greatly! improves! the! glucose!

stimulation! index! and! insulin! expression.! Although! there! is! striking! increase! in!

insulin!expression!on!complaint!substrates! there! is!only!a!moderate!change! in! the!

insulin! secretion.!This! could!be!due! to! the!necessity!of!both:!physical! interactions!
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with! the! substrate,! and! biochemical! signaling! interactions! initiated! by! ECMS

adhesion!binding!proteins!to!further!promote!insulin!secretion!and!sensitivity!

Intercellular! tension! in! response! to! stiff! microenvironments! can! cause! a!

change! in!nuclear!morphology.!Tension! in!cytoskeletal!attachments! to! the!nucleus!

can!distort!the!circular!configuration!of!tensionless!nuclei.!Thus!nuclear!circularity!

within!betaScell!clusters!can!indicate!the!relative!amount!of!internal!cellular!tension.!

As! expected! the! betaScell! clusters! cultured! in! stiff! microSwells,! which! would! be!

expected!to!have!higher! internal!cellular! tension,!have!nuclei! that!are!significantly!

less! circular! that! those! on! complaint! substrates! (Figure! 5).!

!

Figure.5.Min6Pderived.betaPcell.clusters.maintain.a.circular.nuclear.shape.in.

compliant.PA.microwells..

A).Nuclear.staining.of.cells.cultured.in.compliant.0.1.kPa.and.stiff.10.kPa.

microPwells..B).The.decrease.circularity.of.the.nuclei.on.stiff.microPwells.

indicates.cells.experience.more.cellular.tension....

!

The! stiffness! of! the! microenvironment! is! converted! to! an! intercellular!

response! through! mechanosensing.! Three! mechanosensing! signaling! pathways,!
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ERK,!MLC!and!ROCK!signaling!were!explored!in!clustered!betaScells.!To!confirm!the!

role! of! each! signaling!pathway!MEK1! (ERK! inhibitor),!MLS7! (MLCK! inhibitor)! and!

Y27632!(ROCK!inhibitor)!were!used.!Interestingly!the!MEK1!inhibitor!has!no!effect!

on!insulin!expression!(Figure!6.!A).!!

!

Figure. 6. Erk. signaling. is. not. required. for. stiffnessPsensitive. insulin.

expression..

A).Incubation.with.a.MEK1.inhibitor.shows.no.change.in.insulin.expression..B).

Absent.ERK.activation.is.demonstrated.by.the.lack.of.nuclear.staining.overlap.

between.ERK.(green).and.the.nucleus.(red),.and.by.the.absent.pERK.(green).

staining...

!

Furthermore!the!absence!of!ERK!nuclear! localization!and!complete!absence!

of!pERK!the!activated!form!of!ERK!in!both!substrates!indicates!ERK!signaling!is!not!

involved!(Figure!6.!B).! !However!treatment!with!MLS7!and!Y27632!reduces!insulin!
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expression!on!compliant!substrates!to!levels!achieved!on!the!stiff!substrates!(Figure!

7).!

!

Figure.7.MLCK.and.ROCK.signaling.are.required.for.stiffnessPsensitive.insulin.

expression..

Addition.of.MLCK.and.ROCK.inhibitors.significantly.decrease.insulin.

expression.on..compliant.0.1.kPa.microPwells.to.the.levels.in.the.stiff.10.kPa.

microPwells...

!

To! determine! the! effect! of! substrate! stiffness! on! βScatenin! signaling,! gene!

expression!of!GSK3β,!a!competitive!inhibitor!of!βScatenin,!and!Lef!and!Tcf,!binding!

partners! of! βScatenin,! were! analyzed.! At! 24! hour,! gene! expression! for! GSK3β! is!

decreased! while! Lef! and! Tcf! expression! is! increased! on! the! compliant! substrates!

(Figure!8.!A).!A!decreased!expression!of!GSK3β!and!increased!expression!of!Lef!and!
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Tcf! the! transcriptional! binding! partners! for! βScatenin! on! compliant! microSwell!

substrates!suggest!canonical!Wnt!signaling!may!be!upregulated!to!confer!improved!

insulin!sensitivity!and!expression.!To!confirm!the!role!of!βScatenin!we!used!the!βS

catenin!inhibitor,!IRWS1!and!he!βScatenin!activator,!DCA.!!When!βScatenin!signaling!

is!inhibited!insulin!expression!is!decreased!on!the!compliant!substrates!to!the!level!

observed!on!the!stiff!substrate!(Figure!8.!B).!However,!when!βScatenin!signaling!is!

activated,!insulin!expression!is!increased!on!the!stiff!substrates!to!the!level!observed!

on! the!compliant! substrates! (Figure!8.!B).!This!demonstrates! reversible! control!of!

insulin!expression!on!the!compliant!and!stiff!substrates!though!βScatenin!signaling!

manipulation.!!

!

Figure. 8. StiffnessPsensitive. insulin. expression. is. mediated. by. βPcatenin.

signaling..

A).Decreased.expression.of.GSK3β.and.increased.expression.in.βPcatenin.

adaptor.proteins.Lef.and.Tcf.suggest.increase.insulin.sensitivity.by.βPcatenin.

signaling..B).Incubation.with.IRWP1,.a.βPcatenin.inhibitor,.reduces.insulin.

expression.on.the.compliant.0.1.kPa.substrates.to.the.level.observed.on.the.

stiff.10.kPa.substrates.where.addition.of.DCA,.a.βPcatenin.activator,.increases.
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the.insulin.expression.on.the.stiff.10.kPa.substrate..(**.Indicates.P<0.005,.***.

Indicates.P<0.0007).

Interestingly,! increased! insulin! expression! in! betaScells! cultured! on!

complaint!substrates!was!downSregulated!with!ROCK!and!MLCK!inhibitors,!but!was!

unaffected!by!ERK!inhibition.!This!result!was!surprising!as!ERK!signaling!has!been!

linked! to! focal! adhesion! formation! and! mechanosensing.40,88! The! ablation! of! the!

increased!insulin!expression!on!the!compliant!substrates!with!the!MLCK!and!ROCK!

inhibitor! suggest! a!mechanosensing!mechanism! regulates! changes! in! insulin,! and!

that!the!MLCK!inhibitor!appears!to!have!a!stronger!inhibitory!affect.!Although!both!

the! MLCK! and! ROCK! inhibitor! decrease! insulin! expression! on! the! compliant!

substrate,! the!expression! is!never!below!the!expression! level!of! the!stiff!substrate.!

This!suggests! that! these! inhibitors!decrease! insulin!expression!by!ablating!cellular!

recognition! of! stiffness! rather! than! the! change! in! cellular! tension! of! the! cells!

regulating!the!changes!in!insulin!expression.!!

! Additionally! the! nucleus! has! been! proposed! to! act! as! a! cellular!

mechanosensor,! with! changes! in! nuclear! shape! causing! conformational! changes!

directly!affecting!transcriptional!regulation85,107!The!decreased!circularity!in!the!stiff!

microSwell! substrates! was! consistent! with! the! increased! cellular! tension!

experienced! in! the! more! rigid! scaffolds.! If! cellular! tension! regulates! insulin!

expression,! inhibition! of! mechanosensing! would! be! expected! to! increase! insulin!

expression.!However!there!is!no!increase!in!insulin!expression!with!the!inhibition!of!

mechanosensing! suggesting! that! mechanosensing! not! intercellular! tension! is!

necessary! for! stiffness! controlled! insulin! expression.! Additionally,! cells! cultured!
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with! a! βScatenin! inhibitor,! decreased! insulin! expression! to! the! expression! level! of!

the! stiff! substrate!where! as! cells! cultured!with! a! βScatenin! activator! increase! the!

insulin! expression! on! the! stiff! substrate! to! the! levels! of! the! compliant! complaint!

substrate.! This! demonstrates! that! βScatenin! can! reversibly! control! insulin!

expression! between! the! stiff! and! compliant! substrate.! Interesting! βScatenin! is! an!

established!regulator!of!insulin!sensitivity!through!Wnt!signaling,!however!had!not!

previously!been!linked!to!mechanosensing!for!insulin!sensitivity.!!These!findings!are!

consistent!with!the!decreased!expression!of!GSK3β!that!when!inactive,!activates!βS

catenin!and!results! in! its!nuclear! localization.!The! increased!expression!of!Tcf!and!

Lef,!the!binding!partners!of!β!catenin,!is!also!consistent!with!the!βScatenin!signaling.!!

Furthermore! indicating! that! βScatenin! signaling! is! required! to! mediate! stiffnessS

dependant! insulin!expression.!This! suggests! that!MLCK!and!Rock!mechanosensing!

and! βScatenin! signaling! through! the! canonical! Wnt! pathway! modulates! stiffnessS

dependant!insulin!expression!and!secretion.!!

! This!study!demonstrates! the!ability!of!discrete!biophysical! cues! to!affect!βS

cell!insulin!expression!and!sensitivity!in!a!3D!system.!To!our!knowledge,!this!is!the!

first! study! that! investigates! stiffness! mediated! 3D! betaScell! cluster’s! insulin!

processing.! The! results! of! this! study! have! promising! implications! for! not! only! on!

tissueSengineering!but! also! for!diabetes! treatment! in! transplantation! and! immune!

isolating! systems.! These! findings! can! direct! future! islet! studies,! specifically!

improving! stratagies! for! increased! glucose! sensitivity.! By! understanding! the!

microenvironment! responsible! for! improving! the! islet’s! insulin! response! we! can!
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build! on! the! current! cell! encapsulating! technologies! and! improve! the! potential! to!

cure!diabetes.!

!

Conclusion.

! To! measure! the! role! of! stiffness! alone! on! insulin! processing! a! 3D! microS

welled! system! that! is! mechanically! tunable,! biocompatible! and! fabricated! using!

standard!photolithography!was!designed.!!3D!betaScell!clusters!from!both!MIN6!and!

dissociated!primary!cells!were!created!and!a!stiffness!dependent!change!in!insulin!

expression!and! sensitivity!was!demonstrated.!The! importance!of!ROCK!and!MLCK!

signaling! though! mechanosensing! was! shown! in! stiffness! dependant! insulin!

processing.! Additionally! the! decrease! in! nuclear! circularity! suggests! increased!

intercellular! tension.! However! this! did! not! contribute! to! changes! in! insulin!

processing.! This! work! demonstrated! that! stiffness! sensitive! insulin! processing!

requires! βScatenin! signaling.! ! Furthermore! suggesting! that! βScatenin! signaling!

through! the!Wnt! pathway! regulated! by!mechanosensing! tunes! insulin! processing.!

Understanding!the!microenvironment!can!play!a!key!role!in!future!diabetes!studies.!

This!information!can!be!directly!translated!to!current!islet!transplantation!methods!

and!immune!isolation!devices!for!the!longSterm!treatment!of!diabetes.!!

.
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Materials.and.Methods.

Polyacrylamide.(PA).microPwell.scaffold.fabrication.

! PA! microSwells! were! fabricated! using! a! twoSstep! process.! First,! a!

micropatterned! silicon! wafer! was! created! using! standard! photolithography!

techniques!outlined!below.!A! layer!of!SUS8!2035!negative!photoresist!(Microchem,!

Newton,!MA)!was!spuncast!at!1400!rpm!for!30!seconds!onto!a!3”!silicon!wafer!using!

a!PMW32!spin!coater!(Headway!Research,!Garland,!TX)!and!prebaked!at!65°C!for!5!

minutes! then! 95°C! for! 15! minutes.! An! array! of! 100! μm! microSwells! at! 100! μm!

spacing!were!patterned! into! the!photoresist!using!a!photo!mask!and!exposing! the!

photoresist!to!UV!light!for!45!seconds!at!an!intensity!of!9!mM!cmS2!using!a!Karl!Suss!

MJB!3!mask! aligner! (SUSS!MicroTech! Inc.,!Waterbury!Center,!VT).!The! SUS8!posts!

were! then! postSbaked! at! 65°C! for! 5! minutes! then! 95°C! for! 15! minutes! and!

developed! with! SUS8! developer! (Microchem,! Newton,! MA)! for! 10! minutes! under!

agitation.!!The!wafers!were!then!hard!baked!at!200°C!for!15!minutes.!Second,!a!PA!

solution!of!5mL! for! the!0.1!kPa! substrate!or!8.75!mL!PA! for! the!10!kPa! substrate!

(Biorad,!Hercules,!CA)!with!4.9!mL!or!1.24!mL!water!respectively!was!made.!!A!10%!

w/v! solution!of!APS! (SigmaSAldrich,! St!Louis,!MO)!was! created! in!100!μl! of!water!

and!added! to! the!PA!solution! followed!by!10!μL!of!TEMED!(Biorad,!Hercules,!CA).!

The!solution!was!gently! inverted!then!poured!over! the!SUS8!templated!wafer.!The!

PA!was!allowed!to!polymerize!for!1!hour,!then!removed!from!the!wafer!and!allowed!

to!soak!in!PBS!for!5!days.!!
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Hydrogel.stiffness.measurements. .

Stiffness! measurements! of! the! hydrogel! were! taken! by! microindentation.!

Hydrated!PA!was!attached!to!a!glass!slide!and!mounted!onto!the!stage!of!an!Asylum!

MFPS3D!atomic!force!microscope!(Asylum!Research,!Goleta,!CA)!coupled!to!a!Nikon!

TE200U!microscope.!Force!measurements!were!obtained!using!an!Olympus!silicon!

nitride!cantilevers!with!a!spring!constant!of!2.0!N/m.!Displacement!versus!position!

data! were! converted! to! force! versus! indentation! based! on! the! contact! position,!

which!was! fitted! to!a!Hertzian!model! to!obtain!Young’s!Moduli.!Force! loading!was!

applied! to! at! least! 3! samples! using! a! 10x10! indentation! matrix! with! a! 10! μm!

borosilicate!tip!at!a!0.6!N/m!spring!force.!!

Cell.culture..

! Whole! islets!were! isolated! from!Black!6! lab!mice!by! the! Islet!Core!at!UCSF!

using!standard!islet!isolating!techniques.!Islets!were!dissociated!with!0.05%!trypsin!

in! PBS! (Cell! Culture! Facility,! San! Francisco,! CA)! to! a! single! cell! suspension.! The!

MIN6,!a!mouse!betaScell!line,!was!cultured!using!standard!cell!culture!techniques!in!

DMEM!High!Glucose!Media!(Cell!Culture!Facility,!San!Francisco,!CA)!with!10%!Fetal!

Bovine!Serum,!1%!penicillin/streptomycin!(Cell!Culture!Facility,!San!Francisco).!Cell!

cultures!were!maintained!in!a!humidity!controlled!5%!CO2!incubator!at!37°C.! !The!

MIN6! cell! line! was! chosen! because! it! exhibits! glucose! metabolism! and! glucoseS

stimulated! insulin! secretion! similar! to! normal! islets.! Cells! were! treated! with! the!

MEK1! inhibitor! PD98059! at! 10! μM(Cell! Signaling,! Danvers,! MA)! and! Deoxycholic!

acid!(DCA)!a!βScatenin!activator!(SigmaSAdrich,!St,!MO)!at!10!μM!for!1!hour!prior!to!

sample! collection.! Cells! were! treated! with! the! βScatenin! inhibitor! IRWS1! (SigmaS
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Adrich,! St! Louis,! MO)! at! 10! μM,! Rock! inhibitor! Y27632! (Calbiochem,! Darmstadt,!

Germany)! at! 10! μM! and! the! MLCK! inhibitor! MLS7! (Calbiochem,! Calbiochem,!

Darmstadt,!Germany)!at!10!μM!during!seeding!and!samples!were!collected!after!24!

hours!of!culture.!.

Glucose.Stimulation.Insulin.Secretion.(GSIS).Assays.

Before! seeding,! cells! were! trypsinized! and! resuspended! in! a! complete!

medium.! ! Cells! were! then! seeded! into! the! PA! scaffold! at! a! 106! cells! per! mL! and!

cultured! for!24!hours,!48!hours,!or!72!hours.!After!which!cells!under!went!a!GSIS!

time! course,! cells! were! cultured! in! 5! mM! glucose! balanced! HEPES! buffer! for! 60!

minutes,! then!stimulated!at!15!mM!glucose!balanced!HEPES!buffer! for!15!minutes!

and!60!minutes.!The!media!was!prepared!as!previous!described.108!The!conditioned!

media!from!the!MIN6!and!primary!islets!cultured!on!the!0.1!kPa!microSwells!and!the!

10! kPa! microSwells! was! harvested! after! each! GSIS! stimulation! step.! Insulin!

production! was! measured! with! an! ELISA! assay! (Mercodia,! Winston! Salem,! NC)!

according!to!the!manufacturer’s!instructions.!!ANOVA!followed!by!a!Tukey!Test!was!

used!to!evaluate!statistical!significance.!!!

Fluorescent.Microscopy.

! Cells! were! fixed! using! 4%! paraformaldehyde! (Fisher! Scientific,! Waltham,!

MA)! for! 30!minutes! at! room! temperature,! permeablized! with! 0.5%! Triton! XS100!

(SigmaSAdrich,! St! Louis,! MO)! for! 30! minutes.! After! 3! washes! in! PBS,! cells! were!

blocked!with!5%!goat!serum!for!1!hour!at!room!temperature.! !Primary!antibodies!

ERK2! (Santa! Cruz,! DS2)! and! pERK!½! (Santa! Cruz,! 12D4)! were! added! at! a! 1:100!
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dilution.!Samples!were! incubated! in!primary!antibody!at!4°C!overnight.!Secondary!

antibodies! incubated! for! 1! hour! at! room! temperature.! ! FSactin! and! nuclei! were!

stained!with! Fluor! 488! phalloidin! (Life! Technologies,! Eugene,! OR)! and!DAPI! (Life!

Technologies,! Eugene,! OR)! respectively.! Cells! were! imaged! using! a! spinning! disk!

confocal! (Nikon!Eclipse!TiSE!motorized! inverted!microscope!with!Yokogawa!CS22!

Spinning!Disk!Confocal! from!Solamere!Technology!Group,!Acquisition!with!MicroS

Manager! 1.4)! and! analyzed! using! ImageJ! (National! Institutes! of! Health,! Bethesda,!

MD).!!

Quantitative.realPtime.polymerase.chain.reaction.

. mRNA!was!isolated!using!RNeasy!column!purification!(Qiagen,!Valencia,!CA).!

The!concentration!and!purity!of!RNA!were!determined!using!a!Nano!Drop!NDS1000!

Spectrophotometer!(Thermo!Scientific,!Waltham,!MA).!!cDNA!was!synthesized!with!

iScript!cDNA!synthesis!kit!(Biorad,!Hercules,!CA).!mRNA!expression!was!evaluated!

using! an! Applied! Biosystems! Viia7! realStime! polymerase! chain! reaction! system.!

Forward!and!reverse!primers!and!SYBR!green!fast!mix!(Life!Technologies,!Eugene,!

OR)! were! used! to! amplify! each! cDNA! of! interest.! ! A! minimum! of! 3! biological!

triplicates!and!one!technical!triplicate!was!run!for!each!treatment!and!normalized!to!

the! house! keeping! gene! L19! or! a! geometric!mean!of!GAPDH!and!TBP.!An!ANOVA!

followed!by!a!Tukey!Test!was!used!to!evaluate!statistical!significance.!!!

!
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Chapter.3:.Cell.Encapsulation.–.Polycaprolactone.ThinP

Film.MicroP.And.Nanoporous.Cell.Encapsulation.Devices.

!

KEYWORDS:!CellSencapsulation,!polycaprolactone,!immunoisolation,!nanoporous,!

microporous!!!

ABSTRACT:..

CellSencapsulating!devices!can!play!an!important!role!in!advancing!the!types!

of! tissue! available! for! transplantation! and! further! improving! transplant! success!

rates.!To!have!an!effective!device,!encapsulated!cells!must!remain!viable,!respond!to!

external!stimulus,!be!protected!from!immune!responses,!and!the!device!itself!must!

elicit!a!minimal!foreign!body!response.!To!address!these!challenges,!we!developed!a!

microS!and!a!nanoporous!thinSfilm!cell!encapsulation!device!from!polycaprolactone!

(PCL),!a!material!previously!used!in!FDA!approved!biomedical!devices.!The!thinSfilm!

device! construct! allows! longSterm! bioluminescent! transfer! imaging,! which! can! be!

used! for! monitoring! cell! viability! and! device! tracking.! The! ability! to! tune! the!

microporous!and!nanoporous!membrane!allows!selective!protection!from!immune!

cell!invasion!and!cytokineSmediated!cell!death!in!vitro,!all!while!maintaining!typical!

cell!function!as!demonstrated!by!encapsulated!cells’!insulin!production!in!response!

to! glucose! stimulation.!To!demonstrate! the! ability! to! track,! visualize,! and!monitor!

the!viability!of!cells!encapsulated!in!implanted!thinSfilm!devices,!luciferase!positive!

MIN6!cells!were!encapsulated!and!implanted!in!allogeneic!mouse!models!for!up!to!

90! days.! Lack! of! foreign! body! response! in! combination! with! rapid!
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neovascularization! around! the! device! shows! promise! in! using! this! technology! for!

cell! encapsulation.! ! These! devices! can! help! elucidate! the!metrics! required! for! cell!

encapsulation!success,!and!direct!future!immuneSisolation!therapies.!!

!

Figure.9.Compliant.thinPfilm.cell.encapsulation.technology.overview..

.

Introduction.

Cell! replacement! therapy!has! seen!unprecedented!progress! in! the!past! few!

years,!including!the!ability!to!achieve!insulin!independence!in!humans!through!islet!

transplantation.1,5,109! Advancements! in! stem! cell! technology! hold! potential! to!

overcome! donor! shortages! for! many! patients,! who! can! benefit! from! islet!

replacement! therapy.! In! particular,! stemScellSderived! betaScells! offer! a! promising!

new! cell! source! for! achieving! insulin! independence.! Unfortunately,! lifeSlong!

systemic! immunosuppression! is! required! to! protect! transplanted! cells! from!being!

rejected! putting! patients! at! risk! of! organ! damage,! infection! and!malignancies.23,53!!
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Cell! encapsulation! provides! an! alternative! approach! to! protect! transplanted! cells!

without!the!complications!associated!with!immunosuppression.!!While!a!number!of!

strategies! are! being! investigated,100,110–114! there! are! several! challenges! associated!

with! these! approaches:! retrievability,! control! over! pore! dimensions,!

biocompatibility,!scalability,!and!reproducible!fabrication!methods.!!

The!key!function!of!an!encapsulation!device!is!to!create!an!environment!that!

allows! for!normal! insulin!secretion! in!response! to! fluctuating!blood!glucose,!while!

maintaining! cell! viability! through! effective! nutrient! exchange,! effective! waste!

exchange,! and! sequestration! from! the! immune! system.! With! the! goal! of! creating!

immuneSprotected! betaScells,! a! variety! of! microS! and! macroSencapsulating!

approaches! have! been! developed! over! the! past! several! decades.6,115–117! The!

fundamental! distinction! between! microS! and! macroSdevices! is! a! matter! of! scale:!

microencapsulation!approaches!encapsulate!a!single!cell!or! islet,!which!maximizes!

surface! area! to! volume! ratios! and! promotes! improved! nutrient! exchange.118,119!

However,! there! is! limited! control! of! membrane! thickness! and! pore! size! with!

microencapsulation.! Additionally,! since! islets! are! individually! encapsulated,!

thousands!of!microSdevices!are!required!for!each!transplant,!and!capsule!size!makes!

live!imaging!and!tracking!a!significant!challenge.! !Conversely,!macroSencapsulation!

devices!house!many!cells!or!islets.120!These!larger!devices!allow!for!greater!control!

over! membrane! parameters,! such! as! pore! size! and! porosity,! but! are! plagued! by!

limited! nutrient! diffusion! and! cell! response! due! to! the! device! thickness! and! large!

device!reservoir.!In!addition!to!these!challenges,!the!sharp!rigid!structures!typically!
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associated!with!macroSencapsulation! devices! can! lead! to! a! foreign! body! response!

and!subsequent!device!failure!from!fibrotic!encapsulation.68,121!!

In!this!work,!we!fabricate!and!characterize!polycaprolactone!(PCL)!thinSfilm!

macroSencapsulation!devices!as!an!innovative!strategy!to!address!the!challenges!of!

existing! microS! and! macroSencapsulation! approaches.! A! thin! compliant! design!

allows!diffusion!and!flexibility!similar!to!microencapsulation!approaches;!while!the!

larger! device! surface! area! allows! precise! membrane! control! and! retrievability,!

features! associated! with! larger! macroSencapsulation! technologies.! Encapsulated!

cells! demonstrated! viability,! function,! protection! from! immuneScell! intrusion,!

protection!from!cytokineSmediated!cell!death,!and!neovascularization.!PCL!has!been!

used! in! FDASapproved! medical! devices! and! has! demonstrated! longSterm!

biocompatibility!in!multiple!animal!models.122–127!Additionally,!PCL!degradation!can!

be! tuned! to!match! the! lifetime! of! the! encapsulated! cells,! eliminating! the! need! for!

device!removal.128,129!The!use!of!porous!PCL!thin!films!allows!for!a!thin!and!flexible!

device!to!be!designed!with!either!microS!or!nanoSscaled!features,! leading!to!better!

nutrient!exchange,!precise!membrane!control,!and!device!tracking.!In!this!study,!the!

MIN6!cell! line,!a!wellSestablished!mouse! insulinoma!cell! line!known!to!respond! to!

glucose!with!insulin!secretion,!was!used!as!a!model!for!islet!betaScells.!Using!MIN6!

cells! provides! a! sustainable! and! consistent! source! of! cells! across! experiments.!

Primary! islets!were! also! used! to! demonstrate! longSterm! viability! of! encapsulated!

cells.!!

!
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Results.and.Discussion.

In!this!work!we!describe!the!fabrication!of!microporous!and!nanoporous!PCL!

thinSfilm! cellSencapsulation! devices,! cell! behavior! in! these! devices,! and! in! vivo!

integration! of! these! devices! in! allogeneic! mouse! models.! To! design! these!

encapsulation!devices,!the!geometry!was!engineered!to!combine!the!advantages!of!

the! precise! membrane! control! of! macroSencapsulation! devices! with! improved!

nutrient! exchange! of!microencapsulation! devices.! Furthermore,! the! choice! of! PCL!

was!based!on! its! range!of!molecular!weights,! tunable!degradation!profile,! flexible,!

and! use! as! a! nonStoxic! material! in! FDASapproved! medical! devices.! Two! different!

methods! were! used! to! create! microS! and! nanoporous! membranes! for! thinSfilm!

devices.!The!microporous!films!utilize!phase!separation!of!PEG!and!PCL!in!solution.!

In!this!method,!after!films!are!cast,!the!pore!forming!agent!(PEG)!is!dissolved!leaving!

a!microporous!film.128!By!tuning!the!concentration!ratio!and!composition!of!the!two!

polymers,!films!can!be!tailored!for!a!variety!of!porosities!and!architectures.123,128,130–

135!Nanoporous!films!were!created!from!a!zinc!oxide!nanorod!template!and!backed!

with! a!microporous! support! layer.! Zinc! oxide! nanorod! dimensions! can! be! readily!

tuned!allowing!a!wide!range!of!pores!sizes,!giving!the!ability!to!further!refine!these!

devices.136,137! Figure! 10A! schematically! details! the! method! for! heatSsealing! two!

thinSfilms!to!generate!a!single!device.!TwoSstep!sealing!decouples!device!shape!from!

cell!encapsulation.!A!first!heatSsealing!step!controls!the!device!size.!Once!the!device!

outline! is! sealed,! cells! are! inserted! into! the! lumen! of! the! thinSfilm! device,! and! a!

second!heatSsealing!step!encapsulates!the!cells.!Device!geometry!can!be!arbitrarily!

selected! based! on! the! shape! of! the! nichrome! wire! that! defines! the! device! seal,!
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typically! from!1! cm! to! 5! cm! in! diameter,! allowing!devices! to! be! scaled! to! contain!

more!cells!as!necessary.!

Scanning!electron!microscopy!(SEM)!was!used!to!visualize!the!microporous!

thin!films,!which!had!approximately!2!μm!sized!pores!and!a!membrane!thickness!of!

approximately!10!μm!(Figure!10B).!Similarly,!a!SEM!image!crossSsection!and!topS

down! image! of! a! nanoporous! thinSfilm! with! a! microporous! backing! showed! a!

membrane!thickness!of!10!μm!and!nanoSpores!ranging!from!30!nmS100!nm!(Figure!

10C).! The! thin! design,! flexibility,! compliance! of! the!material,! and! structure! of! the!

device! as! a! whole! creates! a! cellSencapsulating! device! that! is! easy! to! handle! with!

precise!membrane!control!(Figure!10D).! !Noting!that!oxygen!diffusion! in!aqueous!

solutions!is!100!μm!to!200!μm,!these!thinSfilm!devices!with!membrane!thicknesses!

of! 10! μm! decrease! the! proximity! to! vasculature! needed! for! adequate! oxygen!

consumption.103,138!Given! the! thinSfilm!nature!of! the!devices,! the! total! cell! content!

scales!with!device!area,!while!the!average!distance!of!cells!from!the!nutrient!source!

at! the! device! exterior! is! maintained,! bridging! the! advantages! of! both! microS! and!

macroSencapsulation! technologies.! We! expect! the! thinSfilm! design! of! the! device,!

coupled! with! rapid! device! vascularization,! to! provide! sufficient! oxygen! for!

encapsulated!cells.!!
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!

Figure. 10. PCL. microP. and. nanoporous. thinPfilm. fabrication. for. cell.

encapsulating.devices..

A). Schematic. of. the. device. twoPstep. heatPsealing. and. cell. encapsulation.. B).

Cross.section.SEM.of.the.microporous.thinPfilm.and.(inset).top.down.image.of.

the.film.surface..C).Cross.section.SEM.of.the.nanoporous.thinPfilm.and.(inset).

top. down. image. of. the. nanoporous. film. surface.. D). Image. of. an. assembled.

device,.demonstrating.device.flexibility..

!
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mCherrySexpressing!MIN6!cells!encapsulated!in!either!microS!or!nanoporous!

devices!maintain!viability! in!vitro! through!6!days,!as!defined!by! the!persistence! in!

mCherry! signal,! and! are! able! to! maintain! glucose! stimulated! insulin! secretion!

(Figure! 11A).! The! glucose! stimulation! index! is! a! metric! to! quantify! beta! cell!

function!by!comparing!the!ratio!of!insulin!release!in!a!high!glucose!state!relative!to!a!

resting!state.!MIN6!cells!encapsulated!in!either!microS!or!nanoSdevices!demonstrate!

no! statistically! significant! changes! in! their! glucose! stimulation! index! (11B).!

Furthermore,! freshly! isolated!mouse! islets!encapsulated! in! these!devices!maintain!

their! glucose! stimulation! index! over! a! period! of! 20! days! in! vitro,! which! is!

significantly!improved!over!free!islets!alone!which!have!over!a!25%!decrease!in!the!

glucose! stimulation! index! from!day! 1! (Figure. 11C).! This! demonstrates! that! betaS

cells!insulin!response!to!glucose!is!maintained!within!both!nanoS!and!microporous!

thinSfilm! devices.! Additionally,! glucose! sensing! and! insulin! secretion,! a! major!

function! of! betaScells,! is! unaffected! by! encapsulation! in! either! microS! or! nanoS

devices.!!
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!

Figure.11.In!vitro.device.function..

A). In! vitro. device. viability. of. encapsulated. MIN6. cells. as. measured. with.

mCherry. fluorescence.. B). Glucose. stimulation. index. of. MIN6. Cells.

encapsulated. in.either.microP.or.nanoporous.devices..C).Glucose.stimulation.

of.primary.islets.encapsulated.in.microporous.devices..(.p.≤.0.5,.n.≥.3).

!

Viability!and!persistence!of!transplanted!cells!can!be!monitored!in!recipient!

mice! in!real! time!using!bioluminescence! imaging!(Figure. 12).!This! technique!was!

used!to!monitor!in!vivo!LuciferaseSexpressing!MIN6.LUC!encapsulated!into!thinSfilm!

devices! implanted! under! the! abdomen! above! the! liver! (Figure. 12A),! over! the!

muscle!layer!in!the!subcutaneous!space!of!the!mouse!dorsal!flank!(Figure.12B)!or!

unencapsulated!cells! implanted!into!the!kidney!capsule!(Figure.12C)!of!syngeneic!

B6! mice.! Bioluminescent! signal! decreases! with! device! implant! depth,! and! both!

implanted!device!locations!were!visually!brighter!than!the!no!device!kidney!capsule!
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Figure 2. In vitro device function. A) In vitro device viability of encapsulated MIN6 cells. B) Glucose 
stimulation index of MIN6 Cells encapsulated in both micro and nano-porous devices.
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control.! Persistence! of! bioluminescent! signal! demonstrates! maintained! viability!

though!90!days!of!implantation!(Figure.12DPF).!As!the!bioluminescent!signal!tracks!

with! device! location,! it! also! provides! a! nonSinvasive! method! to! track! device!

movement.!Because!the!encapsulated!cells!are!not! fixed!within!the!device,!and!the!

device! itself! is!not!sutured!or! tethered!to!any!tissue,!cellular!reorganization!of! the!

encapsulated!cells!or!daily!movement!of! the!mouse!can!result! in! the!movement!of!

the!bioluminescent!signal.!!
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!

Figure.12.In!vivo.device.image.and.tracking..

A).Device.with.encapsulated.MIN6.cells.implanted.in.the.subcutaneous.space.

of.the.mouse.dorsal..B).Device.with.encapsulated.MIN6.cells.implanted.under.

the. mouse. skin. and. muscle. over. the. liver.. C). No. device. control. with. cells.
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implanted.directly.into.the.kidney.capsule..D).Device.with.encapsulated.MIN6.

cells.implanted.after.1.day,.E).30.days,.F).90.days..

!

Ideal!immune!protection!requires!physically!excluding!immune!cells!as!well!

as!restricting!diffusion!of!immune!mediators!such!as!cytokines!that!are!toxic!to!betaS

cells.!By!encapsulating!cells! in!microporous!devices!cellScontactSmediated! immune!

protection!may!be!achieved,!additional!cytokineSmediated!immune!protection!may!

be! accomplished! with! the! nanoporous! devices.! Cells! encapsulated! in! thinSfilm!

devices!are!physically! compartmentalized! from!the! in!vivo!environment,!as! clearly!

seen!in!Figure!13A,!where!cells!are!attached!to!the!outer!surface!of!the!device!but!

no!infiltration!into!the!device!lumen!was!found.!!

!

Figure.13.Microporous.barrier.inhibits.cellPinvasion..

A). Top. down. SEM. image. of. cells. attached. to. the. exterior. surface. of. the.

microporous. thinPfilm. device. after. 1. month. in! vivo.. B). CrossPsection. SEM.

image. of. the. microporous. thinPfilm. device. after. 1. month. in! vivo,.

4 ȝm10 μm

10 ȝm

A B

Figure 4. Micro-porous barrier inhibits cell-invasion. A) Top down SEM image of cells attached to the 
surface of the micro-porous thin-film device after 1 month in vivo. B) Cross-section SEM image of the 
micro-porous thin-film device after 1 month in vivo, demonstrating membrane integrity and cell isolation 
from external cells.  
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demonstrating. membrane. integrity. and. isolation. of. internal. and. external.

cells....

!

Despite! cell! adhesion! on! device! surfaces,! pores! remain! unclogged! (Figure!

14)!most!likely!due!to!the!limited!fibrotic!response!of!the!surrounding!tissue.!!

!

Figure.14.Device.exterior.SEM..

A).Device.exterior.prior.to.implantation..B).Device.exterior.after.2.months.in!

vivo..

!

Figure.15B! shows!a!SEM!crossSsection,!with!a!cell!attached!to! the!external!

surface!of!a!device.!No!cellular!processes!are!seen!extending!into!the!device,!further!

confirming!the!ability!of!the!device!to!prevent!cellScontactSmediated!interaction!by!

isolating! the! encapsulated! cells! from! the! surrounding! in! vivo! tissue.! By! further!

controlling! the! porosity! of! the! membrane,! cytokineSmediated! immune! protection!

Figure S2. Device exterior SEM. A) Device exterior prior to implantation. B) Device exterior after 2 
months in vivo. 
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may! additionally! be! achieved.! Tumor! necrosis! factor! α! (TNFα),! interleukin! 1! β!

(IL1β),!and!interferon!γ!(IFNγ)!inflammatory!cytokines!are!known!to!kill!betaScells!

individually,!and!act!synergistically!when!present!in!combination.!They!were!chosen!

in! order! to! test! the! devices’! ability! to! protect! from! cytotoxic! cytokines.139–142!!

(Figure! 15).143–145!

!

Figure.15.Cytokines.affect.cell.viability..

Cell. number.was. quantified. by. a. cyquant. assay. (none). no. cytokine. control,.

(all).a.combination.of.cytokines.with.TNF.alpha,.IL1.beta.and.IF.gamma,.and.

(TNFα),.(IL1β).and.(IFγ).individually..

!
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Interestingly,!whereas!microporous! thinSfilm!devices! failed! to!maintain! cell!

viability! (Figure! 16A),! the! use! of! a! nanoporous! layer! in! these! thinSfilm! devices!

mitigated!the!cytokineSmediated!decrease!in!viability!(Figure.16B).! It! is!unclear!if!

cytokines! are! completely! isolated! from! the! lumen! of! devices,! given! the! size! of!

cytokines!in!relation!to!the!nanoSpores!a!portion!of!cytokines!are!expected!to!pass!

through! the!membrane.! The! protection! by! nanoporous! devices!would! result! from!

limited! transport! and! diffusion! of! cytokines! though! the!membrane,! such! that! the!

cells! are! unresponsive! to! the! reduced! cytokine! concentrations.! Considering! the!

cytokine! cocktail! concentration! used! exceeds! known! cytotoxic! concentrations! by!

10Sfold,!we! expect! the!majority! of! the! cytokines! to! be! limited! by! the! nanoporous!

barrier.!!This!further!highlights!how!microporous!and!nanoporous!membranes!can!

be!used!to!control!desired!cell!responses.!!
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!

Figure.16.Cytokine.protection..

A).Viability.of.cells.within.a.microporous.devices.and.B).a.nanoporous.devices.

over.1.week,.with.(solid.line).and.without.(dashed.lines).cytokines...(n.≥.4.).

!

Device! vascularization! in! vivo! is! imperative! for! longSterm! survival! of!

encapsulated! cells.! Vascularization! surrounding! cells! encapsulated! in! thinSfilm!

devices!is!important!for!function!and!survival!of!encapsulated!cells.!To!monitor!the!
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state!of!device!vascularization,!devices!were! implanted,! then!removed!and! imaged!

at!7,!14,!30!and!90!days!(Figure.17APD)..The!first!visible!signs!of!vascularization!of!

cell! encapsulated! thinSfilm! devices,! were! observed! 14! days! after! implantation!

(Figure.17B).!These!devices!demonstrate!a!steady!increase! in!vivo!vascularization!

of!1.5%!daily!over!a!2Smonth!period!(Figure!17E).!!

!

Figure.17.Device.vascularization..

Bright.field.images.of.devices.implanted.after.A).7.days,.B).14.days,.C).30.days.

and.D).90.days,.with.magnified.images.at.day.7.and.day.90..E).Quantification.

of.device.vascularization.from.day.7.to.day.90..(n.=.3).

!

Vascularization! of! these! PCL! devices! occurs! without! any! supplementary!

additional! proangiogenic! factors,! as! shown! with! implanted! cellSfree! devices! with!
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similar!vascularization!(Figure. 18A,. B).!When!compared!with!common!polymeric!

implant!materials!PLGA!(Figure.18C)!and!PVDF!(Figure.18D),!PCL!cellSfree!devices!

exhibit!noticeably!more!developed!and!branched!vasculature.!!

!

Figure.18.CellPfree.device.controls.for.device.vascularization..

Bright.field.images.of.devices.implanted.after.50.days.A).PorousPPCL,.B).NonP

porous.PCL,.C).PLGA,.and.D).PVDF..
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Furthermore,! we! believe! the! combination! of! thin! size! of! the! PCL! devices,!

their! flexibility,! and! the! structure! of! the! devices! provides! a! relatively! minimal!

foreign!body!response!(Figure!19).!!

!

Figure.19.Histology.of.devices..

A).Cross.section.of.a.device.after.2.months.in!vivo,.with.Masson.trichrome.

staining..B).Magnification.of.device.crossPsection,.demonstrating.minimal.

fibrotic.response....

!

Conclusion:.

Here! we! demonstrate! the! successful! fabrication! of! an! innovative! cellS

encapsulating!device!that!combines!some!of!the!benefits!of!both!microS!and!macroS!

encapsulation! strategies.! A! flexible! thinSfilm! geometry! allows! precise! membrane!

porosity! selection! to! direct! desired! cellular! responses! and! interactions,! while!

maintaining!a!normal!glucose!response!of!encapsulated!betaScells.!A!small!reservoir!

A B
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volume!allows!a!rapid!response!to!external!stimuli,! limiting!dilutional! interference!

from!the!device!reservoir.!Similar!to!microencapsulation!devices!with!large!surface!

area! to! volume! ratios,! our! thinSfilm! device! structure! is! uninhibited! by! device!

thickness.! Moreover,! cells! encapsulated! in! either! microS! or! nanoSdevices!

demonstrate! a! glucose! stimulation! index! consistent! with! unencapsulated! cells,!

indicating! glucose! sensing! and! responsive! insulin! secretion! is! successfully!

preserved.!These!devices!allow!sufficient!bioluminescence!transmission!through!the!

device!membrane!to!be!measured!with!in!vivo!imaging!systems.!As!demonstrated!in!

vivo,! these!device!membranes!create!a!physical!barrier!between!encapsulated!cells!

and! the! host! environment,! physically! preventing! cell! contact! initiated! signaling.!

Furthermore,! incorporation! of! a! nanoporous! membrane! enables! these! devices! to!

obstruct! cytokine! passage! and! protect! encapsulated! cells! from! cytokineSmediated!

cell!death.!Additionally,!in!vivo!studies!show!vascularization!around!the!devices!with!

limited! fibrosis,! which! displays! great! promise! for! this! device! as! a! longSterm! cell!

encapsulation!device.!!

This!technology!platform!can!be!used!to!directly!investigate!the!cell!contactS

dependent! or! soluble! factorSmediated! signaling! by! controlling! pore! dimensionsS!

inhibiting!specific!interactions.!These!devices!have!the!capacity!to!prevent!immune!

cell! contact! with! encapsulated! cells,! and! the! nanoporous! device! can! protect!

encapsulated!cells!from!cytokineSinduced!cell!death.!Future!directions!include!using!

these! devices! in! vivo! to! investigate!modes! of! immune! attack,!whether! contactS! or!

soluble! factorSmediated.! Given! the! nature! of! these! thinSfilm! cellSencapsulation!
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devices,!future!generations!could!be!scaled!for!humans,!as!alternative!treatments!for!

Type!1!Diabetes.!!

!

Materials.and.Methods:.

Chemicals!were!purchased!from!Sigma!Aldrich!unless!noted!and!cell!culture!

materials!were!purchased!from!the!UCSF!cell!culture!facility.!All!films!were!spuncast!

onto! silicon! wafers! at! 1000! rpm! for! 30! seconds! followed! by! 2000! rpm! for! 30!

seconds.! Devices! were! characterized! with! a! Carl! Zeiss! Ultra! 55! FieldSEmission!

Scanning!Electron!Microscope!using!an!inSlens!Secondary!Electron!detector.!

Microporous.thinPfilm.fabrication.

Microporous! PCL! thinSfilms! were! spuncast! from! a! solution! of! 150!mg/mL!

PCL! (70S90! kDa! Mn)! and! polyethylene! glycol! (PEG,! 2kDa! Mn)! in! 2,2,2S

trifluoroethanol,!which!was!prepared!by!stirring!at!65!°C!until!dissolved.!Following!

spin! casting,! the!PEG!was!dissolved!by! soaking! in!water! for!1!hour,! resulting! in! a!

microporous!PCL!films!with!pores!approximately!2!μm!in!diameter.!Devices!were!1!

cm! in! diameter! resulting! in! a! surface! area! of! 1.57! cm2! per! side,! with! 67.5±1.3!

percent!porosity!and!0.37±0.02!density.!!

Nanoporous.thinPfilm.fabrication.

Nanoporous! PCL! films! were! formed! using! an! established! templateSbased!

approach! reported! elseware125.! Briefly,! a! 0.5!M! solution! of! zinc! acetate! dihydrate!

and! ethanolamine! in! 2Smethoxyethanol! was! spuncast! onto! silicon! wafers! and!
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annealed!at!300!°C!on!a!hotplate!to!generate!a!zinc!oxide!(ZnO)!seed!layer.!From!this!

seed! layer,! ZnO! nanorods! were! hydrothermally! grown! in! a! 5! mM! zinc! acetate!

solution!at!85S90!°C! for! two!hours.!A!150!mg/mL!PCL!solution!was! then!spuncast!

onto! the! nanorods! followed! by! a! 150! mg/mL! PEG:PCL! solution! to! provide! a!

microporous! support,! creating! a! nanoporous! film! with! a! microporous! backing!

support!layer.!The!film!was!soaked!in!a!dilute!sulfuric!acid!solution!to!etch!away!the!

ZnO!nanorods!and!also!dissolve!the!PEG,!resulting!in!a!nanoporous!membrane!with!

pores! ranging! from! 30! nm! to! 100! nm! supported! by! a! microporous! backing.!

Membrane! characterizations! and! ZnO! nanorod! morphology! were! previously!

measured.124,125,128!!

NonPporous.membrane.fabrication.

NonSporous!PCL!films!were!spuncast!from!a!solution!of!150!mg/mL!PCL!(70S

80!kDa!Mn)!in!2,2,2Strifluoroethanol,!which!was!prepared!by!stirring!at!65!°C!until!

dissolved.! ! NonSporous! poly(lacticScoSglycolic! acid)! (PLGA)! films! were! spun! cast!

from! a! solution! of! 300! mg/mL! PLGA! (! 85:15! LA:GA! 45! kDa! Mn)! in! 2,2,2S

trifluoroethanol.! Polyvinylidene! fluoride! (PVDF)! film! were! prefabricated! from!

Sigma!and!cut!to!shape.!!

Assembly.of.thinPfilm.devices.

Devices!consisted!of!two!PCL!thinSfilms!heatSsealed!together!using!resistive!

heating! of! a! nichrome!wire.! A! twoSstep! heatSsealing!method!was! used!where! 1.2!

Amp!current!ran!through!a!nichrome!wire!outlining!the!regions!to!be!sealed.!For!the!

first!sealing!step,!two!films!were!placed!over!a!USshaped!nichrome!wire!embedded!
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in!PDMS!(Sylgard!184),!1!cm!in!diameter.!To!secure!the!membranes!a!PDMS!weight!

was!placed!over!the!films!holding!them!flat.!A!1.2!Amp!current!ran!through!the!wire!

for!30!seconds!and!sealed!the!devices!in!the!shape!of!a!U,!defining!the!device!lumen!

shape! and! leaving! an! open! side! for! cell! injection.! 1.5! Million! MIN6! cells! in! high!

glucose!Dulbecco’s!Modified!Eagle’s! (DME)!were! injected! into! the!devices! through!

the! remaining! open! side.! Second,! the! remaining! side! of! the! device!was! sealed! by!

placing!the!open!edge!over!a!straight!nichrome!wire!embedded!in!PDMS!and!heatS

sealed!with!a!1.2!Amp!current!for!30!seconds.!!

Characterization.using.scanning.electron.microscopy.of.films.and.devices.

MicroS! and!nanoporous! thin!PCL! films!were!mounted!on! a! flat! SEM!mount!

with! colloidal! graphite! (Ted! Pella,! Inc.).! Cross! sections! were! flash! dipped! in!

isopropanol!followed!by!liquid!nitrogen!freeze!fracture!and!then!mounted.!Devices!

from! in! vivo! experiments! were! fixed! with! 3.7%! formaldehyde! for! 30! minutes,!

washed!in!deionized!water!three!times,!then!sequentially!dehydrated!in!increasing!

ethanol!concentrations!and!mounted.!

Cell.culture.

MIN6! cells! were! cultured! using! standard! media! conditions.146! Genes! for!

mCherry! and! puromycin! resistance! were! introduced! using! a! lentivirus! construct!

designed!by!the!Lentiviral!Core!at!UCSF.!The!cells!were!transduced!using!standard!

protocol! with! a! multiplicity! of! infection! of! 2,! and! transduced! cells! were! selected!

using!puromycin.!Genes!encoding! firefly! luciferase!and!green! fluorescence!protein!
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were!similarly!introduced!into!MIN6!cells.!Primary!islets!were!isolated!by!the!Islet!

Core!at!UCSF!using!standard!islet!isolation!protocols.147!!

Glucose.stimulated.insulin.secretion.

Insulin! secretion!was!analyzed!using!a! glucose! stimulated! insulin! secretion!

assay.! Cells!were! rested! for! 30!minutes! in!mediumScontaining! 5!mM! glucose! and!

then!stimulated!using!mediumScontaining!15!mM!glucose.!Culture!supernatant!was!

collected!at!30!and!60!minutes!after!addition!of!high!glucose.!Insulin!protein!content!

in! the!culture!supernatant!was!measured!using!an!enzyme! linked! immunosorbant!

assay!(Mercodia).!The!ratio!of!insulin!secreted!at!high!to!low!glucose!conditions!was!

used!to!calculate!the!glucose!stimulation!index.!!

Cytokine.assay.

To! determine! the! effect! of! cytokines! on! the! viability! of! encapsulated! betaS

cells,! 250,000! cells! in! microS! or! nanoporous! devices! were! cultured! in! a! cytokine!

cocktail! consisting!of!TNFα! (300ng/mL;!VWR),! IL1β! (110!ng/mL;!VWR)!and! IFNγ!

(200ng/mL;!Fisher)! in!high!glucose!DME!media,!with!10%!fetal!bovine!serum,!1%!

penicillin,! and! 1%! streptomycin.! The! devices! were! imaged! daily! for! the!mCherry!

signal!using!a!standard!spectrophotometer.!The!signal! intensity!was!measured! for!

each!respective!device!for!7!days,!and!normalized!against!the!initial!signal.!!!

Bioluminescent.imaging.

ThinSfilm! devices! with! luciferaseSexpressing! MIN6! (MIN6.LUC)! cells! were!

implanted,! in! either! the! subcutaneous! space! on! the! dorsal! aspect,! the! abdominal!

cavity! between! the! muscle! wall! and! the! liver! of! MOD.CgSPrkdcscid! IIl2rgtm1Wjl/SxJ!
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(NSG)!or!BALB/C!mice.!Persistence!of!the!encapsulated!cells!in!vivo!was!assessed!by!

monitoring! luciferase! activity! using! a! Xenogene! IVIS! 200! imaging! system! (Perkin!

Elmer).! The! animals! transplanted! with! MIN6.LUC! cells,! were! injected! IP! with! DS

luciferin!solution!(Goldbio,!St.!Louis,!MO)!at!the!dose!of!150mg/kg!8!minutes!before!

imaging! in! order! to! capture! the! peak! in! bioluminescent! intensity,! as! previously!

described148.! The!mice!were! anesthetized!with! an! isoflurane!mixture! (2%! in!98%!

O2)! and! imaged! by! using! a! Xenogen! IVIS! 200! imaging! system.! Bioluminescent!

images! were! acquired! for! 1! minute! and! then! analyzed! using! the! Living! Image!

analysis! software! (Xenogen! Corp.,! Alameda,! CA).! Regions! of! interests! (ROI)! were!

centered! over! the! bioluminescent! regions.! Photons! were! counted! within! the! ROI!

over! the! acquisition! time.! Adherence! to! the! same! imaging! protocol! ensured!

consistent!signal!detection!and!allowed!us!to!compare!data!acquired!over!a!period!

of!at!least!three!months.!

Histology.

Mouse!tissue!samples!were!collected!and!fixed!in!4%!paraformaldehyde!for!

24! hours,!washed!with! phosphate! buffered! saline! at! 4! °C! for! 48! hours,! then! 30%!

sucrose!for!24!hours.!Samples!were!then!taken!to!the!Mouse!Pathology!Core!at!UCSF!

and! Optimal! Cutting! Temperature! (OCT)! embedded,! sliced,! and! Hematoxylin! and!

Eosin!stained!or!Masson!Trichrome!stained!by!either!the!Mouse!Pathology!Core!or!

the!Histology!and!Imaging!Core!at!UCSF.!!
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Vasculature..

At!7,!14,!30,!and!90!days!after!transplantation,!PCL!deviceSbearing!mice!were!

anesthetized!with!an!intraperitoneal!injection!of!Avertin!solution!2.5%!(Sigma)!and!

subjected! to! optical! imaging! using! a! Leica! MZ16F! microscope! (Leica! Biosystems,!

Wetzlar,! Germany).! The! animals! were! euthanized! by! cervical! dislocation! and! the!

encapsulated! devices! were! collected! for! further! analysis.! The! images! of! the!

encapsulated! grafts! were! analyzed! using! ImageJ! software! (NIH;!

http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).!Vessel!density!was!measured!by!automated!counting!of!

red! pixels! divided! by! the! area! of! the! ROI! within! the! device;! a! threshold! was!

previously!set!for!the!red!channel!to!subtract!background.!

!
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Chapter.3:.Nano.Particle.Diagnostics.–.PorphyrinPbased.

Nanoparticles.for.Luminescent.Oxygen.Detection.

!

Keywords:.Nanoparticles,!oxygen!detection,!hemeSbased!dyes,!diagnostics!!

Abstract:.

Oxygen! exchange! is! necessary! for! a! variety! of! biological! functions.! One!

obvious! requirement! for! cellular! viability! is! adequate! nutrient! exchange,! such! as!

oxygen.! Here! we! describe! the! development! of! a! porphyrinSbased! nanoparticle!

system!that!can!be!used!as!tool!to!monitor!oxygen!availability!by!measuring!changes!

in! luminescence.! The! oxygen! sensing! nanoparticles! are! formed! from! the! interS

polymerization!of!a!porphyrin!dye!MAPB,!maximizing!sensing!dye!load!per!particle,!

and!are!covalently!attached!to!a!hydrogel.!Here!we!demonstrate!that!the!formation!

of!the!particles!from!the!dye!improves!oxygen!sensitivity,!and!furthermore!that!the!

integration!of!the!particles!into!a!hydrogel!further!improve!oxygen!sensitivity!of!the!

system.!The!design!of!this!oxygen!sensing!system,!uses!standard!acrylate!chemistry!

to!attach!the!nanoparticles!to!the!hydrogel,!and!thus!we!believe!these!particles!can!

be! readily! incorporated! into! a! variety! of! alternative!materials.! Having! an! oxygen!

detecting!nanoparticle!that!can!be!readily!attached!to!a!variety!of!materials,!affords!

an!elegant!tool!to!easily!add!oxygen!sensing!functionality!to!a!variety!of!materials.!!!

!
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Introduction:.

Oxygen!is!a!necessary!molecule!for!all!biological!systems.!Monitoring!oxygen!

tension!can!help!prevent!cellular!hypoxia! from! limited!oxygen!diffusion,! transport!

and! availability! S! a! leading! cause! of! cell! death! and! tissue! damage138,149–151.!

Accordingly,! accurate!oxygen!monitoring! is! important! for! a!number!of! treatments!

requiring! tissue! transplantation! and! implantation! where! proper! oxygen! diffusion!

and!exchange!are!required! for! tissue!survival.!Current!oxygen!probes!are! invasive!

and!limited!by!tissue!location!and!depth,!restricting!effective!oxygen!monitoring.!!

To! overcome! this! challenge,! porphyrinSbased! dyes,! derived! from!

hemoproteins,!have!been!developed!to!bind!oxygen!and!photoSactively!respond!to!

changes! in!oxygen!availability! (PROFUSA!Ref).!These!dyes!provide!a!great! tool! for!

detecting!changes!in!oxygen,!however,!are!unable!to!be!used!as!hypoxia!monitors!or!

detectors.! This! highlights! an! inherent! need! to! develop! novel! oxygen! sensing!

platforms!that!harness!the!various!advantages!of!porphyrinSbased!dyes.!!

Nanoparticles! are! useful! tools! because! they! bridge! the! gap! between! the!

properties!of!bulk!materials!and!molecular! interactions,!by!forming!bulk!materials!

on!the!nano!scale152–157.! !NanoSsized!materials!have!both! functional!and!structural!

uses!that!can!be!applied!in!a!variety!of!biological!settings!where!chemistry!alone!is!

inadequate158–161.! To! develop! nanoparticles! in! a! variety! of! sizes! and! shapes,! an!

assortment! of! constantly! evolving! technologies! and! techniques! have! been!

developed157,162–164.!!

In! the!biomedical! field,! nanoparticles! are! of! great! interest! for! their! diverse!

applications!in!drug!delivery!and!diagnostics152–156,165–172.!Creating!nanoparticles!of!
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oxygen! sensing! dye! can! enhance! the! stability! and! function! of! the! dye173.! More!

recently,! nanoparticles! are! being! used! to! add!multiple! layers! of! functionality! to! a!

bulk! material156,164,174,175.! By! incorporating! multiple! functional! nanoparticles! to! a!

bulk! material,! the! function! of! a! composite! material! can! be! enhanced,! creating!

additional!complex!materials.!With!nanoparticles!providing!multiple!functions!to!a!

bulk! material,! the! physical! and! functional! properties! of! the! material! can! be!

decoupled.!This!allows!the!mechanical!properties!of!the!material!and!the!functional!

properties! of! the!material! to! be! individually! tuned,! simplifying! the! chemistry! and!

formulation!necessary!to!have!complex,!interesting!multifunctional!materials.!!

Here!we!present!a!nanoparticle!system!that!could!be!used!to!overcome!the!

challenges! of! limited! oxygen! detection! with! improved! stability.! By! crossSlinking!

nanoparticles! into! a! biocompatible! hydrogel,! we! have! demonstrated! a! significant!

improvement!over!traditional!oxygen!sensing!dyes!alone.!Combining!nanoparticles!

that! photoSactively! respond! to! changes! in! oxygen! in! biocompatible! materials!

provides!a!noninvasive!way!to!monitor!cellular!oxygen!tension! in!vitro!and! in!vivo.!

Further! developments! would! allow! this! sensor! to! be! implanted! in! tissue! and!

monitor!oxygen!levels!with!an!external!detector,!providing!nonSinvasive,!continuous!

hypoxia!monitoring.!!

!

Results.and.Discussion.

Detecting! oxygen! levels! of! biological! systems! is! crucial! for! monitoring!

cellular! oxygen! tension! and! preventing! hypoxia! in! low! oxygen! conditions.!

PorphyrinSbased!dyes,!derived!from!hemoproteins!in!red!blood!cells,!are!known!to!
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transport! diatomic! gases! such! as! oxygen.! Here! we! use! a! porphyrinSbased! dye,!

MAPB,! to!make! nanoparticles! (!MAPBSnanoparticles),! hydrogels!with! crossSlinked!

dye! (MAPBShydrogel)! and! composite! hydrogels!with!MAPBSnanoparticles! (MAPBS

composite).!MAPB!was!designed!to!have!a!nearSinfrared!(NIR)!emission!wavelength!

of!805!nm,!which!travels!further!through!the!skin!than!higherSenergy!wavelengths!

3,176! (PROFUSA! REFERNECE)! to! allow! improved! oxygen! detection.! Additionally,!

MAPB’s! four!methacrylate!handles! that! branch!off! the!porphyrin! ring! allow! interS

molecular! reactions,! which! result! in! creation! of! nanoparticles! composed! of! dye!

alone.! Figure! 20,! outlines! the! method! for! synthesizing! these! particles! and!

embedding!these!particles!within!a!hydrogel!to!form!the!sensing!composite!(MAPBS

composite)!

!

Figure.20.Nano.particle.synthesis..
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A).MAPB.an.oxygen.sensing.dye.was.polymerized.into.B).MAPBPnanoparticles.

using. radical. chemistry.. C). The.MAPBPnanoparticles.were. then. isolated. and.

polymerized.into.a.hydrogel.creating.the.D).MAPBPcomposite..

!!

After! formation! of! the! MAPBSnanoparticles! though! APS/TMED! initiated!

polymerization!of!the!free!dye!in!solution,!methacrylate!groups!remain!available!on!

the! particles! and! can! be! reacted! to! other! acrylated! materials.! The! ability! to!

covalently! attach! the! MAPBSnanoparticles! to! the! desired! material! eliminates! the!

possibility!of!dye!or!particle!leaching!over!time.!Since!the!formation!of!the!hydrogel!

and! the!particles! are! isolated,! the! concentration!of! the!particles! can!be! tuned,! the!

hydrogel!can!be!exchanged,!and!the!overall!shape!of!the!composite!can!be!adjusted!

individually,!giving!more!control!over!the!system.!!

To! confirm! the! spectral! properties! of! the! MAPBSfree! dye! was! conserved!

during! the!synthesis!of! the!MAPBSnanoparticles,!absorbance!spectra!of! the!MAPBS

free! dye,! MAPBSnanoparticles,! MAPBShydrogel! and! MAPBScomposite! gel! were!

measured!(Figure!2!A).!No!significant!wavelength!shifts!or!spectral!differences!were!

evident! suggesting! that! the! porphyrin! dye! structure! remains! intact! after!

nanoparticle! formation.! Furthermore,! when! the! MAPBShydrogel! and! MAPBS

composite!hydrogel!are!excited!at!440!nm,!both!have!a!more! intense! fluorescence!

emission!than!both!the!MAPBSfree!dye!and!MAPBSnanoparticles!in!solution!(Figure!

21! B).! This! is! most! likely! due! to! decreased! aggregation! of! the! dye! in! a! hydrogel!

matrix!relative!to!that!which!occurs!in!solution.!The!physical!compartmentalization!

of! MAPBSnanoparticles! in! the! MAPBScomposite! limits! energy! transfer! between!
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MAPB!molecules!and!MAPBSnanoparticles! in! the!hydrogel!promoting!an! improved!

response.!!

!

Figure. 21. Spectroscopy. of. MAPBPfree. dye,. MAPBPnanoparticles,. MAPBP

hydrogel.and.MAPBPcomposite..
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A).Absorbance.profile.of.MAPBPfree.dye,.MAPBPnanoparticles,.MAPBPhydrogel.

and.MAPBPcomposite.in.solution.from.350nm.to.850nm..B).Emission.spectra.

of.MAPBPfree.dye,.MAPBPnanoparticles,.MAPBPhydrogel.and.MAPB.composite.

in.solution.when.excited.at.440.nm.and.read.from.700nm.to.850.nm...

!

To!measure!MAPBSnanoparticle!size,!a!scanning!electron!microscopy!(SEM)!

image! of! the! particles! was! taken! (Figure! 22! A).! These! particles! are! spherical! in!

shape!and!measure!approximately!100!nm!in!diameter(Figure!22!B).!The!size!and!

property! of! the! particles! allows! easy! dispersion! into! various! polymer! materials.!

Moreover! the! addition! of! nanoparticles! into! the! hydrogel! composite! has! an!

unnoticeable! effect! on! the! mechanical! properties! of! the! bulk! material.! By!

maintaining! a! small! particle! size,! the! surface! areaStoSvolume! ratio! of! the! sites!

available! for! sensing! is! maximized,! which! could! enhance! the! function! of! these!

particles.!!
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!

Figure.22.Size.characterization..

A).Scanning.electron.microscopy.of.MAPBPnanoparticles..B).Average.radius.of.

nanoparticles.measured.from.the.SEM..

!

Palladium! porphyrins! are! known! for! their! oxygenSdependent!

luminescence177–181.!Both!the!MAPBShydrogel!and!the!MAPBScomposite!respond!to!

the! changes! in! atmospheric! oxygen.! In! Figure! 23,! MAPBShydrogel! and! MAPBS

composite!samples!were!cycled!between!normoxic!and!hypoxic!conditions!and!their!

fluorescence! response! to! oxygen! was! measured.! The! relative! fluorescence! is!

normalized! to! the! initial! normoxic! condition,! where! the! 2.5! to! 3! fold! increase! in!

relative! fluorescence! highlights! the! ability! of! the! MAPBShydrogel! and! MAPBS

composite! materials! to! detect! changes! in! atmospheric! oxygen.! This! further!

demonstrates!the!MAPBScomposite’s!potential!utility!as!a!tool!to!monitor!hypoxia.!!
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!

Figure.23.MAPBPhydrogel.and.MAPBPcomposite.hypoxia.detection..

MAPBPhydrogel. and. MAPBPcomposite. demonstrate. increased. relative.

absorbance.units,.with.decreased.oxygen.concentration...

!

Importantly,! the! MAPBScomposite! significantly! outperforms! the! MAPBS

hydrogel,! and! both! MAPBScomposite! and! MAPBShydrogel! outperform! MAPBSfree!

dye! and! MAPBSnanoparticles.! In! Figure! 24,! the! relative! fluorescence! of! MAPBS

nanoparticles!is!greater!than!that!of!the!MAPBSfree!dye,!and!the!MAPBScomposite!is!

greater! than! that!of! the!MAPBShydrogel.! In!both! solution!and!hydrogel! conditions!

the!nanoparticles!in!either!solution!or!hydrogel!outpreform!the!free!dye.!!
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!

Figure.24.MABP.detection..

A). MAPB. and. MAPBPnanoparticles. relative. fluorescence.. B). MAPBPhydrogel.

and.MAPBPcomposite.relative.fluorescence..

!

Furthermore! the! MAPBScomposite! has! more! than! 100! times! greater!

sensitivity!than!MAPBSfree!dye!in!solution.! In!addition!to! increased!sensitivity,! the!

MAPBSnanoparticles!display!enhanced!photoSstability!relative!to!MAPBSfree!dye! in!

both!solution!and!hydrogel!formulation!(Figure!25).!!
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!

Figure.25..Hydrogel.and.composite.degradation.profile...

MAPBPhydrogel. (top). and. MAPBPcomposite. (bottom). relative. absorbance.

units.before.(blue).and.after.(red).UV.treatment..

!

Conclusion.

In! conclusion,! the! MAPBSnanoparticles! provide! a! simple! way! to! make! a!

variety!of!oxygen!sensing!materials.!The!acrylate!handles!can!easily!be!reacted!with!

many! polymers,! affording! a! simple!way! to! increase! complexity! and! function.! The!

ability!to!incorporate!predesigned!functionalities!in!nanoparticles!allows!a!material!
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to!be!designed!without!affecting!the!formulation!or!mechanical!properties.!Further!

development! of! these! composite! materials! could! provide! a! simple,! nonSinvasive!

method! to! track! oxygen! tension,! especially! in! tissue! engineering! fields! where!

monitoring!vascularization,!and!oxygen!availability! is!necessary.!With! the!growing!

advancements! in! sensor! and! wearable! biometric! readers,! this! technology! could!

easily!be!incorporated!and!expanded!to!provide!a!more!accurate!health!profile.!!

!

Materials.and.Methods:..

All! chemicals! were! purchased! from! Sigma! Aldrich! unless! noted.! All! experiments!

were!done!with!at!least!3!replicates,!and!analyzed!with!an!Anova.!!

Synthesis.of.MABP.Nanoparticle.

Oxygen! sensing! nanoparticles! were! formed! using! free! radical! chemistry.!

Briefly,! 1mg! of! MAPB! (PdSTetramethacrylate! benzoporphyin)! dye,! generously!

provided! by! by! PROFUSA! Inc.! CA,! was! dissolved! in! 900uL! of! dimethyl! sulfoxide!

(DMSO).! Next,! 0.5mg! of! ammonium! persulfate! (APS)! dissolved! in! 90ul! of! DMSO,!

followed!by!10!uL!of!tetramethylethylenediamine!(TMED)!(Biorad)!were!added.!The!

reaction! was! covered! from! light! and! stirred! for! 1! hour! at! room! temperature,!

resulting!in!nanoparticle!formation!from!the!interScrosslinking!reaction!of!the!dye.!

To! isolate! the! particles,! the! solution! was! spun! at! 15000! RPM! using! a! Centrifuge!

5424!(Eppendorf)!for!30!minutes!to!pellet!the!particles.!The!clear!supernatant!was!

removed! and! the! green! pellet! was! washed! with! DI! water! and! sonicated! for! 10!

minutes!to!separate!the!aggregated!particles.!This!solution!was!repelleted!at!1500!
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RPM,! the! supernatant! was! removed! and! the! pelleted! particles! were! dissolved! in!

1mL!of!DMS0!creating!a!stock!solution!of!0.001mg/uL.!!

DyePhydrogel.composite.formation.

To! make! the! hydrogel! composite,! 2mg! of! 2,2’SAzobis[2S(2SimidazolinS2S

yl)propane]dihydrochloride! (VAS044,! Waco)! was! dissolved! in! 40uL! of! ethylene!

glycol.!Next,! a! 100!uL! solution!of! (HEMA/TEGDMA,!98/2!molar! ratio)!was! added.!

Next,!40uL!of!the!freeSdye!or!particleSdye!DMSO!solution!at!0.001!mg/uL!was!added,!

followed!by!20!uL!of!DI!water.! The! solution!was! cast! in! a! glass!mold! and! flushed!

with!nitrogen! for!2!minutes.!The!reaction!was! thermally!polymerized!at!45C! for!4!

hours.! The! polymerized! hydrogel! was! removed! from! the! mold,! and! excess,!

unreacted! monomers! were! removed! by! immersing! the! gels! in! pH! 7.4! phosphate!

buffered!saline!(PBS)!for!12!hours.!!

UV.Dye.Stability.Study.

Nanoparticles!and!free!dye!in!a!HEMA/TEGDMA!hydrogels!were!illumined!in!

a!UV!box!at!30!joules,!for!30!minutes!to!initiate!photoSdegradation.!The!absorbance!

profile!of!the!samples!was!read!from!350!nm!to!850!nm.!!

Oxygen.sensing.study.

MAPBShydrogel!and!MAPBScomposite!slabs!were!synthesized!and!disks!were!

cut!using!a!5mm!punch.!These!discs!were!submerged!in!200ul!of!PBS!and!nitrogen!

bubbled!with!nitrogen!for!30!minutes,!to!create!a!low!oxygen!environment.!Samples!

were!then!excited!at!440!nm!and!read!at!805!nm!as!oxygen!returned!to!the!sample!

over!a!period!of!30!minutes.!
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Plate.reading.setup.

Samples!were!read!using!a!SpectraMax!M5!(Molecular!Devices)!plate!reader.!

The!absorbance!profile!was!used!to!determine!the!excitation!wavelength.!The!free!

dyes,!nanoparticles!and!composites!had!a!440!nm!excitation!and!805!nm!emission!

wavelength.!!

Size.analysis:.

Nanoparticles!were! characterized!with!a!Carl!Zeiss!Ultra!55!Field!Emission!

Scanning!Electron!Microscope!using! an! inSlens! SE! detector.!Nanoparticle! size!was!

measured!with!ImageJ!(http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/).!The!circumference!and!area!was!

used!to!calculate!the!radius.!!
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Chapter.4:.Conclusion.and.Future.Directions.

!

Concluding.thoughts.on.cell.based.therapeutics.

! The! struggle! for! a! less! invasive!more!patient! friendly! treatment! for!Type!1!

Diabetes!is!real.!Although!insulin!injection!therapy!is!very!effective,!its’!burdensome!

patient!compliance!limits!the!success!of!the!regimen.!As!we!advance!technologically!

society!has!looked!to!electronics,!such!as!pumps!and!closedSloop!devices,!to!address!

the!challenges!associated!with!heavily!invasive!treatment!therapies!such!as!insulin!

injection!therapy.!The!sheer!number!of!patients!using!pumps!more!than!hints!at!the!

deep! rooted! interest! in! a! less! invasive,! freedom!enabling! therapy! regime.!What! is!

even! more! surprising! when! understanding! this! therapeutic! area! is! the! current!

ability!to!effectively!cure!diabetes!in!smaller!mammalian!models,!such!as!mice!and!

rats,! has! yet! to! translate! to! humans.! We! believe! that! there! are! a! number! of! key!

issues! that! have! yet! to! be! addressed! that! could! aid! in! this! therapy! development.!

Specifically,! by! understanding! the! biological! cues! necessary! for! improved! islet!

function! in! combination!with! a! cell! encapsulation!device!we! could! create! a! viable!

diabetic!therapeutic.!!

! The! field! of! tissue! engineering! is! seeing! growing! interest! in! adapting! the!

ways! in!which! scientist! culture! tissues.!Beyond! the! interest! to! reconstruct! tissues!

and!organs,!tissue!engineering!is!being!reinvigorated!with!the!increasing!interest!in!

having!stemScellSderived!cells,!tissues!and!organs.!Research!are!starting!to!question!

what! do! cells! need! beyond! soluble! factors! to! improve! stem! cell! function! and!
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differentiation,!and!more!interestingly!which!factors!are!more!important,!soluble!or!

functional.!!

! In!chapter!1,! the!topics!and!challenges!associated!with!Type!1!Diabetes!are!

introduced.! Type! 1! diabetes! is! growing! at! an! alarming! rate! of! 4S6%! annually.!

Interestingly! ,the! rate! is! elevated! in!well! developed! countries,! such! as! the! United!

States.! This! understanding! highlights! the! need! for! a! curative! Type! 1! Diabetes!

strategy.!!

! This!dissertation!demonstrates!how!addressing!beta!cell!architecture!in!both!

2D! and! 3D! can! help! improve! insulin! response.! Some! under! explored! areas! of!

research! that! can!be!used! to!help!develop!an!effective! cell! based! therapeutics! are!

tissue!engineering!and!cellular!encapsulation.!Furthermore,!we!demonstrate!that!by!

tuning!the!mechanical!cues!exposed!to!the!betaScells!we!can!further!improve!insulin!

response.! Together,! both! mechanical! cues! and! 3D! architecture! have! now! been!

shown! to! be! important! factors! for! improving! beta! cell! response,! possibly! more!

important!that!supplementary!soluble!factors!alone.!!

! Launching!from!this!finding,!we!show!the!development!of!a!compliant!thinS

film!cell!encapsulation!technology!that!promotes!beta!cell!function!while!protecting!

the! encapsulated! cells! from! the! native! immune! response.! Even!more! exciting! we!

show!that!these!devices!can!protect!encapsulated!cells!from!infiltration!of!immune!

cells,!and!from!soluble!cytotoxic!cytokines!when!in!an!excess!of!10Sfold!the!known!

cytotoxic!concentration.!Addtionally,!the!devices!alone!promote!neovascularization,!

which!is!essential!for!the!success!of!any!tissue!transplant.!And!finally!in!chapter!4,!
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we! introduce! an! additional! nano! technology! that! can! be! used! to! further!monitor!

oxygen!availability,!and!help!monitor!nutrient!exchange.!!

.

Future.Directions.

! From!this!dissertation!we!have!the!tools!to!further!develop!a!cell!based!Type!

1!Diabetes!therapeutic!that!could!be!used!to!restore!patient!freedom!from!constant!

injection.! Together! with! the! latest! beta! cell! stem! cell! advancements! this! could!

provide! an! artificialSlike! pancreas! that! could! be! implanted! without! the! need! of!

immune! suppression! therapy.! We! have! seen! significant! interest! specifically! in!

induced! pluripotent! insulin! producing! cell! technologies! that! have! resulted! in!

multiple! high! impact! publications,! company! formation,! partnerships! with! big!

pharmaceutical!companies,!and!even!phase!2!clinical!trials.!!

! !To!determine!the!effectiveness!of!this!therapy!in!humans!two!studies!must!

be! done.! A! human! derived! insulinSproduce! induced! pluripotent! stem! cell! study!

needs!to!be!done!to!reaffirm!the!effectiveness!of!this!technology!with!a!number!of!

stem!cell!sources.!Once!done,!we!can!be!confident!this!technology! is!a!standSalone!

device!that!can!be!readily!adapted!to!suit!the!available!cell! types.!Secondly!a! large!

mammalian!study!must!be!done!to!demonstrate!the!effectiveness!of!this!therapy!at!

the! human! scale.! Upon! success! of! both! of! these! studies,! one! could! gain! more!

confidence!to!push!this!technology!further!towards!patients.!!

This! information! can! advance! biological! understanding! of! pancreatic! islets!

and! will! also! improve! current! techniques! for! evaluating! betaScell! cluster!
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phenotypes.!Additionally,!these!findings!may!improve!current!betaScell!therapy!for!

type!1!diabetes,!maybe!even!cure!Type!1!Diabetes.!!

!

! !
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a b s t r a c t

The search for an effective cure for type I diabetes from the transplantation of encapsulated pancreatic b-
cell clusters has so far produced sub-optimal clinical outcomes. Previous efforts have not controlled the
size of transplanted clusters, a parameter implicated in affecting long-term viability and the secretion of
therapeutically sufficient insulin. Here we demonstrate a method based on covalent attachment of pat-
terned laminin for fabricating uniformly size-controlled insulin-secreting cell clusters. We show that
cluster size within the range 40–120 lm in diameter affects a variety of therapeutically relevant cellular
responses including insulin expression, content and secretion. Our studies elucidate two size-dependent
phenomena: (1) as the cluster size increases from 40 lm to 60 lm, glucose stimulation results in a
greater amount of insulin produced per cell; and (2) as the cluster size increases beyond 60 lm, sustained
glucose stimulation results in a greater amount of insulin secreted per cell. Our study describes a method
for producing uniformly sized insulin-secreting cell clusters, and since larger cluster sizes risk nutrient
availability limitations, our data suggest that 100–120 lm clusters may provide optimal viability and effi-
cacy for encapsulated b-cell transplants as a treatment for type I diabetes and that further in vivo eval-
uation is warranted.

! 2012 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The development of a bio artificial pancreas began in 1933
when tissue containing insulin-secreting cells was first trans-
planted as a potential diabetes treatment [1]. Nearly 80 years later,
human trials currently underway in New Zealand evaluating
encapsulated islet transplants without immunosuppression report
significant reductions in hypoglycemic events, but have yet to
achieve reliable insulin independence. Transplantations of unen-
capsulated human cadaveric b-cells containing islets are currently
available and provide at least one year of insulin independence for
80% of recipients [2]. While these pancreatic b-cells are able to
sense glucose and secrete insulin at the appropriate level needed
for glucose homeostasis, debilitating immunosuppression is re-
quired [3] and the availability of cadaveric islets is extremely lim-
ited [4]. Significant advances in encapsulation technologies over
the past several decades promise to obviate the need for immuno-
suppression [5,6]. Additionally, animal sources [7,8] and human
stem cell sources [9,10] are being cultivated to overcome supply
limitations. While these developments promise to overcome some

of the limitations preventing wide-scale adoption of this therapeu-
tic approach, efforts to control the size of transplanted clusters
have been lacking.

Two independent size requirements must be satisfied in order
to achieve viable islet transplants with sufficient insulin secretion.
First, very small clusters do not exhibit therapeutically appropriate
insulin secretion because of its dependence on sufficient cell–cell
contact. For example, pancreatic b-cell pairs and monolayers se-
crete greater insulin per cell after glucose stimulation than isolated
b-cells [11,12]. Furthermore, glucose-dependent calcium oscilla-
tions, a characteristic of appropriately functioning islets, occur
more frequently in cell clusters compared with isolated cells
[13]. Second, excessively large clusters suffer from nutrient avail-
ability limitations. Relying solely on passive diffusion, oxygen
and nutrient requirements are attained only when cells are within
100–200 lm from a capillary [14–16]. In fact, necrosis has been
observed on the inside of large isolated islets [17,18]. As expected
from these results, islets smaller than 150 lm exhibit improved
insulin secretion and viability in clinical studies than larger islets
[19]. While cell encapsulation in a material with pore sizes small
enough to inhibit the passage of antibodies protects transplants
from the immune response [20], the same material also inhibits
the growth of new blood vessels and prevents access to perfusion
that is essential for nutrient availability throughout large islets in
the native pancreas [21]. Despite significant evidence supporting

1742-7061/$ - see front matter ! 2012 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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the impact that cluster size may have on insulin secretion and via-
bility of encapsulated transplants, to date there appears no study
that either explicitly explores the insulin response to varying clus-
ter sizes or presents a method for fabricating uniformly sized
clusters.

Here, we used the covalent microcontact printing of laminin, as
described previously [22], to fabricate size-controlled patterned
insulin-secreting cell clusters. The rat insulinoma cell line INS-1
(832/13) was selected for evaluation due to its dose-dependent
glucose-stimulated insulin secretion within physiologically rele-
vant glucose conditions [23,24]. We anticipate the use of stem cells
to overcome supply limitations to clinical translation, as stem cells
may be grown indefinitely prior to differentiation. Separately, we
have demonstrated successful differentiation of size-controlled hu-
man embryonic stem cell clusters along the pancreatic lineage, as
well as detachment of these clusters which may be necessary prior
to transplantation [25]. Our data suggest the possibility of an opti-
mal cluster size after evaluating its impact on insulin expression,
content and secretion from uniformly sized 40–120 lm insulin-
secreting cell clusters. The successful production of size-controlled
insulin-secreting clusters that appropriately balance the need for
cell–cell contact and nutrient availability is a necessary step to-
wards achieving long-term insulin independence for the millions
that suffer from type I diabetes.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Preparation of laminin patterns on aldehyde-terminated glass
cover slips

Clean, dry plasma-treated glass cover slips were aldehyde-func-
tionalized according to a procedure previously described [22], with
the modification of – prior to and after glutaraldehyde incubation –
sonicating with a 70:30 ethanol:Milli-Q water mixture instead of
only Milli-Q, which improved patterned consistency compared
with the previous method. We speculate that the improved pat-
terning was the result of better removal of loosely attached glutar-
aldehyde. Laminin was covalently attached through microcontact
printing from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamps using previ-
ously described techniques [22], with design modifications to the
lithography mask to create 40–120 lm circular patterns evaluated
in this study. The images of fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated
bovine serum albumin (FITC-BSA) surrounding laminin patterns
were taken with a wide-field fluorescent microscope (Olympus
BX60).

2.2. Covalent attachment of PEG

After PDMS stamping of laminin on aldehyde-terminated glass
cover slips, the cover slips were incubated with 25 ll of 3 mM
methoxypolyethylene glycol-amine in methanol for >12 h to
quench unreacted aldehyde groups, followed by reduction in so-
dium cyanoborohydride in methanol (>8 mM).

2.3. Cell culturing and glucose-stimulated insulin secretion (GSIS)

INS-1 (832/13) cells were cultured using previously described
methods [22] on patterned cover slips in 12-well plates. Cells were
seeded in the same media, except that RPMI 1640 w/HEPES (Invit-
rogen) was replaced with RPMI 1640 w/o glucose (Invitrogen) and
HEPES (Cell Culture Facility, San Francisco) and glucose (Cell Cul-
ture Facility, San Francisco) were added separately, at 8.33 ! 104 -
cells cm"2 on 40 lm patterned cover slips, 2.5 ! 105 cells cm"2 on
60 lm patterned cover slips, and 5 ! 105 cells cm"2 on 120 lm
patterned cover slips. After 18–20 h, pattern confluency was

achieved and the cells were rinsed with 1 ml of a HEPES balanced
salt solution described elsewhere [23], and then incubated in 1 ml
of the same solution for 2 h.

2.4. Insulin mRNA expression

Insulin messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) expression was
evaluated using an Applied Biosystems Step One Plus real-time
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) system. Cells were lysed with TRI-
zol (Invitrogen) and total RNA was extracted with chloroform (Sig-
ma ACS grade >99.8%). cDNA was synthesized with iScript cDNA
Synthesis Kit (Biorad). Reverse transcriptase-PCR (RT-PCR) was
performed using SYBR green FAST mix (Applied Biosystems). The
expression level of insulin 2 was normalized against b-actin using
a standard curve method (See Table 1 for primers) and the results
were analyzed with the Version 2.0 software.

2.5. Insulin secretion

Insulin secretion was evaluated using an ultrasensitive rat insu-
lin enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit (Mercodia).
40 lm, 60 lm and 120 lm patterned cover slips, after 2 h in the
above glucose-free solution, were then exposed either to 1 ml of
the same glucose-free solution or 1 ml of a 15 mM glucose created
by adding the appropriate amount of D-glucose to the glucose-free
solution at 37 !C. After 1 h, samples from each well were spun at
1500g, supernatants were removed and the concentrations of insu-
lin, correlated to a standard curve using human insulin (Sigma),
were determined by measuring the absorbance at 450 nm at the
completion of the ELISA.

2.6. Characterization of cell patterning

Cover slips with patterned confluent clusters were rinsed with
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde in
PBS solution for 15 min, permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100
solution for 15 min, and exposed to Alexa Fluor 488 Phalloidin
(165 nM in PBS) to stain the F-actin, and DAPI (40,6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole, 300 nM in PBS) to stain the nuclei. Cover slips were
imaged using wide-field fluorescent microscopy (Nikon Eclipse Ti-
E motorized inverted microscope) with a 4! objective, and an
8 ! 8 large image was obtained using NIS-elements 3.1 to visualize
the entire patterned area. Image analysis was performed with NIS-
elements 3.1.

2.7. Evaluation of c-peptide content

832/13 insulinoma cells were seeded using the same 5 mM glu-
cose media described above onto patterned cover slips with a com-
bination of 40 lm, 60 lm, 80 lm, 100 lm and 120 lm circular
laminin patterns at 2 ! 105 cells cm"2, or on 60 lm circular lami-
nin patterns at 4 ! 105 cells cm"2. 18–20 h later, pattern conflu-
ency was achieved on the combined patterned cover slips, and
both confluent monolayers as well as multilayered clusters were
present on the 60 lm patterned cover slips. Cover slips were then
rinsed with 1 ml of a HEPES balanced salt solution described else-
where [23] with 0.2% essentially fatty acid free bovine serum albu-
min (BSA) and 0 mM glucose, and subsequently exposed to

Table 1
RT-PCR primers.

Insulin 2 Forward: 50-GAA GTG GAG GAC CCA CAA GT-30

Reverse: 50-AGT GCC AAG GTC TGA AGG TC-30

b-actin Forward: 50-CAA CCG TGA AAA GAT GAC CCA GA-30

Reverse: 50-ACG ACC AGA GGC ATA CAG GGA C-30

A.D. Mendelsohn et al. / Acta Biomaterialia 8 (2012) 4278–4284 4279
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incubation in 1 ml of the same solution for 2 h. Immediately prior
to, 15 min after and 1 h after subsequent exposure to a 15 mM
glucose solution, the cells were fixed with a solution of 3.7%
formaldehyde in PBS solution for 15 min, permeabilized with
0.5% Triton X-100 solution for 15 min, immunostained with
1 lg ml!1 of rabbit anti-c-peptide (Cell Signaling) and/or 2 lg ml!1

mouse monoclonal anti-insulin (Santa Cruz Biotech) overnight at
4 !C with 5% goat serum in buffer (13 mM dipotassium phosphate,
150 mM sodium chloride and 0.2% Tween 20, pH 7.5; the same buf-
fer was used as follows unless otherwise specified). The cover slips
were then rinsed thoroughly with buffer prior to incubation with
10 lg ml!1 donkey anti-mouse IgG Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen)
and/or goat anti-rabbit IgG Alexa Fluor 633 (Invitrogen) for 1 h at
room temperature. The cells were rinsed with buffer thoroughly
before staining the actin cytoskeleton with 165 nM Alexa Flour
568 Phalloidin in PBS (Invitrogen) for 30 min. The nuclei were
stained by sandwiching 3 ll of SlowFade Gold antifade reagent
with DAPI (Invitrogen) between a microscope slide and a patterned
cover slip, followed by nail polish to adhere the cover slip to the
microscope slide.

Spinning disk confocal microscopy (Nikon Eclipse Ti-E motor-
ized inverted microscope with Yokogawa CS22 Spinning Disk Con-
focal from Solamere Technology Group, Acquisition with Micro-
Manager) was used to visualize the clusters. The cell borders of
0.25 lm thick z-stacks were defined by the phalloidin, and image
intensity data within the confines of this volume were used for
analysis using NIS-Elements. Lack of significant photobleaching
was confirmed by evaluating five subsequent identical images for
intensity differences at the laser power settings used.

3. Results

3.1. Consistent fabrication of uniform-size insulin-secreting cell
clusters

Insulin-secreting cells selectively adhered to patterned laminin,
resulting in uniformly size-controlled clusters on glass cover slips
using a modified version of a previously described technique
[22]. The extracellular matrix protein laminin was first microcon-
tact printed from a lithographically created polydimethylsiloxane
stamp onto an aldehyde-functionalized glass cover slip. Subse-
quent incubation with a fluorescent protein enabled visualization
of the areas surrounding the laminin pattern (Fig. 1A). Laminin
stamping was followed by the covalent attachment of polyethylene
glycol, a polymer that resists cell attachment. Seeding density and
incubation time were optimized to enable cells to neatly conform
to varying laminin patterns (Fig. 1B). Pattern uniformity across
the entire cover slip was made possible for the first time by mod-
ifying the procedure for attaching polyethylene glycol from a one-
step to a two-step reaction as visualized by 40 lm (Fig. 1C), 60 lm
(Fig. 1D) and 120 lm (Fig. 1E) circular cell patterns that are fixed
and stained for nuclei and F-actin. We observed that the intensity
of the nuclear stain correlates linearly with the number of nuclei
within a given cluster (Supplementary Fig. S1A). As expected, the
distribution of the number of cells in a cluster is Gaussian, and
the average number of cells in a cluster, measured over multiple
cover slips, increases with the size of the laminin pattern (Supple-
mentary Figs. S1B and S1C).

3.2. Effect of cluster size on insulin mRNA expression and secretion

After achieving confluency on patterned glass cover slips, insu-
lin-secreting cells were pre-treated in low glucose to achieve basal
insulin production, which also reduced levels of insulin mRNA
(Supplementary Fig. S2) before exposure to high glucose. Insulin

2 mRNA expression, normalized to b-actin mRNA expression, was
evaluated for 40, 60 and 120 lm clusters before, 15 min after
and 1 h after high glucose stimulation. While no difference was ob-
served prior to glucose stimulation, normalized insulin 2 mRNA
expression was almost 2-fold smaller (P < 0.021) after 15 min of
stimulation for the 40 lm clusters compared with the 60 and
120 lm clusters (Fig. 2A). After 1 h of stimulation, expression lev-
els were the same for all measured cluster sizes.

Additionally, the effect of cluster size on insulin secretion was
evaluated after GSIS. Samples were taken from wells containing
patterned 40, 60 and 120 lm insulin-secreting cell clusters sub-
jected to glucose starvation and then either continued glucose star-
vation or high glucose stimulation for 1 h. Whereas insulin
secretion from 40 lm clusters remained unchanged when incu-
bated with high glucose, it was 2.5-fold and nearly 3.5-fold higher
for 60 and 120 lm clusters, respectively (Fig. 2B). Insulin secretion
15 min after stimulation was undetectable for all cluster sizes.

3.3. Effect of cluster size and cell number on insulin and C-peptide
content

C-peptide content from patterned 832/13 insulinoma cells was
evaluated as a surrogate for insulin content by first establishing
colocalization of insulin and c-peptide immunofluorescence. Proin-
sulin is processed into insulin and c-peptide in an equimolar ratio;
both products reside in the same secretory vesicles and are re-
leased simultaneously [26,27]. Positive c-peptide staining is there-
fore used to verify the presence of de novo insulin synthesis as
opposed to exogenously introduced insulin [28]. Immunofluores-
cence reveals colocalization of insulin (green) and c-peptide (red)
(Supplementary Fig. S3).

Since gap junction proteins modulate insulin secretion [29],
multiple cell layers, as opposed to monolayers, could positively

Fig. 1. Cells seeded on patterned laminin become uniform size-controlled clusters.
(a) 40, 60, 80, 100 and 120 lm laminin-patterned glass cover slips were visualized
after incubation with fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated bovine serum albumin
(FITC-BSA) before polyethylene glycol (PEG) deposition; scale bar = 100 lm. (b)
Bright-field microscopy verified conformation of 832/13 rat insulinoma cells to
patterned laminin after PEG deposition; scale bar = 100 lm. Fluorescent staining of
nuclei (DAPI, blue) and F-actin (Alexa Fluor 488 Phalloidin, green) illustrates the
uniformity of (c) 40 lm, (d) 60 lm and (e) 120 lm patterns after seeded cells
achieved confluency; scale bars = 1 mm.
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impact the insulin response to glucose stimulation. Multilayer for-
mation occurs when initially formed clusters contain too many
cells to fit in one layer on the printed laminin and pile up as they
retreat from the cell-repulsive PEG [22]. While no c-peptide con-
tent differences were observed using quantitative imaging prior
to glucose stimulation, c-peptide content in multilayered 60 lm
clusters exceeded that of monolayered 60 lm clusters after
15 min of glucose stimulation (Fig. 3a). Visualization of the c-pep-
tide channel from representative images qualitatively confirms
this effect, and zoomed-in section views of the cell clusters verify
the presence of a monolayer or multilayered cluster (Fig. 4). This
difference disappeared after stimulation was sustained for 1 h
(Fig. 3a).

Additionally, normalized c-peptide staining intensity for 40, 60,
80, 100 and 120 lm circular monolayered cell clusters over the
three glucose conditions under evaluation revealed the impact of
size on the extent to which insulin is stored after production.
15 min after glucose stimulation, a 2-fold increase in insulin con-
tent over unstimulated clusters was seen for all but the 40 lm
clusters (Fig. 3b). This 2-fold change was not exceeded with
increasing cluster size. Furthermore, 1 h after glucose stimulation,
smaller sized (40 and 60 lm) clusters contained greater c-peptide
than larger sized (100 and 120 lm) clusters (Fig. 3b). Representa-
tive images qualitatively confirm these effects (Fig. 5). C-peptide
localization analysis further reveals more uniformly distributed
staining 15 min after stimulation, whereas the c-peptide in 40,
60 and 80 lm clusters appears localized to only a portion of the
cells in each cluster.

4. Discussion

This study suggests that as insulin-secreting cell cluster size in-
creases from 40 lm to 120 lm, the insulin response to glucose
stimulation is affected at two separate threshold sizes: the first re-
sults in greater insulin expression and translation shortly after glu-
cose stimulation, and the second results in more efficient insulin
secretion after sustained glucose stimulation. After expression
and subsequent translation, a number of post-translational steps
occur, resulting in the storage of mature insulin and c-peptide
awaiting secretion [30]. One previous simulation of b-cell behavior
speculated that a minimum of four b-cell–b-cell contacts are re-
quired for insulin bursting coordination, and that this coordination

improves upon the addition of several more b-cells before reaching
a plateau [31]. Characterization of our cell patterns revealed that
40 lm patterns contained on average between six and seven cells

Fig. 2. Normalized insulin 2 mRNA expression and normalized insulin secretion increases with larger cluster sizes. (a) RT-PCR was used to determined normalized insulin 2
mRNA expression for 40, 60 and 120 lm patterned confluent clusters 15 min after and 1 h after 832/13 insulinoma cells were exposed to GSIS (data normalized to the average
of the 40 lm clusters for each glucose condition). Additionally, (b) the impact of glucose stimulation on insulin secretion from 40 lm, 60 lm and 120 lm clusters was
determined by normalizing measured insulin secretion over 1 h from clusters stimulated with 15 mM glucose (n = 3) to clusters stimulated with 0 mM glucose that mimics
basal secretion levels (n = 3) for each cluster size. Data are presented as an average ± standard deviation. Statistical significance for the comparison of multiple groups was
confirmed for each group indicated with an ⁄ using a Holm–Sidak test with a = 0.05 after performing an analysis of variances (ANOVA).

Fig. 3. Semi-quantitative immunocytochemistry reveals effects of cluster size on
normalized c-peptide content under different glucose conditions. 832/13 insuli-
noma cell clusters are fixed, permeabilized and stained for c-peptide, F-actin and
nuclei before, 15 min after and 1 h after glucose stimulation. Confocal images are
acquired and total intensity of c-peptide staining is normalized to the nuclear stain
intensity which correlates linearly with the number of nuclei (Supplementary
Fig. S4). (a) Quantified normalized c-peptide intensity was then determined
between monolayered and multilayered clusters for each glucose condition (data
are normalized to the average of monolayered clusters before glucose stimulation).
(b) Normalized c-peptide intensity is also evaluated between monolayered clusters
on a single cover slip containing 40, 60, 80, 100 and 120 lm are compared to each
other for each glucose condition (data are normalized to the average of the 40 lm
clusters before glucose stimulation). Data are presented as an average ± standard
deviation. Statistical significance is indicated with an ⁄ and was established using
the Student–Newman–Keuls test with a = 0.05 after performing an ANOVA.
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per cluster, and 60 lm patterns contained on average between 15
and 16 cells per cluster (Supplementary Fig. S1C). Our data support
this study’s suggestion that insulin production behavior is affected
by the number of b-cells in contact with each other, as well as the
approximate number of cells required to effect such changes.

The existence of a second threshold cluster size enabling more
efficient insulin secretion was less expected, and further explora-
tion will be required prior to speculation of a responsible mecha-
nism. Nonetheless, as the cluster size increased from 60 to
100 lm, c-peptide content after 1 h of glucose stimulation de-
creased in a size-dependent fashion, with no additional decrease
between 100 and 120 lm clusters. Instead of a concurrent reduc-
tion in insulin secretion over this time period, cells in 120 lm clus-
ters on average responded with significantly greater insulin
secretion (!3.5-fold) compared with cells in 60 lm clusters
(!2.5-fold), although this result was not significant (Fig. 2B). These
two observations, when taken together, suggest that the larger
cluster sizes secrete insulin more quickly, with less storage, after
sustained glucose stimulation.

We realize that evaluation of insulin secretion included a por-
tion of clusters with more cells than those used in content analyses,
some of which were multilayered in nature (Supplementary
Fig. S1B). We have also demonstrated that multilayered 60 lm clus-
ters contain more c-peptide 15 min after glucose stimulation than
monolayered 60 lm clusters (Fig. 3). However, multilayered clus-
ters did not contain reduced c-peptide compared with monolayered
clusters after 1 h of sustained glucose stimulation (Fig. 4), support-
ing the proposal that a second size-dependent threshold enabling
more efficient insulin secretion exists, and that multilayered
60 lm clusters do not exceed this threshold. After considering all
of these factors, our data suggest that 120 lm cell clusters secrete
insulin more rapidly during sustained exposure to glucose after
expression and translation than 60 lm cell clusters. Furthermore,
since 100 lm clusters exhibited similarly low c-peptide content
after sustained glucose simulation, the threshold size for achieving
more rapid insulin secretion is likely between 80 and 100 lm.

The oxygen levels associated with the in vivo environment sur-
rounding a transplant will be significantly less than the incubator

oxygen levels under which the experiments reported here were
performed. The superiority of islets smaller than 150 lm in a hu-
man study provides some confidence that the 100–120 lm cluster
size recommended by this in vitro study may be sufficiently small
to achieve sufficient in vivo nutrient availability [19]. However, any
encapsulation material that prevents the need for immunosup-
pression will contribute to nutrient availability limitations, the ef-
fects of which will need to considered in the design of the
encapsulation material and evaluated in vivo before an optimal
cluster size within a given encapsulation material can be defini-
tively identified.

Multiple methods exist that would enable subsequent trans-
plantation of these patterned clusters. First, the clusters could be
transplanted in a patterned sheet, similar to a concept described
previously and still in development [32]. This approach would re-
quire cell patterning to occur on a biocompatible substrate, or the
transfer of patterned clusters to a biocompatible material. Second,
microcapsules can encapsulate size-controlled clusters that are
dislodged either naturally over time [25] or with exposure to
collagenase-dispase (Supplementary Fig. S5). Both of these ap-
proaches will require further optimization for parameters affecting
nutrient availability that have been extensively reviewed else-
where [6]. Alternatively, immunosuppressed transplantation of
size-controlled clusters via the portal vein may improve clinical
outcomes without requiring cluster organization optimization.
The insulinoma cells used in this study are not ideal candidates
for transplantation, in part due to the immortalized nature of the
cell line. We considered the use of primary b-cells from MIP-GFP
mice, but the number of cells necessary for these studies would re-
quire the use of hundreds of animals. Instead, we are separately
investigating the differentiation of human embryonic stem cells,
which can be proliferated indefinitely prior to differentiation, into
120 lm size-controlled clusters along the pancreatic lineage,
which become 100 lm spherical clusters when released [25].
Regardless of the encapsulation approach, incorporation of size-
controlled clusters into encapsulated transplantation therapy
promises to overcome one of the few remaining challenges imped-
ing this therapy from achieving successful outcomes.

Fig. 4. Confocal imaging reveals the effect of multiple cell layers on c-peptide content under different glucose conditions. 832/13 insulinoma cells were grown to confluency
on glass cover slips that only have 60 lm patterns. Cell clusters were fixed, permeabilized and stained for F-actin, nuclei and c-peptide. Representative confocal sectioned z-
stacked images revealed both monolayered (<30 cells) and multilayered (>30 cells) clusters. A maximum intensity projection enabled visualization of staining throughout the
z-stacks (actin, nuclei, c-pep and merge). One representative slice of the z-stack is displayed to the right of the maximum intensity projections (section), and the zoomed-in
section view verifies that the cell clusters are either in a monolayer or in multiple layers. Scale bar = 50 lm.
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5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we described a method for fabricating uniformly
size-controlled insulin-secreting cell clusters through covalent
microcontact printing of laminin on aldehyde-functionalized cover
slips. We demonstrate that cluster size affects the insulin response
to glucose stimulation in a therapeutically relevant manner. Final-
ly, the results of our studies suggest that, among the sizes evalu-
ated here, 100–120 lm clusters demonstrate the greatest
promise for encapsulated transplantation therapy for treating type
I diabetes.
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Appendix A. Figures with essential colour discrimination

Certain figures in this article, particularly Figs. 1, 4 and 5, is dif-
ficult to interpret in black and white. The full colour images can be
found in the on-line version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
j.actbio.2012.08.010.
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Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.actbio.2012.08.
010.
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Membranes to achieve immunoprotection of transplanted islets
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Abstract
Transplantation of islet or beta cells is seen as the cure for type 1 diabetes since it allows 
physiological regulation of blood glucose levels without requiring any compliance from the 
patients. In order to circumvent the use of immunosuppressive drugs (and their side effects), 
semipermeable membranes have been developed to encapsulate and immunoprotect transplanted 
cells. This review presents the historical developments of immunoisolation and provides an update 
on the current research in this field. A particular emphasis is laid on the fabrication, 
characterization and performance of membranes developed for immunoisolation applications.

Keywords
Cell Immunoisolation; Cell Transplantation; Inorganic Membranes; Macrocapsules; 
Microcapsules; Organic Membranes; Type 1 Diabetes; Review

2. INTRODUCTION
As of today, it is estimated that diabetes affects 346 million people worldwide(1). This 
chronic disease is characterized by high levels of blood glucose (hyperglycemia) that, if 
untreated, lead to devastating complications such as heart disease, stroke, loss of vision, 
retinopathy, kidney failure, nervous system damage and even death(2). Type 1 diabetes 
(T1D), also known as “juvenile diabetes” or “insulin dependent diabetes mellitus”, 
represents about 10% of all cases. It is the most severe form of diabetes: the pancreatic beta 
cells (located in the islets of Langerhans) are progressively destroyed by the patient's 
immune system (autoimmune attack). These cells are essential since they normally produce 
the hormone insulin in amounts that regulate the blood glucose concentration. Their 
destruction reduces and then permanently stops the insulin production which translates in 
high blood glucose levels. The current treatment consists of several subcutaneous injections 
of insulin every day (based on a careful monitoring of blood glucose levels via finger 
pricking). This treatment is obviously inconvenient for patients and the bolus-type 
administration of insulin is not physiological. This has lead to the development of portable 
insulin pumps(3) and the hope to develop an artificial pancreas that would combine an 
implantable insulin pump, a continuous glucose monitoring system and a control 
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algorithm(4, 5). However, before the development of a clinical application, a closed-loop 
insulin delivery approach must still surmount obstacles related to the delay of insulin action 
when infused subcutaneously and to the blood glucose estimation made by subcutaneous 
interstitial measurement(5). More complex algorithms are thus needed to compensate for the 
time lags impairing the system reactivity.

An alternate approach that would be a real cure for type 1 diabetes patients is to replace their 
pancreas(6) or alternatively to transplant functional islets of Langerhans or beta cells 
alone(7-11). This constitutes the best solution in terms of physiological regulation of blood 
glucose and patient compliance. However, two major problems have hindered the successful 
development of transplantations up to now: 1) the supply of pancreas/islet cells available for 
transplantation is very limited; 2) the transplanted organs/cells are subject to the host's 
immune attack and destruction (resulting in brief viability and efficacy of the graft in the 
best case scenario). A lot of progress has been made to tackle both of these problems over 
the last few years but more effort will be needed to bring a safe transplantation approach to 
the whole community of type 1 diabetic patients.

2.1. Immunosuppressed pancreas/islet transplantation
Approximately 30,000 pancreases have been transplanted worldwide since 1966 with the 
annual numbers of transplants reaching a steady state since the late 1990s(6). The procedure 
is usually performed in conjunction with a kidney transplant for patients with type 1 diabetes 
and chronic renal failure (the patients receive both a pancreas and a kidney from a single 
deceased organ donor). With this method, the overall 1-year pancreas graft survival rate that 
achieves insulin independence is 85% and decreases to about 50% 10 years after 
transplantation(6, 12, 13). However, recipients of these transplants must adhere to a strict 
lifelong immunosuppressive therapy in order to avoid rejection of the grafts(6, 12). The 
currently used anti-rejection medications present side effects that are not acceptable for 
patients with type 1 diabetes only (insulin injections still constitute a better treatment for 
those). The complications associated with immunosuppressive drugs include increased 
incidence of infection and malignancy, decreased wound healing, renal dysfunction...(14-16) 
Only patients who require a kidney transplant are then incentivized in a whole pancreas 
graft.

An alternative therapy is to transplant isolated islet cells instead of a whole pancreas (here 
again, graft recipients have to take immunosuppressive drugs for the rest of their lives, with 
the associated complications)(11, 16-18). Only the endocrine component of the pancreas is 
transplanted in this case (~2-3% of the pancreas mass), considerably reducing the risks of 
the surgical procedure(17). Islets are usually injected in the portal vein and transported via 
the bloodstream into the liver where they take up residence(16). Over 1400 islet 
transplantation procedures have been performed worldwide since 1974(17). These 
transplantations lacked success before 2000: only 8% of recipients maintained insulin 
independence one year after transplantation from 1990 to 1998(19). However, in 2000, 
Shapiro et al. reported 7 consecutive recipients who were all insulin independent one year 
after transplantation, which is commonly referred to as the Edmonton Protocol(7). Success 
rates decreased after 5 years, with only 10% of patients still achieving insulin 
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independence(8). Nevertheless, clinical benefits are observed after islet transplantation even 
in the absence of insulin independence since the incidence of life-threatening hypoglycemia 
decreases dramatically(20).

2.2. Cell sources for islet transplantation
A normal human pancreas contains roughly 1 million islets(11); however islets purified 
from donor pancreases require several steps to be ready for transplantation, and all these 
steps can be detrimental to the harvested islets(17). Consequently, 2-4 donor pancreases are 
required to perform a successful islet transplantation procedure(17). The significant 
mismatch between the number of islets needed for transplantation and the islet availability 
highlights the urgent need to find additional islet sources. Various cell sources are currently 
envisaged to overcome this obstacle(17, 18, 21-24): expansion/replication of existing human 
beta cells(25-28), differentiation of human embryonic stem cells (hESC) to beta 
cells(29-35), conversion of either pancreatic or nonpancreatic adult stem/progenitor cells to 
beta cells(36-48) and animal islet cells. Among xenogeneic sources, porcine islets are 
particularly interesting due to the close homology between porcine and human insulin and 
the similarity of islets between both species(49).

Despite great promises from these diversified islet sources, several issues must be overcome 
before large-scale utilization will be made possible. Cells derived from stem cells are not yet 
fully functional beta cells and animal cells induce a more aggressive immune rejection than 
human cells. Moreover, the risk of transmittable diseases between animal and human will 
have to be carefully investigated(50).

2.3. Immunoisolated islet/cell transplantation
In order to circumvent the use of immunosuppressive drugs and their side effects following 
transplantation of islet or beta cells, the idea of encapsulating the cells in a protective 
semipermeable membrane has been developed. Such a membrane has to be immunoisolating 
(i.e. impede contact with immune cells, antibodies, complement...) yet at the same time this 
membrane must allow rapid transport of glucose, insulin, nutrients (oxygen (O2)...) and 
waste products. Conceptually immunoisolation membranes are possible given the relatively 
smaller size of glucose (180 Da; Stokes radius: 0.4 nm)(51) and insulin (monomer/hexamer: 
5.8/34.2 kDa; 1.35-2.75 nm)(52) compared to inflammatory cells (size of ~10 µm) and 
molecules responsible for immune rejection such as immunoglobulin G (IgG: 150 kDa; 
Stokes radius: 5.9 nm)(53, 54), complement C1q (410 kDa)(55), immunoglobulin M (IgM: 
910 kDa)(55). Figure 1 presents the concept of immunoisolation on a molecular weight 
scale.

Cell encapsulation is sometimes referred to as cell-based drug delivery: in the case of islet or 
beta cells, they secrete insulin (a therapeutic protein) in quantities related to external glucose 
stimulation.

Two distinct approaches have been developed to immunoisolate cells using semipermeable 
membranes (see Figure 2): macrocapsules (macroencapsulation) confine a large number of 
transplanted cells in an implantable device (a macrocapsule can be transplanted 
extravascularly or intravascularly) and microcapsules (microencapsulation) only contain 
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from 1 to 3 islet cells in each device (typically 400-800 µm in diameter)(56, 57) (a very 
large number of these microbeads need to be transplanted in this case). New 
microencapsulation techniques with thinner or even nanoscaled coatings have recently been 
developed, introducing the terms conformal coatings and nanoencapsulation in the 
community(57). Nanoencapsulated islets could also be used in conjunction with 
macrocapsules to enhance the immune protection.

Possible transplantation sites are different for each type of device(58). Extravascular 
macrocapsules are generally transplanted intraperitoneally or subcutaneously whereas 
intravascular macrocapsules are connected as a shunt to systemic blood circulation. With 
macrocapsules, it is possible to encapsulate islet cells at a high tissue-like density or 
dispersed in a chosen extracellular gel matrix (alginate, chitosan, agarose...)(55). 
Extravascular microcapsules are usually transplanted in the peritoneal cavity.

All of these immunoisolation approaches present advantages and disadvantages that will be 
detailed in section 3. Other reviews of interest may be found elsewhere as well(49, 56-65).

Despite many promising encapsulation studies and the development of numerous devices, 
cell encapsulation has yet to make an impact in the clinical setting. Some of the factors 
limiting widespread application of encapsulated islets include incomplete isolation of islets 
from the immune system and inadequate physiological nutrient accessibility for cells within 
the devices.

In fact, transplanting immunoisolated islet cells is challenging since both the innate and the 
adaptive immune responses have to be overcome. Membranes presenting pores smaller than 
1 µm easily block the passage of immune cells but blockage of antibodies (the smallest 
being IgG) or cytokines is much more challenging(55). These problems are even more 
important for xenogeneic transplants. Avgoustiniatos et al. estimated that both IgM and C1q 
should be completely blocked by a membrane with a maximum pore diameter of 30 nm(55). 
However, IgG will require smaller pores to be fully blocked and this will significantly 
hinder the diffusion of glucose and insulin. Thus, a compromise has to be found. It is also 
interesting to note that a tiny permeability of IgG may not be so detrimental to encapsulated 
cells: Iwata et al. showed that complement components are rapidly inactivated, and therefore 
it should be sufficient to hinder IgG diffusion in the first days after transplantation rather 
than totally block it(66).

As mentioned before, the other issue with encapsulated cells is poor access to oxygen and 
nutrients caused by the membrane barrier. In a healthy pancreas, islets are perfused by blood 
and supplied with O2 at arterial levels(55, 56). When encapsulated, islets can easily be 
located more than 150-200 µm away from the nearest blood vessel, which can induce 
hypoxic conditions leading to cell necrosis(55, 56, 67, 68). Furthermore, biocompatibility of 
the device material is extremely important(56): if the foreign body response induces the 
formation of an avascular layer on the membrane (typically on the order of 100 µm), there is 
little chance that the cells will be able to survive. On the other hand, biocompatible materials 
can induce neovascularization (growth and proliferation of new blood vessels near the 
membrane interface) that will drastically improve diffusion of O2 and nutrients. However, 
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the development of such vasculature takes 2-3 weeks, meaning that grafted cells will 
experience the most severe nutrient limitations immediately after transplantation since they 
will only depend on peripheral diffusion from the surrounding tissue(55). Some solutions are 
currently investigated to tackle this problem: prevascularization of the macrocapsule before 
adding cells(69), faster vascularization with growth factors(70), incorporation of oxygen 
carriers or oxygen-generating biomaterials(71-78).

Another interesting idea to improve islet transplant success would be to use controlled size 
beta cell clusters(79, 80) within the capsules. It has been shown that clusters of cells secrete 
insulin more efficiently than single cells(80-84), indicating that communication between 
cells should be preserved in transplantation situations to improve cell function. Moreover, 
cluster size could be optimized to avoid insufficient O2 or nutrient supply to the cells.

3. IMMUNOISOLATION OF TRANSPLANTED ISLETS: DIFFERENT 
APPROACHES
3.1. Extravascular macrocapsules

3.1.1. Advantages and disadvantages—Extravascular macrocapsules present several 
advantages for cell encapsulation: they can be made from a variety of different materials, 
they are easily retrievable and/or reloadable (clear advantage if an issue arises after 
implantation), they can be implanted with minimally invasive surgeries and the extracellular 
matrix can be chosen independently (important to ensure a suitable environment for 
encapsulated cells). Pancreatic beta cell behavior is known to depend on the surrounding 
matrix environment(85). Moreover, a very tight pore size distribution is now achievable for 
inorganic nanoporous membranes(61), which is of utmost importance for immunoisolation 
properties. Finally, the fact that cells can exist as clusters (as in a healthy pancreas) within 
the macrocapsules is beneficial regarding the communication between cells and the 
synchronization of insulin secretion pulses(86).

The main drawback of these macrocapsules is their lack of direct vascular access. This 
results in increased diffusion times for O2 and glucose. As a consequence, the production of 
insulin and its release are also delayed. Moreover, if large concentrations of insulin build up 
inside the chamber, the enclosed islets may be subject to insulin inhibition from their own 
products(87). Another problem of macroencapsulation is the potential lack of oxygenation 
for the islets located far away from the membranes, creating risks of central necrosis and 
cellular death. It is well known that cells have to be close to blood vessels, typically at a 
distance less than 150-200 µm to allow diffusion of O2 and nutrients and to perform 
metabolic processes appropriately(55, 56, 67, 68). Thus, membranes have to be thin (to 
address the possible hypoxic conditions for the inner part of the graft) and at the same time 
mechanically and chemically robust.

3.1.2. Historical aspects and developments—The first study that used encapsulated 
biological material for diabetes treatment was reported in 1933 by Bisceglie who placed 
human insulinoma tissue in membranous bags transplanted into rats(88). However, the 
concept of immunoisolated transplantation was really developed in the early 1950's by 
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Algire et al.(89-93). These researchers were interested in immune rejection mechanisms and 
wanted to know if cellular or humoral factors were responsible for the destruction of 
nonvascularized transplants. In order to answer that question, they designed a diffusion 
chamber by gluing together two thin membrane disks made of porous cellulose (supported 
by plastic rings) around the cells (see Figure 3). They used different pore sizes: some 
allowing free passage of host immune cells (leukocytes and macrophages) and others 
blocking those entities (pore diameters < 0.45 µm). Their results showed that allogenic tissue 
transplanted in mice was destroyed more rapidly with large pore membranes that permitted 
external cellular invasion. The lack of contact with immune cells prevented the direct 
antigen presentation pathway that leads to immune-mediated destruction.

Subsequently, many endocrine tissues were transplanted in similar extravascular diffusion 
chambers. However, only after the isolation of the islets of Langerhans in 1965 by 
Moskalewski(94) did immunoisolated islet cell research really begin.

The company Millipore produced a commercial extravascular transplantation chamber with 
0.45 µm pores by modifying the design from Algire(64) (see Figure 3). Researchers used 
this chamber to confirm the improved survival of grafts within protective capsules(95, 96). 
Other types of membranes were developed and tested(64): nitrocellulose ester membranes, 
cuprophane (cellulose) bags, hydrogel membranes, hollow fibers... In 1991, Lacy et al. 
developed hollow fibers fabricated from an acrylic copolymer and used them to encapsulate 
rat islets immobilized in an alginate hydrogel. They transplanted these fibers either 
subcutaneously or intraperitoneally in diabetic mice(97) and these implants reverted diabetes 
for up to 60 days.

Transplant failure occurred sooner or later with these early extravascular macrocapsules due 
to fibroblastic overgrowth inside or/and outside the chamber(64). Inadequate oxygenation of 
the grafted cells was also advocated as a significant issue with macrocapsules(56).

Major advances have been made since the early developments of extravascular 
macrocapsules, which have been reviewed in details elsewhere(61, 64). Section 4 will also 
give a complete update about current designs for immunoprotective membranes for 
extravascular macroencapsulation of islet/beta cells.

3.1.3. Commercialization of extravascular macrocapsules—Several companies 
have produced extravascular chambers for islet encapsulation since the 1980s. Baxter 
Healthcare Corp. (Round Lake, Illinois) designed an encapsulation planar device called 
TheraCyte (see Figure 4) that is still in use today in several laboratories around the 
world(98, 99). The TheraCyte system is made of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and is 
composed of a cell impermeable membrane (400 nm pore diameter) laminated to another 
membrane (5 µm pore diameter) that promotes neovascularization (angiogenesis). This 
double layer approach seeks to reduce diffusion time delays by development of a new 
vasculature within the large pores while the small pores immunoprotect the encapsulated 
cells. Angiogenesis can also be promoted by infusion of vascular endothelial growth factor 
(VEGF) transcutaneously into the device(70). Some success has been achieved in animal 
models using islets encapsulated in TheraCyte devices(100-102); however, there are no 
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reported studies of clinical success in human subjects and it is improbable that the 400 nm 
porous structure would lead to a full immunoisolation (IgG and cytokines will be able to 
cross the membrane of these devices).

Several other companies have also come and gone over the years: Encelle (A.-L. Usala) (pig 
islets macroencapsulated in a hydrogel matrix wrapped in a polyester net coated with a 
stealth polymer, device transplanted intramuscularly), BetaGene (C. Newgard) partnered 
with Gore Hybrid Technologies (cartridge of immortalized cells inserted in a 
prevascularized flexible tube transplanted subcutaneously) and iMedd (T. Desai and M. 
Ferrari) (macroencapsulation of islets with nanoporous silicon membranes)(103-107). The 
failure of these companies was mainly related to difficulties in achieving long-term viability 
of the encapsulated islets (fibroblastic growth over membranes, poor islet oxygenation and 
poor diffusion of nutrients) and lack of funding due to unmet objectives.

Two other companies are still in operation today: Cerco Medical and ViaCyte. Cerco 
Medical (formerly Islet Sheet Medical, Scott R. King, San Francisco) is developing the Islet 
Sheet, which consists of islets encapsulated in an alginate sheet(108, 109). This very thin 
(0.3 mm) device is the size of a business card (4 cm × 6 cm) and can sustain approximately 
100,000 islets (see Figure 4). About 6 sheets will be necessary per transplanted human 
patient to achieve insulin independence. The envisioned implantation sites are the peritoneal 
cavity or a subcutaneous space. The Islet Sheet is intended to be fully retrievable and 
replaceable, ensuring safety. Cerco Medical is probably the most advanced company 
working with macroencapsulation today and is currently performing trials on 
pancreatectomized dogs (their pancreas has been totally removed to mimic type 1 diabetes) 
with encapsulated canine islets.

ViaCyte (formerly Novocell) (San Diego) is developing a macroencapsulation device called 
Encaptra (based on the TheraCyte device) that is designed to be transplanted 
subcutaneously. This retrievable and vascularizing capsule will contain pancreatic 
progenitor cells that are expected to differentiate into functioning islet cells(29-32, 110). 
Stem-cell derived pancreatic islets represent a promising alternative to the short supply of 
human islets available for transplantation. However, Matveyenko et al. are currently 
doubtful about the clinical application of such engineered cell types(33). They believe the 
extent of endocrine cell formation and secretory function is insufficient to be clinically 
relevant.

3.2. Intravascular macrocapsules
3.2.1. Intravascular diffusion chambers: advantages and disadvantages—
Intravascular diffusion chambers (see schematic representation in Figure 5) present a clear 
advantage over extravascular devices: they have a direct access to blood and thus more 
accurate tracking of blood glucose levels. This reduces delays for insulin secretion and the 
islets are also very well oxygenated due to the blood proximity. Extracellular matrix can also 
be chosen independently with intravascular macrocapsules to ensure the most suitable 
environment for cells.
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However, these devices also present disadvantages, including a complicated and risky 
surgical procedure and blood coagulation issues after transplantation(64). Blood flow 
distortion at the interface between the blood vessel and the device can induce platelet 
deposition leading to thrombosis. Moreover, the tubing and membranes themselves can 
cause blood coagulation. Unfortunately, systemic anticoagulation medication is unadvisable 
for people suffering from type 1 diabetes.

3.2.2. Intravascular diffusion chambers: historical aspects and developments
—Development of intravascular macrocapsules began in 1972 when Knazek et al. fabricated 
an artificial capillary system for continuous perfusion culture systems(111). Three years 
later, Chick et al. reported the first culture of islets in such a device and referred to it as an 
“artificial endocrine pancreas”(112). In 1977, Chick managed to reverse diabetes in rats by 
transplanting this device in the aorta with heparin anticoagulation(113). The membrane was 
made of Amicon (polyacrylonitrilepolyvinyl chloride copolymer (PAN/PVC)). Tze(114), 
Sun(115) and Orsetti(116) published similar results with diabetic rats. These studies 
constituted a proof of concept for intravascular macrocapsules, although coagulation and 
hemorrhage complications occurred after several days(117-119). Scharp et al. obtained 
similar results with tubular polycarbonate membranes(64).

Development of intravascular capsules was subsequently slowed or even stopped because of 
clotting issues. However, a report from Prochorov et al. published in 2008 has renewed 
interest in this approach(86). They transplanted a nylon macrocapsule (pore diameter: 1-2 
µm) into the arteria profunda femoris or into the forearm cubital vein of 19 diabetic human 
patients, 3 of them with diabetes resulting from pancreonecrosis (non-immune nature). They 
used islets from fetal rabbits and no immunosuppressive therapy was used, only standard 
antithrombotic therapy for 5 days after surgery. Positive results were still observed in 14 
patients two years after transplantation. Exogenous insulin demand was reduced by 60-65% 
and hypo- and hyperglycemic comas disappeared completely. C-peptide and 
immunoreactive insulin levels increased significantly.

T-cell immunity to grafting was absent and neither vascular lumen narrowing nor 
thrombosis was observed. However, approximately 40% of the islets died in the first weeks 
because of poor vascularization in the chamber (neoangiogenesis only developed in the 
macrocapsule after 2 weeks).

3.2.3. Intravascular ultrafiltration chambers—A slight design modification of 
intravascular diffusion chambers lead to ultrafiltration chambers (see schematic 
representation in Figure 6). This configuration eliminates any diffusion-based delay in the 
transport of nutrients and therapeutic products: blood is ultrafiltered by the membrane, 
crosses the islets and stimulates them with respect to its glucose concentration and finally 
delivers the secreted insulin via the venous connection. This approach permits the best 
oxygen and nutrient availability to encapsulated cells. However, these intravascular 
macrocapsules present the same blood coagulation problems as the diffusion chambers. 
Moreover, deposition of proteins can also occur on ultrafiltration membranes over time, 
ultimately leading to clogging and thrombosis(64).
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Ultrafiltration chambers have been used in diabetic rats by Reach et al.(120) and Scharp et 
al.(64). However, the devices only worked for hours before being clotted. Their 
development has been on hold since then.

3.2.4. Commercialization of intravascular macrocapsules—In 1985, Hayes and 
Chick founded BioHybrid Technologies that developed a reseedable intravascular chamber 
with limited success transplanting allogenic islets into pancreatectomized dogs(121). Their 
device was connected to the vascular system as an arteriovenous shunt. 6 out of 10 dogs 
remained insulin-independent after 5 months but the glycemic control in response to a meal 
or an intravenous glucose tolerance test remained abnormal. They also implanted a device 
with bovine islets in a pancreatectomized dog that remained insulin-independent for 80 days. 
Developments of this company were halted because of the previously mentioned issues with 
intravascular approaches.

3.3. Microcapsules
3.3.1. Advantages and disadvantages—Microencapsulation presents several 
advantages: the microbeads (see Figure 7) are implanted via minimally invasive surgery 
(simple injections are even possible), and their high surface to volume ratio confers better 
diffusion characteristics than extravascular macrocapsules (at least in theory). Faster 
diffusion kinetics are beneficial for cell oxygenation and glucose-stimulated insulin 
production and release.

However, microcapsules also present several disadvantages. They are difficult if not 
impossible to retrieve after implantation (that may be very dangerous in case of a 
complication). They have indirect access to blood, which causes delays in diffusion of O2, 
glucose and insulin. The thickness of microcapsules is also a barrier for diffusion, although 
recent strategies have permitted a reduction of it. Moreover, since the cells are encapsulated 
while forming the microcapsules, these lack the capacity to choose a different material for 
the extracellular matrix. Another problem arises from the broad pore size distributions of 
microcapsules associated with their polymeric nature (with the exception of recently 
developed self-folding microcontainers presented in section 4.2.4., microcapsules can only 
be made of polymers). This could be an issue for complete immunoisolation of cells. Indeed, 
even if only 1% of pores are larger than the cut-off goal, passage of antibodies, complement, 
and cytokines will be sufficient to initiate immunorejection pathways(56). Finally, 
microcapsules prevent formation of clusters of encapsulated cells, unlike a real pancreas.

3.3.2. Materials—The most popular materials for microencapsulation are alginates. 
Alginates (primarily extracted from seaweeds) are natural anionic polysaccharides 
composed of homopolymeric regions of beta-D-mannuronic acid (“M-blocks”) and alpha-L-
guluronic acid (“G-blocks”) interspaced with regions of mixed sequence (“MG-blocks”). 
They have hydrogel-forming properties with di- or trivalent cations (Ca2+, Ba2+, Fe3+...) 
used as cross-linking agents(122). Alginates are a good material choice for cell 
encapsulation due to their good biocompatibility and the fact that the encapsulation 
procedure can be performed under mild conditions not detrimental to cells(123).
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Alginate-based microencapsulation usually consists of extruding a suspension made of a 
solution of sodium alginate plus islets through a microdroplet generator that incorporates a 
peristaltic pump and an air flow source (electrostatic droplet generation)(62). The 
suspension is continuously cut (by air shearing forces) into small spherical droplets. These 
drop into a positively-charged cation bath (usually CaCl2 or BaCl2) and immediately turn 
into water-immiscible gel microbeads that contain one or a few islets. The beads are then 
coated with an aminoacidic cation solution, typically poly-L-lysine (PLL) or poly-L-
ornithine (PLO). The amine groups bind to carboxylic alginate radicals, preventing access 
by unwanted cellular and humoral mediators of the host's immune system(62). Less 
frequently, non-spherical microcapsules have also been produced by using polymeric replica 
molds in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)(124) or polypropylene (PP)(125).

3.3.3. Historical aspects and developments—The term microencapsulation was first 
mentioned by Chang in 1964 to describe aqueous solutions of protein within polymer 
microcapsules of 1-100 µm in diameter(126). However, the first microencapsulation of 
pancreatic islets was performed by Lim and Sun in 1980(127). They showed that insulin was 
released from spherical microcapsules made of alginate-polylysine-polyethyleneimine. They 
also managed to revert diabetes in rats for 3 weeks using intraperitoneal implants. The graft 
failed after that period due to poor material biocompatibility. Biocompatibility was 
improved in 1984 by O'shea and Sun who used intraperitoneal implants of islets in alginate-
polylysine-alginate microcapsules(128). Diabetes was reverted in rats for up to 1 year. 
Subsequent chemical purification of alginates further improved the biocompatibility of 
microcapsules(129-131). Polyethylene glycol (PEG) hydrogels have also been used as a 
coating on microcapsules to improve their biocompatibility(132). In 1997, Wang et al. 
evaluated over a thousand combinations of water-soluble polyanions and polycations to find 
the best polymer for encapsulation of living cells(133). Their most promising combination 
consisted of sodium alginate, cellulose sulfate, poly(methylene-co-guanidine) hydrochloride, 
calcium chloride and sodium chloride. This formulation allowed independent control of 
capsule size, wall thickness, mechanical strength and permeability. Reversal of diabetes was 
maintained for up to 6 months in mice with intraperitoneal implants.

Besides alginates, other materials have also been studied for microencapsulation, including 
sol-gel silica (SiO2)(134, 135), polyacrylates(136), agarose(137, 138), chitosan(139)...

In order to improve nutrient availability for microencapsulated cells, several groups tried to 
decrease the thickness of the capsules. With this perspective, they developed techniques to 
directly deposit very thin (1.5 to 50 µm)(57) conformal coatings of protective biomaterial 
(usually alginate) on the surface of islets. The transplant volume in this case is determined 
only by the size of objects being coated and the coating thickness, reducing void volume and 
diffusion delays. In theory, immunoisolation could also be achieved by applying even 
thinner coatings down to submicron or nanoscale thickness. The terms nanoencapsulation 
and molecular camouflage have been introduced to refer to this subclass of 
microcapsules(57). Polyethylene glycol (PEG) chains are usually anchored to the cell or islet 
surface to create a barrier preventing molecular recognition between cell surface receptors 
and soluble ligands(140, 141). Attachment of PEG is generally performed by covalently 
coupling PEG to amines of cell surface proteins or carbohydrates, or by direct insertion of 
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PEG-lipid conjugates into the cell membrane(141). Despite promising results with PEG 
protected islets transplanted in rats, it is unclear how long PEG coatings will remain stable 
enough to provide protection for a graft(57). Besides PEGylation, it is also possible to 
construct nanothin films of controlled permeability and surface chemistry directly on the 
surface of cells via layer-by-layer (LbL) polymer self-assembly(57, 142, 143). 
Polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM) films are created that way by using polycations and 
polyanions: poly(L-lysine)(PLL)/alginate, chitosan/hyaluronic acid, PLL/hyaluronic acid, 
poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride)/poly(styrene sulfonate)(PSS)... However, the 
possible toxicity of polycations and the immunoisolation properties of these multilayers 
need to be further investigated.

Microcapsules have already been evaluated in clinical tests on humans. Soon-Shiong 
reported the first case of transplantation into a human in 1994(144). This team used human 
cadaveric islets microencapsulated in purified alginate with a high guluronic acid content. 
Insulin independence was demonstrated 9 months after the procedure, yet the patient was 
already on low-dose immunosuppression due to a kidney transplant.

More recently, in 2006, Calafiore led a clinical trial on non-immunosuppressed patients 
using alginate microcapsules (containing human islets) that were double-coated with poly-L-
ornithine and sodium alginate(145). They first reported results from two patients showing 
amelioration of their mean daily blood glucose levels and reduction of daily exogenous 
insulin (although exogenous insulin independence was unsuccessful)(146). In 2011, they 
reported new results from a total of four non-immunosuppressed patients including the 
previous two patients(147). Patients were followed through 3 years after transplantation of 
the microcapsules and no sign of islet rejection was seen (absence of islet cell antibodies and 
anti-MHC class I-II antibodies). Amelioration of blood glucose levels was achieved for all 
patients as well as reduced need for exogenous insulin. However, these improvements 
dissipated over time and patients had reverted to their original exogenous insulin therapy 
regimen at the end of the trial.

Developments and current research in microencapsulation have also been extensively 
reviewed elsewhere(57, 62, 148-153). Rabanel specifically reviewed fabrication techniques 
for microcapsules(123). Among the different reviews, de Vos et al. provided 
recommendations for characterization of microcapsules for cellular encapsulation(151). 
They stressed the importance of standardizing characterization procedures to resolve current 
lab-to-lab variations and lack of reproducibility in organic microcapsules. They have 
identified five criteria that should be detailed in any research related to microencapsulation: 
polymer characterization (high-resolution NMR), permeability, surface properties (FT-IR, 
XPS, TOF-SIMS, Microscopies), biocompatibility and storage conditions.

3.3.4. Commercialization of microcapsules—The company Living Cell Technologies 
(LCT) (Auckland, New Zealand) has been using alginate microencapsulation over the last 
few years. LCT is investigating the use of encapsulated porcine islets following a study on a 
human recipient published in 2007(154). LCT is the first company to enter clinical trials 
using therapeutic porcine cell implants. They have completed a successful Phase I/IIa 
clinical trial in Russia and currently have Phase IIb clinical trials underway in New Zealand 
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and Argentina. LCT and Otsuka Pharmaceutical Factory created a new company in 2011, 
Diatranz Otsuka Limited (DOL), to accelerate development and commercialization of their 
porcine cell product. LCT is poised to be the first company to launch a product on the 
market within the next few years.

MicroIslet (San Diego) also developed a strategy to microencapsulate porcine islets to treat 
type 1 diabetes in humans, but the company is no longer operating.

Microencapsulation is also currently envisaged by the company ALTuCELL (Dix Hills, New 
York) that plans to transplant microencapsulated porcine-derived Sertoli cells into humans 
to revert type 1 diabetes (Dr. Calafiore is also involved in this company)(155).

4. CURRENT IMMUNOPROTECTIVE MEMBRANE DESIGNS
This chapter will discuss the current membrane designs for cellular immunoprotection. It is 
divided in 2 parts: organic (polymeric) membranes and inorganic ones. Another recent 
review discusses broader medical and biological applications of nanoporous 
membranes(156).

4.1. Organic membranes
The first and most common materials used to fabricate immunoprotective membranes are 
polymers. Their main drawback is a relatively broad pore size distribution (variations as 
large as 30% for polymeric membranes formed by solvent-casting)(157). The use of ion-
track etching to form polycarbonate filter membranes (e.g.: Isopore from Millipore) has 
permitted much tighter pore size distributions (~10%) but these membranes have low 
porosities (maximum 20%), limited pore sizes and randomly distributed pores across their 
surface(158). These limited properties have excluded commercial track etch filters from cell 
encapsulation applications.

The most studied polymeric materials for cell immunoisolation are not synthetic but natural 
polymers, the alginates (a hydrogel consisting of anionic polysaccharides extracted from 
seaweeds). They currently lead the field of microencapsulation and are also gaining a lot of 
attention in macroencapsulation as “islet sheets”, layers of islets sandwiched between thin 
layers of alginate (described in section 4.1.1.).

Besides alginates, other polymeric materials have also been studied for cell encapsulation. 
They can mainly be separated in two classes: hydrogels and thermoplastic polymers(63, 
159). Hydrogels are water swollen 3D networks of hydrophilic homopolymers or 
copolymers(160). Their structural integrity relies on cross-links formed between polymer 
chains (chemical bonds and physical interactions). Due to their viscoelasticity and high H2O 
content, they resemble natural biological tissues and often induce minimal inflammatory 
response. Their permeability is adjustable, which is promising for cell immunoisolation, but 
since they rely on crosslinks, these materials will always present a broad pore size 
distribution (which is broader than inorganic membranes). This can be an issue for complete 
immunoprotection of encapsulated cells. Indeed, even if only 1% of pores are larger than the 
size cut-off goal, the pores will allow sufficient passage of antibodies, complement, and 
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cytokines to initiate immunorejection(56). Besides alginates, hydrogels that have been 
studied for cell encapsulation include: polyethylene glycol (PEG)(161, 162), agarose 
(macrobeads)(163, 164), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) (islet sheet)(165, 166), polyvinyl alcohol 
and polyacrylic acid copolymers (PVA/PAA) (membrane)(167).

The other category of encapsulating polymers is thermoplastics. They consist of long, linear 
and water insoluble chains that can be processed into multiple configurations by heat 
melting followed by cooling. Their chemical and mechanical stability properties are superior 
to those of hydrogels, which explains why thermoplastics have mainly been used for 
macrocapsules. However, hydrogels still remain the most popular choice for cell 
encapsulation due to their very good biocompatibility.

Thermoplastic materials that are currently used for cell immunoprotection are 
polyacrylonitrile and polyvinyl chloride copolymers (PAN/PVC or Amicon; hollow fibers)
(97, 113, 168, 169), polyurethane (PU) and polyurethane and polyvinyl pyrrolidone 
copolymers (PU/PVP) (macrocapsules)(170, 171), PU (membranes)(172), polysulfone 
(hollow fibers)(173, 174), AN69 renal dialysis membranes (69% acrylonitrile and 31% 
sodium methallyl sulphonate) modified by electrical discharges(175), 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membranes(98, 99, 176, 177), dual porosity nylon 
membrane(178)...

Among organic materials that have been tested for cell immunoisolation, alginates are 
certainly the most promising, both as microcapsules (see section 3.3.) and as the “islet 
sheets” (macrocapsules) described below.

Another interesting approach that is still in its infancy is the fabrication of SU-8 (an epoxy) 
microcapsules with very precise nanopores. The use of photolithographic techniques permits 
to obtain a very narrow pore size distribution which is normally never achieved with 
polymeric materials. Section 4.1.2. gives more detail about this technique.

4.1.1. Alginate islet sheets—While alginates have led the microencapsulation field, they 
have also been used for macroencapsulation by Dufrane et al. who recently developed an 
alginate device(179, 180). Briefly, their device consists of a collagen matrix on which islets 
are seeded to produce a cell monolayer, allowing faster diffusion kinetics as compared to 
clusters of islets. This monolayer is then covered by a gelled layer of alginate 3% wt./vol. 
rich in mannuronic acid (the other side of the collagen matrix is also covered by an alginate 
layer). This produces an islet sheet (“monolayer cellular device”, MCD) that is ready to be 
transplanted (see Figure 8).

Dufrane et al. have already reported very promising results with this type of devices in 
2010(180). They transplanted (without any immunosuppression) encapsulated pig islets in 
streptozotocin-induced diabetic monkeys: 4 primates received alginate microcapsules 
transplanted under the kidney capsule and 5 primates received 3 to 5 alginate MCDs 
transplanted into abdominal subcutaneous tissue (same batch of alginate for micro and 
macrocapsules). Only two animals within the microcapsule group showed complete control 
of diabetes and for a very limited time (2 weeks). The animals that received the 
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Then, the mold is used to superficially imprint nanoslots in a SU-8 membrane. A metal is 
then deposited at an oblique angle to the membrane to protect the superficial imprint 
features. The nanoslots are finally etched chemically and anisotropically through the entire 
cross section of the membrane producing a semipermeable membrane that can be used for 
cell immunoisolation. The final pores present a width of 20 nm that is precisely controlled 
over the whole membrane surface and a length of about 1 µm. The reusable mold permits to 
achieve reproducibility and allows possible high-throughput fabrication.

The nanoslotted membranes are then integrated into the surfaces of SU-8 cuboid 
microcapsules fabricated by lithography. The microcapsules provide support to the thin 
(350-450 nm) nanoporous membranes and consist in a base with a female structure that 
hosts the insulin-secreting cells and a lid with a male structure (see Figure 9).

One difference of this approach as compared to other photolithographic techniques is that it 
aims to produce microcapsules, rather than macrocapsules like those presented in section 
4.2.1. on Si nanoporous membranes. These SU-8 microcapsules are designed to house a 
single pancreatic islet, or an equivalent cluster of insulin-secreting cells, with an 
encapsulation space of 200 × 200 × 200 µm3. They thus present the advantages of 
microencapsulation but have better diffusion characteristics due to their very thin 
membranes (as compared to the thicker alginate microcapsules). Moreover, the pore width is 
very precise and uniform, comparing favorably with polymer conformal coatings.

A key feature of these nanoporous containers is their optical and MRI transparency, 
allowing multimodal imaging of encapsulated islets post-transplantation (two-photon 
confocal microscopy and MRI)(181). In vitro experiments showed that islet function is 
unimpaired after 48 h of encapsulation(181). Other experiments studied the diffusion of 
fluorescent probe molecules across the nanoporous membranes: IgG-FITC(182), lectin-
FITC (140 kDa) and FM 4-64 (608 Da)(183). While FM 4-64 diffused without any problem, 
some diffusion of the larger molecules (that would ideally be blocked) was also observed. 
This may be attributed either to the slit shape of the nanopores, possibly enabling flexible 
proteins to cross the barrier, or to a gap between the lid and the base of the microcapsules 
(no experiment has been carried out yet to determine the degree of sealing of the assembly). 
In order to investigate cell oxygenation within these nanoporous containers, 9L rat glioma 
cells were engineered to bioluminesce under hypoxic conditions(182), which could 
potentially be used for future in vivo experiments. The preliminary results indicate that the 
nanoporous capsules may provide restricted oxygenation of the encapsulated cells.

It is also important to mention the robustness of these microcapsules(181), which do not 
fracture or rupture when manipulated during manufacture and encapsulation. This is another 
advantage over alginate-based microcapsules that are not so mechanically stable.

Although this research is still in its infancy, nanoporous SU-8 containers may prove useful 
to encapsulate islet cells in the future. Concerns about the lack of biocompatibility of this 
polymer may be solved by applying coatings of biofriendly molecules or bioinert materials, 
such as gold(181).
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4.2. Inorganic membranes
Advances in inorganic materials research in the electronics, sensors and photovoltaics 
industries have enabled the development of inorganic nanoporous membranes with well 
controlled pore sizes and geometries. The produced nanoporous membranes have inspired 
researchers active in drug delivery and cell encapsulation. For instance, silicon 
microfabricated membranes were already proposed for biomedical applications in 1995(186, 
187).

Three inorganic materials currently present very promising properties for the production of 
immunoisolating membranes(61): silicon (Si), aluminum/aluminum oxide (Al/Al2O3) and 
titanium/titanium oxide (Ti/TiO2). The extravascular macrocapsules that use those 
membranes present several advantages over their polymeric counterparts: a tighter pore size 
distribution and faster diffusion kinetics due to decreased membrane thickness(105). For Si 
and Al/Al2O3 membranes, these advantages have to be balanced with decreased levels of 
biocompatibility. The three materials will be presented in the following sections. The 
fabrication techniques discussed here are not the only ones available, yet they present a 
major advantage over other techniques: they lead to materials with straight nanopores, 
ensuring the fastest diffusion possible for nutrients and therapeutic products. Indeed, powder 
sintering and sol-gel methods also produce nanoporous SiO2, Al2O3 and TiO2 - but the 
pores are always tortuous in these cases(156). Commercial porous Al2O3 filter membranes, 
Anopore from Whatman, could also be interesting to encapsulate cells. They present uniform 
pore sizes with high pore densities (>1010/cm2), but available pore size is quite limited.

Finally, a last section will present a different and very innovative approach to produce 
nanoporous microcontainers that assemble by self-folding. One interesting feature of this 
technique is that numerous materials can be used to form these microcapsules.

Since the science behind these inorganic nanoporous membranes is rather new, these 
materials have not been tested as much as the polymeric membranes for cell encapsulation. 
However, they have the potential to catch up with the currently popular alginate 
microcapsules and sheets by offering better stability and tighter control of porosity.

4.2.1. Silicon nanoporous membranes—Inspired by the fabrication techniques used 
for the production of silicon computer chips, silicon nanoporous membranes were initially 
developed and used to encapsulate pancreatic islets by Desai and Ferrari(103). The 
development of this silicon membrane technology has been extensively reviewed 
elsewhere(53, 105, 158, 188). The process scheme is presented in Figure 10.

Fabrication of Si nanoporous membranes starts with a Si wafer. A support ridge structure is 
first etched by photo-lithography to provide mechanical support to the final structure (not 
shown in Figure 10). A very thin silicon nitride (Si3N4) layer is then deposited on top of the 
wafer, serving as an etch-stop for future processes. A structural base layer of polysilicon is 
deposited on top of the Si3N4 (Figure 10a), and its thickness will determine the overall 
thickness of the final nanoporous membrane (0.5 µm to 5 µm). Holes are then etched 
through poly Si by a chlorine plasma (Figure 10b), and a sacrificial silicon oxide (SiO2) 
layer is thermally grown over the Si base layer (Figure 10c). The sacrificial oxide thickness 
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determines the pore size in the final membrane, and pores ranging from 7 nm to 100 nm 
have been obtained with tight pore size distributions (<5% pore width variation)(105, 158). 
The next step consists in depositing plug poly Si in the holes of the base layer (Figure 10d). 
The surface is then planarized, leaving a smooth exposed surface of sacrificial oxide (Figure 
10e). Subsequently, a Si3N4 protective layer is deposited uniformly across the wafer. 
Windows are etched through this layer on the bottom side of the wafer to expose the bulk Si 
in specified areas. The wafer is then placed in a KOH bath at 80°C where bulk Si is 
dissolved up to the Si3N4 etch stop layer (Figure 10f). Finally, the protective and etch-stop 
Si3N4 layers and the sacrificial SiO2 layer are removed by etching in hydrofluoric acid (HF) 
(g). The finished product is a Si nanoporous membrane of controlled thickness presenting 
slit nanopores of controlled channel widths. These pores are organized in parallel arrays 
along the membrane major dimension. The length of the pores is fixed at 45 µm and there 
are 10,000 pores/mm2 (105). Hence, the total pore area increases linearly with the pore size.

Figure 11 shows a picture of one Si nanoporous membrane as well as SEM micrographs 
illustrating the pore structure.

The very tight pore size distributions (<5%)(158) of these Si nanoporous membranes make 
them advantageous over their polymer counterparts for which pore size distributions of 30% 
are common(157).

Desai et al. used 18, 66 and 78 nm porous Si membranes to encapsulate rat islets. They 
performed a glucose stimulated insulin secretion test and showed that encapsulated islets 
presented a similar release profile as compared to unencapsulated islets(103, 189). 
Moreover, 18 nm pores significantly hindered the passage of IgG as compared to the larger 
pores, although with incomplete blockage(189). They also incubated islet-filled capsules in a 
serum complement/antibody solution during 2 weeks. At day 14, the insulin secretion 
following stimulation by glucose was approximately 5 times higher for the encapsulated 
islets (18 and 78 nm pores) as compared to free islets, proving the potential of this 
immunoisolation technology.

In vivo tests were also performed with encapsulated rat and mouse insulinoma cells 
implanted intraperitoneally in mice(190). After 8 days, biocapsules were removed for cell 
viability and functionality tests. The insulinoma cells encapsulated by 18 nm membranes 
exhibited higher insulin secretion upon glucose stimulation than the cells in 66 nm porous 
capsules, highlighting the correlation between smaller pores and immunoprotection. 
Membranes with pores below 18 nm have also been tested for diffusion of glucose, albumin 
(67 kDa) and IgG(53, 191). The diffusion of glucose was constrained with pores below 13 
nm (non-Fickian diffusion) and albumin was unable to pass through 7 nm pores. Diffusion 
of IgG was greatly hindered, especially for 7 nm pores. However, total immunoisolation was 
not achieved, despite early estimations that pore sizes between 30 and 50 nm should be able 
to exclude IgG(192). This can be explained by the flexible characteristics of the Y-shaped 
IgG protein that can adopt different conformational changes(53), easing its diffusion through 
the slit pores (a few nm wide but 45 µm long). Unfolding of the 3D protein structure may 
also occur, easing the passage of IgG as well. Therefore, slow diffusion of IgG may be 
expected even for pore sizes below 20 nm. A strategy that could be applied to block IgG is 
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to decrease the length of the pores. However, a very tiny leak of IgG may not be so 
detrimental to the cells. Iwata and others showed that complement components are rapidly 
inactivated, and therefore it should be good enough to hinder IgG diffusion in the first days 
after implantation rather than completely block it(66, 193, 194).

Thus, a Si membrane with pores just below 20 nm should be able to immunoprotect cells 
while allowing sufficient diffusion of glucose and insulin (due to their very low thickness of 
a few micrometers).

Silicon membranes can also be modified in terms of surface chemistry. Strategies have been 
developed to decrease unwanted adsorption by coating Si with polyethylene glycol (PEG)
(195, 196). The PEG chains can be covalently attached to Si and permit reduced adsorption 
of albumin, IgG and fibrinogen by 76, 82 and 64%, respectively, as compared to untreated 
Si.

The assembly of these Si nanoporous membranes into actual biocapsules has been 
performed differently over the years. The interested reader can find information on that 
matter elsewhere(53, 105-107, 189, 197).

4.2.2. Alumina nanoporous membranes—It is well known that surfaces of aluminum 
(Al) present a high affinity for oxygen, resulting in the formation of an aluminum oxide 
layer covering the metal. However, this natural oxide layer is uncontrolled, and this has led 
researchers to develop anodization techniques to grow controlled porous or non-porous 
layers of aluminum oxide (Al2O3) on Al substrates(198). An interesting feature of these 
porous layers is that they present ordered straight circular pores in a hexagonal arrangement. 
Provided the layers are separated from the underlying Al, they could be used as membranes 
for cell immunoisolation.

Following Itoh et al. in 1996(199, 200), Gong et al. reported in 2003 a sequential etching 
technique to produce an Al2O3 nanoporous membrane embedded in a cylindrical Al 
tube(201) (see Figure 12). They showed that such devices could control release of dextran 
conjugates of varying molecular weight by adapting the pore size, via the anodization 
voltage. The same fabrication process has also been used to produce flat membranes of 
Al2O3 (202).

Briefly, the external surface of an Al tube is coated with a thin layer of protective polymer, 
e.g. nail polish (Figure 12a). Then, an anodization step is performed from the inner side of 
the tube in 0.25 M oxalic acid, producing a layer of nanoporous Al2O3. Voltage selection 
determines the pore size (diameter). This layer is then etched in a mixture of H2CrO4 and 
H3PO4, leaving a uniform concave array of nucleation sites that are critical to obtaining 
narrow pore size distributions during the subsequent anodization step. A second anodization 
step is then performed at the same voltage, producing the final Al2O3 nanoporous membrane 
with circular pores (Figure 12b). The duration of this anodization determines the membrane 
thickness. In order to expose the nanoporous membrane, window-areas are created with 
acetone in the protective outer polymer film. Both ends of the Al tube are then protected 
with Parafilm and the tube is dipped in a 10 wt. % HCl and 0.1M CuCl2 solution that 
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selectively etches unprotected Al areas, thereby revealing a transparent Al2O3 membrane 
(Figure 12c). Since the nanoporous membranes are incorporated in the Al tube, they are 
strong enough for easy handling and use. The final step is to etch the barrier layer present at 
the outer surface of the Al2O3 membranes in a mixture of H2CrO4 and H3PO4. The Parafilm 
and polymer protection layers are then removed (Figure 12d), resulting in an Al cylinder 
with Al2O3 nanoporous membrane windows (see Figure 13).

Superior control over the size and shape of the nanoporous Al2O3 windows within a flat Al 
frame can be achieved by using a photoresist polymer as the initial protective coating that 
can then be removed at selected locations by photolithography(203).

The general technique presented here produces nanoporous Al2O3 membranes in a variety of 
configurations that may be used for immunoisolated cell encapsulation(204). Anodization 
technology is really simple and inexpensive, especially if no photolithography step is 
involved. Diameters of circular vertical nanopores reported in the literature are comprised 
between 25 and 80 nm and the thicknesses of these membranes range from 55 to 100 
µm(201-204). Pore size distributions of Al2O3 membranes(204) are worse than those of 
microfabricated Si membranes but they are still better than those of their polymeric 
counterparts. The thicknesses of Al2O3 membranes are larger than those of Si. Thicker 
membranes obviously impede diffusion of oxygen, glucose and insulin but simultaneously 
render the whole device more robust and resistant. Moreover, the high density of pores 
(~1010/cm2)(204) achievable for alumina membranes could compensate for their increased 
thickness from a diffusional point of view.

La Flamme et al. compared diffusion coefficients of glucose and IgG for an Al2O3 75 nm 
membrane, for a Si 49 nm membrane, and for a poly(vinyl alcohol) 10-30 nm 
hydrogel(204). Transport of glucose was comparable for all 3 membranes, but diffusion of 
IgG was significantly reduced for Al2O3 vs. Si and the hydrogel, even though these two 
presented a smaller pore size. The circular shape of Al2O3 nanopores seems to be really 
advantageous over rectangular slit pores of Si or the hydrogel pores regarding blockage of 
the flexible IgG. In vitro encapsulation studies have also been performed by La Flamme 
with MIN6 insulinoma cells(204). They showed insulin secretion upon glucose stimulation 
although the secreted insulin amounts were lower with the 75 nm Al2O3 membranes than 
with unencapsulated cells due to the physical barrier of the membrane.

The main concern for the use of Al2O3 nanoporous membranes is the extent of 
biocompatibility for this material. However, in vitro tests have shown that these membranes 
are nontoxic to fibroblast cells and do not induce significant complement activation(205). It 
has also been shown that incorporation of a polyethylene glycol (PEG) coating(202, 206) 
reduces the interactions of serum albumin with the material(205). This reduction in protein 
adsorption will certainly help to prevent any clogging of the pores. Finally, in vivo tests of 
up to 4 weeks with empty Al/Al2O3 capsules have demonstrated that implantation of these 
capsules into the abdominal cavity of rats induces a transient inflammatory response 
(probably due to the surgery and not to the capsule), and that PEG coatings were useful in 
minimizing the host response(205). The membranes were fully intact and free from fibrous 
growth at the end of the 4 weeks.
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Despite encouraging preliminary results, Al2O3 nanoporous membranes have not yet been 
tested in vivo with encapsulated cells.

4.2.3. Titania nanotubular membranes—As for aluminum, surfaces of titanium (Ti) 
present a high affinity for oxygen, resulting in the formation of an oxide layer covering the 
metal. Since this natural oxide layer is not controlled, anodization techniques have also been 
developed for this material. Less studied than Al anodization, Ti surface modification 
encountered a major breakthrough in 1999 when Zwilling et al. anodized a Ti sample in a 
solution of H2CrO4 and HF and observed the formation of a porous layer of TiO2 nanotubes 
in a hexagonal arrangement(207). In 2001, Gong et al. obtained uniform arrays of well-
aligned TiO2 nanotubes after anodization of a Ti foil in an aqueous solution containing 0.5 
to 3.5 wt. % HF(208).

Numerous studies of the formation and characterization of TiO2 nanotubes have been 
published afterwards(209-220). The influence of anodization experimental parameters 
(electrolyte composition, temperature, voltage, current, anodization time...) on the resulting 
nanotubular TiO2 arrays has been thoroughly investigated in these studies. Layers of 
vertically-oriented nanotubes with diameters from 15 to 150 nm (mainly controlled by 
anodization voltage) and lengths from a few nm to 1000 µm (mainly controlled by 
anodization time) have been produced. Synthesis of TiO2 nanotubes by anodization, 
properties of these tubes and their applications have been reviewed extensively 
elsewhere(221-224).

Arrays of TiO2 nanotubes present several excellent characteristics for biofiltration 
applications such as cell-based drug delivery and immunoisolation: they have circular 
nanopores that are ideal for blocking flexible proteins like IgG and a very narrow pore size 
distribution coupled to a very high pore density(217), their thickness can be varied over a 
broad range, and their biocompatibility is excellent(225).

A variety of procedures are given in the literature to produce a uniform TiO2 nanotubular 
layer. A simple recipe that is widely used currently is to anodize a Ti foil in an ethylene 
glycol solution containing 0.3 wt. % of NH4F and 2 vol. % of H2O (220). A nanotube length 
of about 200 µm (pore diameter 125 nm, standard deviation 10 nm) is obtained after 
anodization of the Ti foil at 60V for 72 h. SEM micrographs of such a TiO2 nanotubular 
layer are presented in Figure 14.

A common practice to improve the close-packed hexagonal arrangement of the nanotubes is 
to carry out 2 subsequent anodizations on the same Ti foil(217). A first anodization produces 
a layer of TiO2 nanotubes that is not perfectly ordered, which is then removed. This leaves a 
dimpled pattern on the Ti surface. A second anodization conducted with this textured 
surface then produces a layer of TiO2 nanotubes with improved ordering.

Despite promising properties for immunoisolation, TiO2 nanotubes have not yet been 
applied to cell encapsulation. This is mainly due to the fact that this avenue of research is 
still in its infancy for Ti. Techniques to produce a free-standing membrane of TiO2 
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nanotubes are not as mature as they are for nanoporous Al2O3. TiO2 nanotubes have to be 
detached as an array from the Ti foil and their bottom ends (barrier layer) need to be opened.

Different techniques have been reported so far(219, 220, 226-234) but these approaches 
remain difficult to realize in practice, especially for large area membranes.

Another very interesting approach to produce membranes was developed in 2010 by Albu et 
al. (see Figure 15)(235). They evaporated a 5 µm film of Al on a 6 µm Ti foil. After 
depositing a positive photoresist on Ti (Figure 15a), they defined a grid structure via 
photolithography (Figure 15b). They subsequently performed anodization in an ethylene 
glycol electrolyte containing NH4F and DI H2O, producing TiO2 nanotubes connected to 
Al2O3 nanopores (no TiO2 barrier layer in this case) (Figure 15c). The Al substrate and the 
Al2O3 porous area were then selectively etched in an acidic solution of 19(H3PO4):
1(HNO3):1(CH3COOH):2(H2O) parts by volume (Figure 15d). The remaining Ti frame 
allows for a high mechanical flexibility. The nanopores present a diameter of 30±10 nm. 
These membranes have been tested for diffusion of methylene blue and nanospheres of 20 
and 200 nm, showing total blockage of the latter while 20 nm spheres diffused slower than 
methylene blue.

Other studies on TiO2 nanotubular arrays for membrane applications have investigated 
diffusion of methylene blue(226), phenol red(219), phenol red, glucose, bovine serum 
albumin (BSA) and IgG(220). This last study used a 200 µm thick membrane with 125±10 
nm pores and showed that the diffusion coefficient of IgG was about 100 times smaller than 
that of BSA and 1000 times smaller than that of glucose, which are encouraging results for 
islet encapsulation applications.

TiO2 nanotubular layers seem to be an excellent choice for incorporation into macrocapsules 
for cell immunoisolation. However, the research in this field is still in its infancy and a lot of 
work will need to be carried out to assess the potential of this material for biofiltration 
applications.

4.2.4. Self-folding microencapsulation devices—An innovative microencapsulation 
approach that was developed by Gracias et al. utilizes patterned self-folding devices to host 
and immunoprotect cells(236-238).

Current microfabrication and lithography techniques can produce very precise pores at the 
nanoscale on 2D surfaces, and resulting cell-containing capsules typically incorporate 1 or 2 
of these membranes. This can result in hypoxic conditions for cells residing far away from 
these porous surfaces. In order to tackle this problem, Gracias et al. developed a technique 
derived from the ancient Japanese art of paper folding, origami. Using lithography 
techniques, they produce a patterned 2D precursor structure with hinges. The next step 
involves self-folding of the 2D structure along the hinges to produce a precise 3D hollow 
structure. Different polyhedra have been produced this way, and the main advantage resides 
in that nearly all faces of these objects can be porous. Precisely patterned hollow polyhedra 
with overall dimensions from 100 nm to 1 cm have been fabricated with a variety of 
materials, including metals, ceramics and polymers(236-242). Straight or curved pores as 
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narrow as 15 nm have been produced on the faces of these objects using electron beam 
lithography(240). These very small containers present all the advantages of 
microencapsulation but have better diffusion characteristics due to their very thin walls (as 
compared to thicker alginate microcapsules). Moreover, their pores are very uniform and 
present a narrow size distribution due to lithography. These microcontainers thus compare 
favorably with polymer conformal coatings. Very similar in size to SU-8 nanoporous 
microcapsules from Gimi et al., self-folded capsules present the advantage of being porous 
on all of their faces, improving oxygenation of the encapsulated cells and enhancing 
diffusion of nutrients and therapeutic products. The variety of materials that are compatible 
with this approach is another advantage of this technique.

The self-folding phenomenon is usually driven by minimization of surface energy(238, 239, 
243) or the release of thin film stress(244). The first technique is currently the most popular, 
and it is the only one described here. Briefly, a low melting point material is deposited 
between panels to generate folding hinges and at panel edges to generate locking hinges. 
After 2D microfabrication, the templates are released from the substrate and heated to 
liquefy the solid solder hinges. Upon heating, the hinges fold and lead to the final 3D 
structure, where liquefied locking hinges fuse and subsequently harden upon cooling. The 
use of locking hinges produces well-sealed, mechanically robust hollow polyhedra that can 
be manipulated without breaking. Figure 16A presents video snapshots of the self-folding 
phenomenon that is typically carried out in a high-boiling-point solvent (e.g. N-
methylpyrrolidone)(238, 239). Figure 16B shows a gold (Au)-coated hollow cube with 
patterned pores on 5 faces (the bottom face is left open for subsequent cell loading) and 
Figure 16C shows a close-up of different pores. It is also possible to induce self-folding by 
exposing Ni/Sn objects to a CF4/O2 plasma (the angular orientation between panels can be 
controlled by altering the flow rate of O2 gas)(240). However, gaps are present in between 
panels with this approach that is thus not directly applicable to cell immunoprotection.

As already mentioned, different materials have been successfully used to fabricate these 
patterned 3D microcapsules. The faces of the cubes can easily be made with copper (Cu) or 
nickel (Ni)(238, 239), using pure tin (Sn) or tin/lead (Sn/Pb) as the solder hinge material. 
Before any contact with biological molecules, gold (Au) is electrodeposited onto all surfaces 
of these microcontainers to improve their biocompatibility(245, 246). The Au 
electrodeposition time can also be varied to control the final pore size of the membranes 
with considerable precision down to the nanoscale(246).

In order to encapsulate cells, 3D cubes with one missing face (microwells) are produced by 
self-assembly(245). Cells can then be loaded by tumbling the microwells in a concentrated 
cell solution (~104 cells/ml). Loaded microwells are then oriented with their open face 
upwards using a glass pipette. An adhesive tape (or polyurethane adhesive spin-coated on a 
glass slide) is then brought into contact with the open face of multiple microwells. The 
polymer cures typically within 30 minutes in cell media, thereby sealing the microwells. 
Arrays of microcontainers can then be formed on rigid or flexible (curved) geometries. It is 
also possible to create arrays of microcontainers by first positioning the microwells in an 
SU-8 holder patterned with recessed slots. The cells can also be loaded by simple settling 
after positioning the microwells in the holder.
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Insulinoma cells (beta-TC-6) have been encapsulated for up to 1 month into such 500 µm-
sized cube arrays with 1, 3 and 5 porous faces (6-7 µm pores)(245). These in vitro tests 
showed increased and faster glucose-stimulated insulin production for cubes with higher 
number of porous faces after 7 days of encapsulation. Moreover, the steady-state release of 
insulin following glucose stimulation (after 240 minutes) was compared between the 1, 3 
and 5 porous-faced microwell arrays at different time points following encapsulation. The 
insulin steady-state release was similar after 1 day for the 3 categories but decreased over 
time for 1 and 3 porous faces. The 1 porous face group did not produce insulin any more 
after 28 days whereas the 5 porous faces group maintained its insulin concentration levels. 
Some microwells were also peeled from the substrates at different time points to study cell 
viability using a live/dead cytotoxicity assay. Higher numbers of live cells were consistently 
observed within the 5 porous faces cubes as compared to the 1 porous face cubes. These 
experiments clearly demonstrate the advantage of 3D porous microcontainers (cubes with 5 
porous faces) as compared to 2D porous microcapsules (cubes with 1 porous face) for cell 
encapsulation. Cells encapsulated in the latter suffer from inadequate oxygenation and die 
after some weeks. It is interesting to note that these experimental results are in agreement 
with cell viability simulations solely based on O2 diffusion(245).

Diffusion of insulin and IgG has also been studied with 500 µm-sized cubes presenting 
different precise pore sizes (from 78 nm to 2 µm) on 5 faces(246). It has been shown that 78 
nm pores permitted diffusion of insulin over one week while blocking IgG diffusion, which 
is encouraging for cell immunoisolation applications. Insulinoma cells (beta-TC-6) have also 
been encapsulated within 78 nm porous microcontainers. After 2 days in the capsules, the 
cells produced insulin within 5 minutes in response to a glucose challenge and a continuous 
insulin production was measured for up to 2 hours.

These results show a proof-of-concept for this self-folding encapsulation technology, 
although this procedure is still in its infancy. Numerous in vitro and in vivo tests will have to 
be carried out to assess the stability and biocompatibility of these microcontainers over time. 
The hinges will have to be carefully studied for potential toxicity or leaking after several 
weeks in media.

The self-folding microcapsules have also recently been produced from all-polymer 
materials(242). The polyhedral objects, made of SU-8 faces and biodegradable 
polycaprolactone (PCL) hinges, spontaneously assemble upon heating at 58°C. This 
approach produces transparent microcontainers, enabling in situ imaging of encapsulated 
content using bright-field or fluorescence microscopy. Here again, all faces of the polyhedra 
can be porous which represents an improvement over Gimi's approach discussed previously. 
However, since PCL degrades over time in the body, this solder material is not suitable for 
islet/beta cell encapsulation (however, it is interesting for drug delivery applications). 
Indeed, the current SU-8/PCL containers release their content both through pores patterned 
on the faces of the capsules and by hinge degradation.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
While encapsulation of islet or beta cells by semipermeable membranes has a history of 
more than 50 years, no definitive cure for type 1 diabetes has been seen so far. This situation 
is explained by the complexity of the compromise that must be reached: membrane pores 
have to be small enough to block the molecules and cells responsible for immune rejection 
but the very same pores need to be as large as possible to facilitate transport of O2, glucose 
and insulin. While prevention of an immune attack on encapsulated cells seems to be nearly 
achieved today, the adequate supply of nutrients, especially O2, is still a problem. This 
explains why capsule designs that minimize the distance between cells and the surrounding 
environment have gained a lot of interest in the past few years. For instance, alginate 
microcapsules and alginate islet sheets are the most advanced realizations in terms of 
clinical application. However, the broad pore size distribution of polymeric materials (such 
as alginates) may be a problem for immunoisolation over long periods. On the other hand, 
nanoporous inorganic membranes (Si, TiO2, Al2O3...) possess well defined pore sizes that 
are expected to perform better in immunoprotection applications. The research in this field is 
still in its infancy but could lead to interesting results in the near future.

Besides membrane biocompatibility and design, several other approaches could help to 
produce a long-lasting implantable capsule with islet or beta cells: prevascularization of 
macrocapsules prior to cell transplantation, use of growth factors and oxygen generating 
materials, or arrangement of beta cells in controlled size clusters.

Apart from the materials science point-of-view, a cure for type 1 diabetes will require 
additional reliable sources of islet or beta cells since islet availability from donor pancreases 
is insignificant as compared to demand. Xenogeneic cells and cells derived from stem cells 
seem to be promising substitutes for human islets, but several remaining issues with these 
cell sources have yet to be overcome.

A lot of research and development is still required before encapsulated islets or beta cells 
will be able to cure type 1 diabetes, but such a treatment would represent a tremendous 
improvement over the multiple injections of insulin that patients currently have to undergo 
every day.
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Figure 1. 
Molecular weight spectrum in immunoisolation: molecules that should pass the 
immunoisolation barrier are in italics, all other molecules may be deleterious to implanted 
tissue. Reproduced with permission from (56).
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Figure 2. 
Schematic representation of different cellular encapsulation approaches.
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Figure 3. 
Algire and Millipore diffusion chambers for extravascular macroencapsulation. Reproduced 
with permission from (64).
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Figure 4. 
Commercial macroencapsulation devices: TheraCyte (left and middle) and Islet Sheet 
(right).
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Figure 5. 
Schematic representation of an intravascular diffusion chamber. Reproduced with 
permission from (64).
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Figure 6. 
Schematic representation of an intravascular ultrafiltration chamber. Reproduced with 
permission from (64).
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Figure 7. 
Two human pancreatic islets encapsulated in an alginate-based microcapsule (the red color 
is obtained after staining with dithizone that binds to zinc ions present in beta cells). 
Reproduced with permission from (149).
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Figure 8. 
Alginate and collagen macrocapsule containing a monolayer of pig islets, schematic 
representation (top) and picture (bottom, left) ; Implantation of the device into abdominal 
subcutaneous tissue of non-human primate (bottom, right). Reproduced with permission 
from (180).
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Figure 9. 
SU-8 nanoporous microcapsule micrographs showing the lid, the base and a close-up of the 
nanoslots in the lid. Reproduced with permission from (184).
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Figure 10. 
Process scheme for the fabrication of Si nanoporous membranes. Reproduced with 
permission from (158).
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Figure 11. 
Picture of a Si nanoporous membrane showing the porous area surrounded by the support 
ridge (left), SEM micrographs: top view (middle) and cross-section showing the nanopores 
across the whole thickness of the membrane (right). Reproduced with permission from 
(191).
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Figure 12. 
Process scheme for the fabrication of Al2O3 nanoporous membranes embedded in an Al 
cylinder (side view). Reproduced with permission from (201).
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Figure 13. 
Cylindrical Al macrocapsule with Al2O3 nanoporous membrane windows, close-up: SEM 
micrograph of the top of the membrane. Reproduced with permission from (201, 205).
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Figure 14. 
SEM micrographs of a TiO2 nanotubular membrane: cross-section of free-standing 
membrane with inset showing high magnification (left); nanotubular array top surface with 
inset showing high magnification (right). Reproduced with permission from (220).
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Figure 15. 
Process scheme for the fabrication of flexible TiO2 nanotubular membranes. Reproduced 
with permission from (235).
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Figure 16. 
Video snapshots showing the self-assembly of a lithographically fabricated template into a 
3D hollow container (A) ; SEM micrograph of a 3D porous container (B) ; SEM micrograph 
of pores on the faces of containers of different pore sizes (C). Reproduced with permission 
from (236, 246).
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